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"* ABSTRACT

_,_ The principal objective of this report is to supply the

I_ regional offices of the Environmental Protection Agency with guide-
lines for the review of airport project enviroI_ental impact state-
ments. The guidelines contain both procedural and technical guidance

_ for the comprehensive review of air, noise, water and wastawater,
t_ solid waste, land use, hazardous materials, and ecological impacts.

F_ The report includes discussion of the evaluation of environ-

t._e mental impact statements and the airport development process. A
classification system was developed to rank projects according to
their impacts. The major thrust of the report deals with assessment

(_ techniques for airport-generated pollutants. This includes a dis-
_ cusslon of standards and procedural guidelines, the identification

of sources, an evaluation of state-of-the-art assessment techniques,

[_ and description of abatement strategies. Finally, the assessmentfor the overall airport project used by the EPA, along with an expla-
nation of viable alternatives to an airport project, is presented.
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; i.0 INTRODUCTION

'_ On JanuaryI, 1970, the NationalEnvironmentalPolicy Act (NEPA)

' was enacted.1 Section 102 of the Act requires the preparation of environ-

--: mental impact statements (EIS) by federal agencies on proposals for legis- .

lation and other majorfederal actions that wil] s_gnificantly affect the

quality of the h_nan environment. Federal agencies preparing the statements

are required by NEPA to make the statements available to the President, the

Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), which was established by the Act,
--i

and the public, Furthermore, prior to preparing the EIS, the responsible

federal official is required by the Act to consult with and obtain com-

"_ meets from any federal agency that has jurisdiction by law or special

"_ expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved.

: Executive Order 11514, issued by the President on March 5, 1970,

required the Council on Environmental Quality to issue guidelines for the

preparation of environmental impact statements. On April 30, 1970,

i,_, interim guidelines were issued. During the same year, various departments

_ and agencies within the federal government were organized into one agency.

_._ On December 2, 1970, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was offi-

,_ cially established.

The Clean Air Act 2 was then enacted on December 28) 1970,

Section 309 of this Act gave EPA the legal mandate to review and cenlnent,

_ in writing) on the environmental impact of any matter relating to its

duties and responsibilities as contained in {i) legislation proposed by

any federal department or agency, (2) newly authorized federal projects

for construction and any other Im_joraction to which NEPA applies, and

'" {3) proposed regulations published by any federal department or agency.

Section 309 further states that any legislation or action found by the

,._ EPA to be unsatisfactory in regard to public health and welfare and

-- environmental quality will be referred to the Council on Environmenta]

._., Quality by the administrator of EPA.

"-- Interim procedures for the implementation of Section 309 of the

, . Clean Air Act were issued by the Council on Environmental Quality on

_- April 23, 1971. The procedures directed federal agencies involved in

i •
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actions related to air or water quality, noise abatement and control,

_- pesticide regulation) solid waste disposal, or radiation criteria and

standards to submit, for review and comment by F..PA, proposals for new

federal construction projects and other major federal actions to which

Section 102 of NEPA applies, and proposed legislation and regulatinms

whether or not Section 102 of NEPA applies.

: On AUgUSt I, 1973, the Council on 'EnvironmentalQuality issued

..... guidelines for the preparation of the EIS.3 _le guidelines may be con-

"-_ sidered a basic outline for the required contents of the EIS. Accord-

.... ing to CEQ, the following eight items are to be covered in an EIS:

15 A description of the proposed action, includ-
_._ ing a statement of its purposes and a descrip-

i_. tion of the environment affected;

2) The relationship of the proposed action to land
use plans, policies, and controls for the

_., affected area;

i_! 3) The probable impact of the proposed action on
i'_,'J the environment, including the positive and

negative effects, as well as the pri,mry and

(=) secondary effects;

_'_ 4) Alternatives to the proposed action, includ-
ing) where relevant, those not within the

'<;*! existing authority of the responsible agency;I .
JarJ

5) Any probable adverse environmental effects
,_., that cannot be avoided;

6) The relationship between local short-term uses
of m_n's environment and the maintenance and

).:,

enhancement of long-tem productivity;

7) Any irreversible and irretrievable co.mlitments
)'_ of resources tJmt would be involved in the

_ proposed action should it be implemented;

_,,_ 8) Any indication of what other interests and
' ' considerations of federal policy are thought

"- to offset the adverse environmental effects

of the proposed action identified in irons
' _ 3and5)_0ove.

q 4
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EPA originally attempted to conduct the HIS review through the

use of hnadquartors porsonncl. Due to the unexpcctcd voltrne of state °

ments° I_PA decentralized most of this responsibility to its regional

offices in 1971. FYA provided guidelines for l:_ISreview in Manual 1640.1, 4

which addresses policies, urocedures, and resnansibilities for the EIS

review, but lacks any definitive technical review procedures for use by

-_ the regional offices. To fill this void, the Office of Pederal Activities

within EPA is preparing detailed guidelines in the form of handbooks for

several major project areas. The initialhandbook, addressing highway

._: projects, was published in 197s. S The guidelines presented here consti-

tute the handbookfor the reviewof the airportEIS.

..... In its currentform, this volu,neis intendedto serveas a

supp]._lentto EPAMa_lual1640.1and existingassessmenttechniques

_ relatedto secondaryimpactsand transportationsystemalternatives.

In total,thesedecu_nentsprovide the detailedframe_rk for tile

fmvironmentalProtectionAgencyreviewof airportprojectenvironmental

impactstatements.Althoughthese guidelinesare mainlyconcernedwith

C_' the primarypollutantimpacts,to the extentpossible,the projectshould
¢._z$

includeconsiderationof secondarypollutantimpactsand primaryand

'_" secondarynonpollutantimpacts. The crux of the reviewassessmentis top .

'_* ensurethat the EIS containssufficientinformationto "explorealterna-

,_, tire actionthatwill avoidor minimizeadverseimpactsand to evaluate

,._ both the long-and short-rangeimplicationsof proposedactionsto man,

his physicaland socialsurroundings,and to nature.''S

,-- Basically,this handbookis intendedto providetechnicalpro-

ceduresand guidelinesto the regionalofficesof EPA for the review

of the airportEIS. To fulfillthatresponsibility,the handbookhas

been designedto serve a dual role. First,it willprovidedetailed

technicalguidancefor all aspectsof environmentalassessment.This

is presentedin sucha manneras to give the user quickaccessto

:--': pertinenttechnicaldiscussionsand modelddscriptionsand evaluations.

Second,it will serveas an educationalexperiencefor the reviewerfor

" the overallairportprojectdevelommeptand the Eenerationof an EIS. 1ol



this way, the EPA reviewers can initially read the handbook for a better

_-, understanding of the development of'an airport projec£ leading to an EIS.

Then, while reviewing an individual EIS, the rov:iewormay refer to the

handbook for specific technical information, l:Jna]]y,the handbank

should be incorporated by the Federal Aviation Administration O:M)

into their EIS development process. This would provide FAA and EPA

with similar technical capabilities for predicting and assessing

environmental _npacts. It _uld also draw the two organizations to a

"-- conmmn ground that wDuld eliminate much of the friction during tile

.... review of the draft EIS.

The second section of the handbook provides a description

J_; of the airport development process. Within the process, the responsi-

_-- bilities of various federal agencies, such as the Department of Trans-

l..i portation (DOT), FAA, and the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), are located

_, and explained. Section 3 contains an airport project classification

,._& system developed specifically for the handbook. Through the use of

basic information describing the airport project, the classification

is, system may be used to predict the probable severity of various poilu-

t_antsgenerated by the project. A brief description of the pollutants

_:'_ generated during the construction and operation phases of the project

'_ is also provided.

, Section 4 presents an assessment of the state-of-the-art tech-

niques for predicting airport_generated _mpacts. These include air,

'_ noise, water and wastewater, solid waste, land use, hazardous materials,L

"_ _ an.d ecological impacts. For each pollutant, standards and review guide-

I _-' lines are presented, sources are discussed, assessment techniques are

_-- evaluated, and ahat_ant strategies are explained. The final section

describes the assessment technique for the overall i_pact of an airport

'.._ project. This consists of EPA review policies and procedures as set

forth in Manual 1640.1. Also included in this section is a description

of the various levels of alternatives to an airport project, with an

explarmtian of alternatives available at each level.
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, 2.1 DESCRIPTION OF AIRPORT DEVELOPMENTPROC_S

-_. There are four major levels of planning that constitute the airport

development process. The highest and most general level is the National

c-_ Airport System Plan (NASP). The second level is the Airport System Plan)

' which encompasses an area within NASP. The size of the area included in
....., [

tlleAirport System Plan varies; both the State Ail_ort System Plan and

the Metropolitan Airport Syst_, Plan are included in this level of plan-

ning. The next level is the Airport Master Plan) which is developed for
i

a particular airport within the system plan. Finally) the Airport Develop- !

.... ment Project Plan describes a particular project for an airport within the

_-- system plan.
4

The National Air,oft System Plan is a plan for the development of

public airports in the United States for a period of i0 years. It includes

'_" estimates of the types and costs of necessary airport development. It

I_ should reflect interstate, state, and local airport planning, covering the
)=* needs of all segments of civil aviation. It shall also explain the relation-

ships between airports and local transportation systems) forecasted tech-

nology developments in the aeronautics field) and the development of otJ_er

modes of interoity transportation.

'.,,t Airports within NASP are identified and classified according to

the National Airport Classification System.6 The system classifies air-

ports by enplaned passengers into a primary) secondary, and feeder system)

and within each system by aircraft operations into high, medium, and low

)"" density. The systems include " " - airportsthat are servedby

scheduled) conmercial airlines) and general aviation airports) which

,_ serve private and corporate aircraft.
l

The responsibility for preparing NASP lies with the Secretary

I-" of Transportation. The Secretary is also responsible for providing

"=" technical assistance to agencies preparing airport system and master

! _ plans to ensure that NASP reflects all levels of'airport planning.

Currently, the Dspar_m_entof Transportation prepares a multi)nodal

! 0
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transportationneeds studyevery tu¢oyears. It is anlikelythatNASP will

become integrated with this type of study in the future.7

The second planning level, the Airport System Plm_, determines what
L

airport development is required in a specific area to establish a balanced

airport system. The area conceroed iNly be a )r_tropolitan area, a state, a

group of states, or parts of states combined. Syster_ planning includes

-_ the general site location, determining preferred sites along with alternative
r

- .... locations, h list of the tasks required for the airport system planning

_hase may be found in Table I.

...... As stated above, the Airport System Plan includes both the State

._ Airport System Plan and the Metropolitan Airport System Plan. The State

:.__ Airport System Plan defines aviation facilities needed in a particular

state to meet the current and future state goals as viewed by the state

: department of aviation. It includes recommendations for tim general location

and characteristics of new airports and the expansion of existing ones. The

i plan shmvs the timing amd estimated costs of the required development. It
try|

attempts to relate airport development to both the economic and environ-

_, mental goals of the state, while at the sane time achieving coordination

'_ with the state comprehensive planning framework. Finally, it incorporates

regional/metropolitan airport system planning to provide a basis for detailed
I_ individual airport planning, One of the principal reasons for the State

_._, Airport System Plan is that not all state airports are included in the NASP.

_-¢t The Metropolitan Airport System Plan is a subsystem of the state

!<_ plan. It is very similar to the State Airport System Plan, except that
_,, it dealswith a specifiedregionalor metropolitanareaand is writtenby

a regionalor metropolitanaviationor transportationcommission.The

_., FederalAviationAdministrationprovidessupportdocumentsfor bothphases

of the AirportSystemPlan.9.10 The Secretaryof Transportationis authorized

: , by the AirportandAirwayDepartmentAct of 197011to make systemplanning

grantsto the authorizedagencyengagedin areawideplanning. Thesegrants

,/-4 are normallyadministeredby FAA underthe PlanningGrantProgram_PGP).

The AirportMasterPlan presentsthe ultimate developmentof a

' " particularairport. This appliesto the modernizationand expansionof



TABLE I. Required Tasks for Airlmrt System Plan8

"-- Tasks Contents

Inventories Airports; aeronautical activity,
.-_ analyses and forecasts; airspace;

comprehensive, land use and ground
i transportation plans; socioeconomic

factors, analyses, and forecasts;
--_ "financial resources; public bodies

i .... available to finance and implement
i projects.

j ,__ Inventory of environmental informa-
! tion.
)

; Forecasts of aviation demand Short, intermediate, and long-range
_.i forecasts of airport users, opera-

tional activity, aircraft mix, and
_'_ ground transportation data.

Capacity analyses of airfield, Relationship of forecast demands to
_-, terminal area, and access capacity of existing system.

Airspace analysis "Existingand predicted use of air-
space, navigation aids, communica-
tions, and obstructions.

Determination of airport L_valuationof existing airports as

requirements to suitability, feasibility ofexpansion, accessibility and role
in the system.

_ General location of new facilities
as to land use, y.roundtransporta-
tion, and environmental considera-

l_:m tions.

Moans of interconnection between

)-_ airports in the system.

A1tarnatives Analysis of alteraative systems
_ and components, including comparison

_ of order of magnitude costs.

Schedules of plan ir,ple- Staging of developoent in relation
: mentation to demand forecasts.

Estimates of development costs Related to schedule of develol_aent.

_,, Financing Financial actions to implement plan.

I : _anag_ant and operational plan Organization to implement and oper-
ate system; scheduling of operations;

_'m pricing schedules.

I i
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-- an existing airport and the site selection and planning for a new airport.

The final site selection for a new airport is made at this stage from the

alternatives presented in the Airport System Plan. The requirements of

the Airport Master Plan are presented in Table 2. As with the Airport

System Plan, the Secretary of Transportation is authorized by the Airport

and Airway Department Act of 1970 to make master plonning grants to

authorized public agencies. The Federal Aviation Administration provides

"-_ support dec_nents for this phase of the development process as well. 12

The final step of the airport development process is the Airport

Developn_nt Project Plan. Airport development covers the construction,

improvement, and repair of public airports, including the acquisition of

-_ land. The plan consists of what is to be accomplished where, when, and

...... at what cost. Examples of development projects are runways, terminals_

,'-- navigationalaids, roadways,and land acquisition.Certainprojectsare

.... eligiblefor federalKronts-in-aidunder the AirportDevelopmentAid Program.

_., These projectsare definedin Part152 of the FederalAviationRegulations.

2.2 RESPONSIBILITIESAND P_QUIR_NTS OF GOVE[_4ENTA_CIES

_J As discussedin the previoussection,the Airportand AirwayDevelop-

ment Act of 1970authorizesthe Secretaryof Transportationto provideplan-

t._ ning grants for systemandmaster planningand grants-in-aidfor actual

development.The Secretaryof Transportationis alsorequiredby the Act
r_

, to formulatea NationalAirportSystemPlan and an aviationadvisorycommis-

sinn, and to describethe conditionsunder which an airportprojectwill

_'-* be approved. The conditionsof theAct furtherrequirethat consideration

"_ be given to the interestof the conmunitiesnear the airportand to the

_,, enviTonmentaleffectsgeneratedby the airport;and opportunityfor a public

lJ hearingto considerthe economic,social,and environmentaleffectsof the

_,, project;compliancewith all applicableair and waterstandards;and action

to restrictthe use of landnear the airportto compatibleuses.

2.2.1 FederalResponsibilities

By February of 1971,the FederalAviationAdministration.under

the directionof the Secretaryof Transportation,began issuingplanning

grants. FAA had also by this time developedadvisorycircularsfor the



TABLE 2. Required Tasks for Airport Master Plan

_-- Tasks Contents

Airport Requirements

, --Inventory P.xistingairport facilities, airspace
-_ structure and navaids, related land

use, existing airport plans, compre-
--_ hensive plans, laws and ordinances,
...._ financial resources, socioeconomic

data, and ground transportation data.

i .' Inventory of environmental studies.

--Forecasts of aviation Short, intermediate, and long-range

i -" demand forecasts of air traffic, based air-
_..... craft, aircraft mix, aircraft opera-

I tions,enplanedpassengers,aircargo,
i _'- and airport access.

-Demand/capanity Airfield, terminal buildings, and
_._._ analysis airport access.

_=* --Fanility requirement Runways, gates, aprons, terminal and
! determination cargo huildingsj parking, access,
i I_ and overall land area.

-- F_vironmental study Studies of noise, hydrology, water
I_:_ quality, air quality, conservation,
_ con_smity in,act, impact on recrea-

tion areas, parks, and historic

I_ sites.
Site Selection Evaluation of possible sites, includ-

ing existing airports; public dis-
_ cussion; criteria for evaluation of
_m alternatives should include airspace

requirements_ environmental factors,
_-,_ community growth, airport access,

availability of utilities, land costs,
and engineering costs.

, Mrport Plans

--Airport layout plan Confl_n/rationof runways, taxi.ways,
.-,._ aprons, teminal areas, air naviga-

[ tion facilities, and runway approach
zones.
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TABLE2. Required Tasks for Airport Master Plan (Contd,)

: _-7 Tasks Contents

Airport Plans
_-- -- Landuse plan Areason the airport (terminal com-
,..J_ " plex, maintenance facilities, indus-

, trial sites, internal roadways,
buffer zones, recreation sites, etc.);

; areas outside the airport boundary
...... (areas affected by obstruction clear-
._ mace criteria and noise impacts), loca-

tion of navigationaids.

--Terminalareaplans Conceptstudies,to be followedby
_- large scale plans of terminal and
;.,_ cargobuildingareas,hangars,

motels, commercial and service areas,
e-- airport entrance and service areas,
_ etc.

f_, -Airport access plans Airportaccess to centralbusiness
districtor highwayconnections;

i i_ and mass transportation.

_ _ FinancialPlan

I"_ --Schedule of proposed Stagingof development.
development

I_ --Estimatesof development Balancebetweencostsfor adminis-
costs tration,operation,maintenancoand

I_,m income.

--Economicfeasibility Estimatesof costsvs revenues.

l_:_I --Financing Sourcesof financing.r_

OperationalPlan Pricingpolicy, includinglanding
]_'_ fees,parking charges,space rentals,
_=_ arc.;scheduling,suchas traffic

segregationor prohibitions,hours

!.:, of operation;and flightpaths.

I_

I l

i

I'
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development or: the State Airport System ['lan, 9 t)_e Metropolitan AiH)ort

System Plan,1o and the Airport Master l'lan.12 Tne Planni11_Grm*t

i Program HandBook, issued by FAA in 1971, provides a complete description

of the requirements at each stage of the airport development process.13

._: The responsibilities of the Federal Aviation Administration

include the development of the National Airport System Plan and the pro-

: vision of technical guidance to agencies engaged in airport planning.

FAA is also responsible for such tJlingsas airspace clearance, the

installation of ai2_ort traffic control towers and navigational aids)

and all aspects of aircraft and airport safety. Finally, FAA has the

.-- authority to provide grants-in-aid under the Airport Development Aid

..... Program and the Planning Grant Program. Overall) the Federal Aviation

_., Administration may best be described as the "technical arm" of the plan-

)_ ning process.

,_ The Civil Aeronautics Board is an independent regulatory agency
, !

i_ that also has input into the airport development process. The Board may

be considered the "economic arm" of the planning process, since it detemin_s

)_ routes and fares. CAB works with FAA on safety issues affecting its

policies. For instance, if FAA determines that airspace limitations will
) 7 )

_' only allow a certain namber of flights into a particular airport, _ q_,_-_
t'r_

must restrict its schedules and routes to meet the safety requirements.

i_ As discussed above, t/leairport development process includes

input from the Secretary of the Department of Transportation, the Federal

Aviation Administration, and the Civil Aeronautics Board. All of these

agencies p]ay major roles in the planning process as described by various

)-_ acts and orders. One of the products of the planning process, which is

•-_ given major enphasis in tJlishandbook, is the environmental impact state-

..... ment (EIS). The introduction of the handbook provides the background on

_.. the requirements for an EIS.

.... As previously stated) the National _viromnental Policy Act

"-- requires the preparation of ./nenvironmental impact statement for each

major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the h_an environ-

,_. ment. According to the procedures set forth by the Department of
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Transportation for considering environmental impacts,14 the final environ-

mental mpact statement for my airport development grant may be approved

; by _e FAA administrator or his designee. For My project in _o following

are_, that approval may be given only after concurrence by the Assistant

Secreta_ for _viromlent, Safety, and Co_umer Affairs (TES), who is

• located within the Office of the Secretary of Transportation:

-J i) Any new albert serv_g a metropolit_
area.

__ 2) Any new albert or rtlnwaZ extension for
an airport located in whole or in part

-- within a metropolitunareaand either
i- certified under Section 612 of the

..... Federal Aviation Act of 1958 or used

__, by large aircraft of commercial operators.

_ 3) Any projectto whicha federal,state,or
local governmental agency has expressed

opposition on environmental grounds.
r_e.$

4) Any project for which TES requests an

_._ opportunity to review _d concur in the
, final statement.

_ 5) Any project for which the FAAadminis-
i ._ trator requests review and concurrence
_ by TES in the final statement.

_ Within the same set of procedures) DOT generally defines major federal

actions that require environmental impact statements.15

,,_, '_le Federal Aviation Administration has taken an additional step

and defined specific_lywhich projects require _ enviro1_entalimpact

_,_ statement (i.e,, _ve a significant effect on the human environment). - 4_

According to FAA_der 5050.2,16 the following actions require anEIS: _U.

"" 1) Selection of new ai_ort sites or development _ _-
_._ of a new airport or an airport with no prior
, FAA obligation.

2) Addition of a new runway to an existing air-
I ) port, including the action of acquiring
_._ associated land.

!I
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3) litension of an existing runway, including
the acquisition of land.

4) Any action that would

- be h_ghly controversial on environmental
-_ grounds and the controversy is environ- ,

mentally relevant to tbe action; i

__ - adversely affect noise levels for a signifi-
cant number of people;

-produce a si_mificant adverse effect upon
--- water quality or water resources;

- produce a significant adverse effect upon
-- ambient air quality; -

i
'--" - be highlycontroversialwith respect to

//_-'_/\ _elocationhousing; j
'_" _//_, , I- disruptan establishedcommunityor cut

-- / _ ,e_,_ / off accesst° recreati°n°rsh°ppingareas;
,... / (_ y _ )// - requireuse of a privatelyowned park,

I \J._',_-/ / recreationarea, wildlifeor waterfowl
_._ _ _- _ " / refugeof national,state,or localsig-

" \ / nificance,or any land froma historical
\ / siteof national,state,or local signifi-

¢*wl _ canoe;

_;* --disrupt,alter,or destroya siteof
archaeological,historical,or architec-

_ turalimportanceor its immediatesurround-
i_ ings;

,_ - produce a significant degree of change in
one or more ecological systems;

- affect a rare or endangered species of
""' animalor plant, the habitat of such
_N species, or cause a substantial inter-

ference with the lifecycleof any species;

_, - producea substantialadverseimpacton
natural,recreational,or scenicresources;

, - cause substantialgrowthor concentration
.R, of peopleor significantlyalter land use

patternsof am area,
I ,

Wa_
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_le administrator of FAA makes the final deeisian of whether a

-- particular Airport Development Project Plan requires ma F-IS. To date,

: .both FAA and DOT have filed environmental impact statements for various

development projects. A limited ntmber of environmental impact state-

: monte have been prepared for Airport _ster P]aas, such as the EIS for

Cedar Rapids blunicipal Airport in Iowa.I7The HIS prepared for the

-q Illinois State Airport System Plan 18 represents one of r_le few completed

for Airport System Plans. Many, of file State System Plans and blaster

. --n Plans lack environmental impact statements. This is due in part to the

..... fact that many of these plans are still in a state of development.

An EIS has not been prepared for tile National Airport System Plan _P),

.... , although airports that will be eligible for federal funding are selected

at this point. On all levels of planning,_ and especially at the higher

_., levels, progress must be made on including the EIS in the planning

process.

The Civil Aeronautics Board has filed only one EIS to date,19

although many of its actions require an EIS according to NEPA. At the

I",ea present time, the Council on Environmental Quality (CF-Q)is urging

CAB to include EZS preparation in their decisions. The Civil Aero-

I_ nautics Board has published a notice of proposed rulemaking for EIS
guidelines.20 The regulation will include the identification of

I_ major federal actions significantly affecting the environment as
_ determined by CAB.

{_ On the federal level, serious F.ISconsideration is given only ,_i_
to airport development plans. EIS preparation for system and master

I _ plans is relatively scarce. The decision of the EIS requirement for

I_ NASP has been left to the courts. Therefore, at least in the near

i._ future, the handbook will have its main application on environmental
impact statements prepared for Airport Development Project Plans.

1 2.2.2 State and Local Reanonsibilities

The National Environmental Policy Act requires any federally4

i funded project that significantly'affects the human environment to be _f _- ,

_ccompanled by F-IS. Theoretleally, tMs includes all levels o£ 1_.._[_
an

_,_ project planning and development by DOT and FAA, and all regulations "_'" "

r
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developed by CAB. But what of the projects funded with monies from

other than federal sources? To fill this void, some state and local

governments have instituted their own folynsof NEPA.

_ F  statesend ertaRicohaveadoptroquiroonts
environmental impact statements as of October, 1973. |mplementation /_._(_

of most of the programs has been slow, however, and with the excuption

' of California, their not effect appears to be rather small.21 The
• i

effectiveness of many of the programs is severely limited because the

"- HIS requirements do not extend to private activities or actions of local

"-" governments. Also, adequate enforcement of the requirements is usually

--4 not provided by the programs. This leads to low quality statements_ end

_--., iN so_locases, no statements at all.

California was the first state to establish a NEPA-type EIS )_ _I'I{_% requirement. The California Fmvironmental Quality Act of 197022 applies

;_ to local and state actions, as well as to private projects that require
I

I_ state or local goverllmentalpermission. In upholding California's Act,

the California Supreme Court ruled in 1972 that an environmental impact

_,| report (EIR) must be prepared before a goversmental entity approves a

private project that is subject to public permission and that could hdvo

I_: a significant effect on the environment. The Act requires the Secretary
of the State Resources Agency, in consultation with the Office of Plan-

[.4 ning and Research, to issue guidelines for the implementation of the EIR

i_ requirement, Furthermore, local governments were required to adopt simi-

lar guidelines and procedures by April 6, 1973. It should be noted thatla
t._ an environmental impact report cannot .be substituted for an environmental

impact statement used to satisfy the NI_FArequirements, unless FAA has

I_ been involved in the project since the inception of the EIR.

On December 18, 1972, the City of Pale Alto, California, adopted

_,_ Environmental Impact Assessment (HIS) procedures.23 The procedures set

forth a list of categorical exemptions for certain projects that do not

_i require an environmental impact report. If the project is exempt, only

a preliminary environmental assessment report (a one-page form) is

! _ required and the project is then handled through Normal channels. If

the project is not exempt, an Environmental Impact Assessment report is

s
f
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prepared and submitted to the Planning Detmr_nant. If the hnpact of the

--_ project is not deemed to be significant, the Planning Deparl_ent signs
the Negative Declaration on the Environmental Impact Assessment report.

A Negative Declaration is a short report issued in lieu of an EIR that

: states the project under consideration will not have a significant effect

on the huT, s environment. If the in_act of the project is determined to

--- be significant,a full environmentalimpactreportmust be made. The

reportis preparedby the PlanningDepartmentand,once completed,is

--: presentedat a public hearing. The projectmay be deniedon the basis

__5 of.theEIR after the publichasting. A copy of the reportand the

_ Noticeof Completionis thensent to the State Departmentof Resources.

! The EIR preparedby the localplanningdepar_ent may be usedas the

. stateEIR when the projectrequiresapprovalby boththe stateand

f '_ local agensios.

Although very few states and an even smaller percentage of

' local governments have EIS requirements, state and local regulations

_. have been shown to have the potential for becoming effective and

, _ viable control mechanisms. Since the federal acts can control only i
";"_ projects supported by federal funds, legislation is required on state :;

!_* and local levels to control the remaining government-financed projects

! t_ and also privately-financed projects. Appendix A contains a list of

'. _.a existing state environmental impact statement requirements, along with
_m the na_nesand addressesof the responsibleindividuals.Thisinfomm-

tionis usefulnot only for stateEIS requirements,but alsofor state

P standardsand criteria relatedto pollutantsand impacts.

1

1
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3.0 CLASSIFICATION SYS'I_IFOR PROBABLE FaNVIRO_:NrAL IMPACTS OF
AIRPORT pRO_.CTS

5.1 TYPES OF AIRPORT PROJECTS

An airport project encompasses all types of improvements, from

fencing of airport property to the construction of u new airport. As

-- defined in the previous section, FAA has determined which types of

'projects require an EIS. If a project does not fall into any of the . _ ..

•-- categories listed in Section 2_ a Negative Declaration is accepted. _"_I

_i The California Environmental Quality Act of 1970 takes this action a

___ step further and defines specific projects as categorical exemptions) and/]_,_
.__ therefore mot requiring an EIS. For the purpose of constructing the

handbook to be as widely applicable as possible, all airport projects _ '

_q+ will be considered, including ones that do not Currently require an

EIS.

._" Airport projects may be divided into eight general categories,

The first is the construction of a new airport. '[he second category
e_

, : is the construction or extension of a runway, including the turn=

arounds, taxiways, and aprons, Next is the construction, enlargement,

!_J or improvement of the terminal building or any other airport building.

i:_ This encompasses the lobby, baggage, ticketing) and gate areas within

i_ the termirml building and also storage and service, hangar, cargo,crashfirerescue) and office areas in other associated buildings. The

fourtu category includes %me installation and moaerniza_iom of naviga-

_,_ tional equipment and lighting, This involves visual approach lighting

systems, runway lighting) rotating and obstruction beacons, and other

! _ types of lighting systcsns,plus such forms of navigational equipment

as inatr_nent approach landing systems, control towers, and segmented

l'* circles. Construction or improvement of access roads and parking lots)

_" and forms of mass transportation constitute the fifth category,

_ _ Included here are the relocation of roads taken during land acquisi-I :

-- tion, curb parking around terminal buildings, and parking lots for

_ employees and rent-a-car agencies. The development of rail mass

transit and initiation of bus systems are also members of this cate-

gory. The sixth category encompasses all forms of land acquisition.
1 I
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_ia may be required for the uxp_sion(- of the airport itself or for a

for obstructions o_noi_e. The seventh category includes tileclear zone
% J

construction or improvement elkt_i/itima. '|_isencompasses sewels) gas

and electrical lines, and conn,unicationhardware. The final project cate-

gory includes seeding, grading, and fencing. This may he performed in

connection with other projects or by itself.

; 3.2 BRI-_ DESCRIPTION OF IY_ACTS

-- Each of the eight categories of airport projects defined above

generates cm'tain types mid mnoants ofpDllutants. One of the primary

rationales for establishing this particular system of categories was to

__S group projects according to their pollutant characteristics. A more

detailed discussion of pollutants may be found in Section 4.0.

3.2.1 Construction Phase //'_b_

_._ During the construction phase, certain types and sources of __[
pollutants may be expected. Basically, the pollutants emitted by con-/'l

_ struction equipment are the same regardless of what type of construe-

tion project is undertaken. Although the magnitude will most certainly

:!_'_ vary, the sources and types will be fairly constant.
rnq'l

'Hie construction phase of a project can be expected to

_ _ generate the full range of pollutants. Many types of construction i

f '_ vehicle and equipment will emit air pollution in the form of hydrocarbons

!:'t_ (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), sulfur dioxide (S02),and particulates. Another type of air pollution is dust that is created

,_,,_ by excavation and the movement of equipment and materials. The magnitude
_ of these pollutants is dependent upon the size of the project.

Noise is generated by various types of heavy equipment, being

dependent on the individual piece of equipment. Nater pollution is

created through sedimentation and erosion caused by vehicles traveling

through wet areas and waterways, and rain flowing across bare land.

Solid wastes generated by construction consist of waste materials and

_% I; debris. As with air pollution, the magnitude of most construction pol-

i lutants is based upon the size and tTpe of project.

i' Z
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3.2.2 _eration Phase

-_ Once tileconstruction phase is completed, tileoperation phase

begins° The pollutants become more compiicated during this p}mse, both

in terms of sources and e_issions. Air pollution is now composed of

pollutants omitted by aircraft, surface vehJcles_ heating plants, and

maintenance areas, to name but a few sources. Noise is generated

primarily by the aircraft, but the effects are felt up to 20 miles

from the airport. Water pollutants are generated not only by waste-

water produced by terminal areas, but also from maintenance areas and

runoff from the runways and other paved areas. Solid wastes are pro-

* duaed by operations within terminal buildings mid operations taking

place within each aircraft. Possibly the largest impact of all, in

--7 that it is related to all other impacts, is the land use impact.

__i Pollutants generated and dispersed from various sources within the

airport make adjacent land compatible for certain uses and incompatible

for others.

___ Obviously, there are many more sources of pollutants during

i._j the operational phase than those listed above. Only a brief descrip-

tion of each pollutant and a respect for the magnitude of the probl_n

. r is desired. In Section 4.0, pollutants generated at both phases of

an airport project will be described in detail by source, maRnitude

and abat_aant strategy.

,_ 3.3 RANKINGSYSTI_ >

• The ranking syst_, has been devised basically as an operational

'--: index for the handbook. When a reviewer is assess_,igan EIS for a par-

_.i titular airport project, the ranking syst_ is used to predict the

r.-! magnitudes of the seven basic impacts as described in the handbook.
_._ The impacts that are included are air, noise, water andwastewater,

solid waster land use, hazardous materials, and ecology. When the
I[
_.. magnitude of each impact is found, the reviewer is referred to a por-

tion of Section 4.0 for a detailed discussion of the given impact.

i

r
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As stated in the previous section, the aLrport projects have

.__ been grouped into eight categories according to expected impacts.

! Therefore, tile ranking systc_ considers each of the eight categories.

The ranking system provides a letter rating (A, B, or C) for each

pollutant relative to each category. _le eight basic categories are

described as follows:

: i) New airport /2 ._x_ '-__
. --If the main rum#ay is greater than or equal to

4000 ft* in length, classify project as New
i Airport I.

i _ - If the main runway is less than 4000 ft, but
i : : the project is adjacent to one of the following

i land uses, classify project as New Airport I:

! 7-_ --4(F) land and properties listed on the Federal
!_ Register;
!
[

i _ --Residential land;

--Institutional land (such as schools, hospitals,P

r etc.);
, I

_-_ --Certain types of sensitive commercial land
(such as retail stores).

t_, - If the main runway is less than 4000 ft and the
project is not adjacent to one of the land uses

!.-. listed above, classify project as New Airport II.
F '

2-a) New or extended runway, with any of the additional
improvements listed under 3 through 8 below:

I _ - If thenew or extendedrunwayis greaterthan or equal
to 4000 ft, or adjacent to any of the above listed

!__, land uses, classify project as New or -Extended
, : Runway I (with other improvements).

- If the new or extended runway is less than 4000 ft

I_'_[ and not adjacent to any of the land uses listed
_.. above, classify project as New or -ExtendedRtmway

II (with other improvements).

*Study of the runway characteristics of typical piston and jet aircraft
reveals that a breakoff point between the runway length requirements for

, piston aircraft and jet aircraft is 4000 ft.

q *
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2-b) New or extended rumvay, with no ether improvements,
except the installation or modernization of runway

.-_ lighting or navigational equipment (4):

' -- If the new or extended runway is greater t2mn or
equal to 4000 ft, or adjacent to any of the land
uses listed above, classify project as New orL

._ . Extended Runway I (with no other improvements).

- If the newor extendedruawayis less than 4000
, ft, and not adjacent to any of the above listed

.... land uses, classify project as New or Extended
Runway II (with no other improvements).

,_ ,_,' 3) Construction, enlargement, or improvement of teminal
buildingsandother related airport buildings, to

_-- include:

;...i -Lobby, ticketing, and baggage areas;

-Concourse, concession, and public areas;

-Gate, storage, and service areas;

_=d_ - Hangar and cargo areas ;

_, - Crash/fire/rescue building;
, t
_wi - Office areas.

4) Installation or modernization of lighting or
J T:

_a navigational equipment, including :

- Various approach lighting systems,such asi_, Visual Approach Slope Indicator _ASI),I :

-- Runway lightingsyste_n;

_M,__ - Rotatingand obstructionbeacons;

- Instrt_nentapproachlandingsystem;

_"& - Controltower;

I_'_ - Wind cone and segmentedcircle.f

,m

I *
I
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5) Construction or improvement 0£ access roads
and parking lots, and forms of mass transpor-

--_ ration, including:

-Relocation of roads displaced during land

acquisition;

i - Curb parking near terminal area; i

-- -Parking lets for employees, visitors, * i
passengers, and rent-a-car agencies;

J

. - Bus and ,ass transit systems.

- 6) Land acquisition for:

-_ --Newairport;

-- --Runway extension;

"-7 --Clear zones;
+ ,

--Other airport improvements.
-'9

,__: 7) Construction or improvement of utilities,
including:

I - Stem and sanitary sewers;

- Electric, gas, and telephone lines.

i-_ 8) Fencing, grading, and seeding.

' Once the EIS reviewer has established wbich category a particular

project belongs in, Table 3 is used to rank each of the pollutants generated

['_, "by the project. The rank indicates whether ah analysis of t]_eimpact of the

--J pollutants is normally required for that airport project category.

: _le impact ratings determined from Table 3 are for the operational

phase of the airport project, and de not include t]leconstruction phase.

,**_ As pointed out before, the construction impacts are similar for various
q

projects. In Section 4.0, both the construction and operational impacts

i.-i are discussed for each pollutant. Once the reviewers complete the imitial
_._ reading and studying of the handbook and incorporate it into the review

, _ process of a few environmental impact statements, they will have a good

_._ understanding of the construction impacts. Normally speaking, the severity

% -!
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TABLE 3. Enviromlental_pact Ratingby ProjectTypeand Pollutant

i Water _ Solid Land l._zardous
Project_pe Air Noise Wastewater Waste Use _terials Ecology

;= I) New AirportI A A A A A A A

2)NewAirportII B B B B C C g

; 3) New or -ExtendedRunway I A A A A h A A
• (with other improvements}

.._ 4) New or ExtendedRunway II B B B B C C B
(withother improvements)

5) New or ExtendedRunwayI A A A B B B B
--- (withno other mprovemants)

..... 6) New or ExtendedRunway II1 g B A C C C C
(withno other improvements)

: 7) Terminaland OtherRelated B B A A C B C
.--: AirportBuildings2

__ 8) EquipmentzLightingand Navigational B B C C C C C

9) GroundTransportationand B B B C B C B
.._ Related Parking 2

__J i0) LandAcquisition2 " C C C C A C B

Ii) Utilities2 C C B C C C C

12) Fencing,Grading,and C C g C C C B
'_-- Seeding2

IMostprojectsdealingwith the pavingof a turfrunwayare includedin this category,

21fa combinationof projecttypes 7 through12 is inclunemin an EIS,the worstrating
for each of the pollutantsis used.$ ,

!_ RATINGsc_:
_"_ A Serious Impact: Refer to discussionof pollutantin Section4.0 concerning

predictive models, abatement methods, and standards and criteria,

',__-* B PossibleImpact: Seriousnessof the impactis left to the discretionof the
reviewer;dependentupon detailsof theprojectand the environmentadjacent

! ':'_ to the project.

_(I_ C InsignificantImpact: Normallythis impactwould not need to be considered;

I" EIS reviewer shouldbe aware 9f possibleexceptions,
4

/
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of the construction impacts for each pollutant is similar to the severity

of the operational impacts, given a particular project type. As stated

before, the construction impacts are normally much simpler and more straight-

forward than fileoperational impacts. Therefore, once the construction

impacts and abatement strategies are understood, the reviewer should

' know what to expect concerning emissions and controls for a given project.

: After the ratings for each pollutant generated by a given project

have been determined, Table 4 is used to refer the reviewer to the applicable

_-_ discussions in Section 4.0. Once again, the reviewer must make certain
Z

decisions while using Table 3 to rank the pollutants generated by a

-_ project. A ratin_ of B or C may he significant for certain projects

--I_" and not for others. After becoming accustomed to the handbook and

_j_¢_[_., reviewing a large n____eerof airport EIS, the reviewer will find that decisions
for-most projects will be relatively simple. If there is may deist, the

_j_ reviewer should refer to the appropriate discussion for a particular pollutant.
' _ Given that the impact is significant for certain pollutants, Table 4 may be

incorporated as an index for the efficient use of Section 4.0.

I

TABLE 4. Location of Information by Pollutant

Pollutant Section Page

_._ Air 4.1 51

,,-_ Noise 4.2 S1
I

Water _ Wastewater 4.3 52

i i Solid Waste 4,4 73

LandUse 4.5 80

w,, Hazardous _aterial 4.6 90

t.._ Ecology 4.7 94

I

i
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4.0 STATE-OF=THE-&RT ASSES.%_N'I' TEC].LYIQUESFOR AIRPORT-GENERAT/_
B_PACTS

4.1 AIR IMPACT

4.1.1 Federal, Statep and Local Standards

-- The administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency was

required by the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 to establish national ambient

air quality standards. Ambient air was defined by EPA to mean "that por-

tion of the atmosphere, external to buildings) to which the general public

has access.''24The National Ambient Air Quality Standards developed by EPA

are presented in Table 5.

The standards are written to address t_o related but separate

: effects, thereby resulting in both primary and secondary standards. The

primary standards were developed to protect against adverse health effects,

i while the secondary standards were designed to protect against adverse

welfare effects, such as animal, plant, and material damage.

"_ In addition to the Natimnal Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS),

EPA has prescribed a regulation for the control and/or prohibition of fuels
• 26

and additives for use in motor vehicles or motor vehicle englnes. The

regulation deals mainly with lead and phosphorus additives in motor vehicle

r-.,. gasoline. The regulation was bused upon a determination by the adminis_
)

--_ trator of EPA that the e_ission product of the fuel or additive will

,-_ endanger the public health or welfare, or will impair to a significant
: !

_.. degree the performance of a motor vehicle emission control device in

general use.
J_

_-_ To further control the emissions of aircraft, EPA promulgated

._, emission standards and test procedures for aircraft,27 The administrator

_._ of EPA was directed by the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 to establish

standards applicable to emission of any pollutant for any class of air-...._

craft, which in his judgment may cause or contribute to air pollution

that endangers the public health or welfare. The regulation includes

fuel-venting emission standards for new and in=use aircraft gas turbine



TABLE5. National Anbient Air Quality Standards 25

Pr_aar), Standard Secondary Standard

Max, Concentration Max. Concentration
Not To be Exceeded Not To be Exceeded

Pollutant Annual Mean MOre Than Once Per Year Annual Mean More Than Once Per Year

80 (_g/m3) 365 (_g/m3) 24-hr. 60 (_g/m3) 260 (_g/m3) 24-hr.
.03 (ppm) .14 _ppm) .02 (ppm) .I0 {ppm)

SulfurDioxide (aritl_netic) (arithmetic) 1300 (_g/m3] 5-hr.
(SO2) .5 _pm)

Particulate 7S (_g/m3) 260 (_g/m3) 24-hr. 60 (ag/m3) 150 (wg/m3) 24-hr.
Matter (geometric) (geometric)

10 (mg/m3) S-hr.
Carbon 9.0 (ppm)

Monoxide 40 (mg/m3) 1-hr. Same as Primary
35.0 (ppm)

Photochemical 160 (_g/m3) 1-hr.
Oxi "dants .08 (pI_) Same as thimary

160 (_g/m3) 3-hr.
Hydrocarbons .24 (pl_l) (6-9 AH) Same as Primary

Nitrogen I00 (_g/m3)
Dioxide .05 (ppm) Sameas Primary

(NO2) (arithmetic)
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engines; exhaust emission standards for new and in-use aircraft gas

turbine engines; aircraft piston engines, and on-board auxiliary power

units, and test procedures applicable to aircraft gas turbine engines

and aircraft piston engines.

Section 110 of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 required the

states to submit plans providin8 for implementation, maintenance, and

enforcement of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards to the

administrator of _PA. The State Implementation Plans (SIP) that ar$fl /_

submitted to satisfy this requirement should consist of three basi

components. First, there are non-degradation standards that state ]7_ "_.h-"_'_4

-- the amount particular sources of air pollutants may increase the _ fl/-

-_ levels of pollutants, even if the standards are not exceeded. Next,

the indirect source regulation deals with sources (such as stadiums,

.__ shopping centers, airports, etc.] that generate high volt_nesof

traffic and congestion. Finally, the air quality maintenance areas

i i defined in tileSIPs are designated areas that may exceed the standards

i in the next ten years. Along with the designated areas are plans for

_'I maintaining the levels of air pollution in these areas within tiler

linLitsof the defined standards. To achieve the standards for CO and

,,-- photochemical oxidants, detailed transportation control plans wereb

_' required in 18 of these plans.

,_'T Within this frame_Drk, the reviewer must determine whether _/,t_ _-_7

i _ [-- /
the project is consistent with the applicable SIP (or SIP's if an _ _

interstate project) or, in the absence of transportation-related /p,_

,-- controls, whether the project-induced emission pattern changes will

interfere with attainment or maintenance of the national ambient air

u, quality standards.

I _ 4.1.2 EPA Review Policies and Procedural Guidelines
k_
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4.1.3 Identification of Sources mad Dis_tssion of Pollutant Dispersion

--" The construction required for an airport project may generate

substantial quantities of air pollution. The contaminants consist of

_. dust, chemicals, smoke, and exhaust emissions, inch_Sing carbon monoxide

..... (Cxg),nitrogen oxides (NOx), hydrocarbons 0E), sulfur dioxide (S92),

and particulates. 1_e following types of construction activities should

: be considered when attempting to control air pollution:

__ I). Clearing, grubbing, and stripping; /_

[ 2) -Excavation,blasting, sandblasting,
and grinding; .

:' :'- 3) Quarry drilling and rock crushing; r _J_"
t._ 4) Cement and aggregate hauling; !

_ 5) Use of haul roads.

_! i-_,, Other contributors to the air Mllution problem ilude:

_'4 1) Volatiles escaping from asphalt and
I"' cutback materials ;

?;_, 2) Refuse burning;

I.__4 3) Smoke from asphalt plants;

!' 4) Useof herbicidesandfertilizers;

_! 5) Exhaust emissions from all typesof
construction equipment.

[:_J The air pollution generated during the operational phase of an
airport project originates from seven basic sources. One of the major

p-_ sources is aircraft engine exhausts. The major pollutants contained in

£_ the engine exhaust are CO, HC, NOx, and particulates. T_e amount of

I_ these pollutants emitted by a particular airport is based upon the nembor
of operations and the types of aircraft used at the airport. Also, the

elevation, temperature, and wind speed and direction affect the levels

_ of pollutants. The second source, which is also a major contributor

to the total air pollution problem, consists of emissions from the

i !_I operation of gasoline-fueled ground service equipment. The pollutants

generated by these vehicles include CO, NOx, HC, S02, and particulates.

I _ Heavy- and light-duty trucks, tractors, sweepers, power generators, _uld

f *

J

I'
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fuel trucks are examples of the vehicles that make up this source,

, The total pollutants emitted from this source are dependent on the
: numbers anu typos of vehicles used. This, ill "_urn, is based upon t/lo

.°

numbers and types of aircraft being serviced and the airline owning

the service vehicles. Access traffic entering and leaving the air-

port constitutestim thirdsource. The pollutantsemittedby this

"-_ source are similar to those omitted by the gasoline-fueled ground
: _j

service equipment. The contaminants generated by these vehicles are
---. based upon the nombers and types of vehicles, "the distance traveled

; .... i within and i_edintely adjacent to the airport site, the contaminants

..-. emitted per gallon of fuel, and the average mileage per gallon of

....._ fuel, In many instances, this source can be the second largest

contributorto totalair omissions,next to aircraftengineexJmust.

; At Los Angeles International Airport, the vehicles entering and leaving

the airport emitted 25% of the total pollutants emitted by all sources

within the airportboundary_n 1970.28
i

The fourthsourceincludesengineexhaustemissionsduring _ _{_"

'--_ maintenance. Nerntally,the gas turbineenginesare run at idle and .,e,_o_-_ r4

and cruisespeedsduringtestingand maintotmnco. Given themodes of ,¢_.L

," operation,alongwita the mm_crs and typosof enginestested,omissions /_..i •

"" may be calculated. Most maintenance facilities are located at airports _ P_q

,.-, that serveoriginati]tgand terminatingilights,such as the San Francisco _6{
I

_-. International Airport. Therefore, the importance of this source is ¢_2.( 3
,... dependent on the location of the airport and the number of maintenance

_, facilitiesat the given airport. Heatingand air conditioningplants

composethe fifth sourceof air pollutants. Dependingon whattype of

_,, fuel is used, the pollutantsgeneratedby this sourcemay includeCO,

HCj NOx, SO2, particulates,and aldehydes, q_e significanceof this

"# sourceon the totalair pollutiongeneratedby the airportis based

upon the size of the terminalbuildingsand hangarrequirementsfor

!.! serviceand maintenance.

--" The sixthsourceof airpollutionis fuel handling,nnd

' ! storagesystems. Thissourceis responsiblefor significantomissions

i 0

i
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of HC. An underground fuel distribution system reduces the possibility

of accidental spillage and is also more efficient. The type of tank

used for storage determines the amount of evaporative loss, along with

the type of fuel being stored. The final source encompasses a number

of miscellaneous air pollutant emitters. Such things as boilers,

i chrome plating tanks, paint bake ovens and spray baths, and degrousers

-- are all sources, their significance being dependent on their size and use.
[

_i Overall, the amount of pollution generated by these sources is small.

--" Givan the various sources of air pollution, the total emissions

j -. For an airport may be calculated. While determining the emissions

j -- generated by each source) one should keep certain Facts in mind. First,

! both aircraft and automobile emissions are controlled by federal law.

The law is being implemented on a stepwise basis. That is, each year

i the emission requirementsbecome more stringent, until the final

emission level is achieved. Therefore, the emissions generated by a

1 particular group of aircraft or amtomobiles are dependent on not only

'-_ t21emsnber and type, but also the age distribution and the regulations

corresponding to the forecast date. Although there are no current laws
-" regulating emissions from ground service equipment, this same reasoning

_ must be considered if regulations are implemented in the future. Also,
!
,--0 regulations dealing with fuel type requirements will have an impact on

emissions generated by the beating and air conditioning plants. This

_ is especially true today when a limited quantity of fuel exists.

_, Once the emission sources are located and the rates of emia-

._ sion calculated, the concentration levels of the regl/latedpollutants

may be determined. The concentration levels are based upon emission

r rates, meteorological factors, and topographical features. One of the

important meteorological factors is the height of the mixing layer.

I"i This layer includes the total voltme of air that is available for the

dilution of air pollutants. When the temperature decreases more rapidly

....! than 5.4°F for each I000 ft of elevation, the at_nosphereis considered

--_ uma_able. Under this condition, the height of the mixing layer is high,

.... and mixing is facilitated. $%_en the temperature decreases less rapidly,

i i
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the atmosphere is stable and the mixing of pollutants is inhibited due

to a lower mixing height. During a temperature inversion, very little

mixing takes place above the base of tileinversion, thereby containing

the pollutants to levels near the grotmd. In s_mry, the lower file

mixing layer, the smaller tilevolt,coof air available for the dilution

of pollutants, and therefore the hlgher the concentration of pollutants.

-- Given the mixing layer and the horizontal wind speed, the ventilation

• rate may be determined. This rate will determine the concentration of

-- pollutants, given emission rates and locations.

--_ Topographical features affect the concentration of pollutants

through their effect on the air flow patterns above the area uader con-

..... siderati_n. Surface roughness and surface temperature differences

__. create turbulence and thermal mixing that can affect the dispersion of

_2_ the pollutants. Examples of such features include the channelization /_
of air flow through valleys, the persistence and intensification of _r ]

inversions in valleys, and the air circulation between land and water _._# .

areas, 29 /L--__t/%

[

" 4.1.4 State-of-the-Art Assessment Techniques

; Four computer models are currently available for the prediction

of pollutant concentration levels. They include theAirport Vicinity Air

!_, Pollution model 30 and the Air Quality Assessment Model for Air Force

Operntions,31 both by Argonne National Laboratory, the GF/_r Airport

_.,_ Air Pollution model32 by GFf_=r, Inc., and the M_'C model$5 by Northern
Research and Fmgineering Corporation. In addition to the computer models,

a ntmLberof short, hand calculation methods ]lavebeen developed for rough

] i approximations of air quality.

,, si , 4.1.4.1 Evaluation ,"

The Airport Vicinity Air Pollution model (AVAP) was developed _

i by the Fnergy and Environmental Systems Division at Argonne National /_' •
Laboratory for the Federal Aviation Administration. The model may be

! described as short term and unified. It is short term in that it generates

t ,

]
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hourly emissions and average hourly pellutant cenceatration levels. Since

__ it contains both an activity model to generate emissions and a dispersion

model for the calculation ef air quality levels, it is considered unified.

AVAP incorporates a wide range of source geometries, including point and

; area sources) and finite line sources that are parallel te the &n'oundor

inclined at an arbitrary angle. The runway emission model asst_nesa

"-q finite exhaust plume length and constant acceleration and deceleration

..... ef the aircraft. The emission density along the aircraft appreach and

_-- climbout path is assumed te be uniform. This is based upon the fact that

....J the aircraft velocity is virtually the same at the point ef liftoff and

_-_ at an elevation of i0_0 meters (the height at which the emissions ef the

.-.i aircraft no longer have a significant effect on the ground level concen-

trations). The rmway landing and takeoff aircraft distributions

are formulated on the simplified assumption that the runway usage pat-!.-&

terns can be classified according to two general opposite wind directions.

i _ The model is currently being generalized for runway and taxiway use
classifications te four wind quadrants.

*_" Data acquisition for the development of the model took place

at O'Hare International Airport and Orange County Airport. Data for

i_ the evaluation of AVAP was collected at Washington National Airport.34

I-_- $%"nenAVAP and the t_C models were compared to empirical data collected

I_ at Washington National, two major results were found.35 First, AVAP
_ tended te underpredict in most cases. Second, AVAP showed a marked

imprev_sent over filepredictive capabilities of the Nerthern Research

,_ and "EngineeringCorporation (_C) model. One reason fer the under-

predictive performance of AVAP was an inaccurate and incomplete environ

I_ emission inventory. The differences between the results ef the t_o
models were due in part to the different aircraft activity descriptors,

I_¢ .aircraft engine emission factors, vehicle roadway activity models and

_" emission factors used by the models, and also the limitation ef the

i., NREC model to a point-seurce dispersion display.

Statistical tests indicate that the distributions of model_

, _ concentrations and logarithms of concentrations differ from the observed
i

J
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distributions possibly because of background concentration levels and

fluctuations in airport activities that are not accounted for in the-'-
j model. 36 'lhe best correlations between calculated and observed hourly

and 24-hr average COconcentrations were obtained for weekdays at

l_ashington National Airport during the test period for which detailed

airport and roadway activity data _vere available. The test period

--7 consisted of two 10-day sessions. Because of certain operational

problems, only three sites were included when the correlations were

derived, Correlation coefficients were as high as 0.77 for tile 24-hr

.... average level and 0,64 for the hourly level,

"_ The Air Quality Assessment Model for Air Force Operations was

....... also developed by file Energy and Environmental Systems Division at

,-- Argonne National _boratoD,, this l_ork having been sponsored by the U.S.
P I

,.-_ Air Force, The model is composed of four computer programs, The first

is the meteorological data program, which processes historical weather

1 data and generates climatology records. Next is the source inventory

program that generates the source emission inventory. The third program

i consists of emission and dispersion subroutines. This program generatesIn
concentrations for up to nine pollutants and computes time period aver-

!_'_ age concentrations on a monthly or annualbasis, using the corresponding
L_. emission and climatological data, The short-term dispersion model

_'_ constitutesthe finalprogram. Thisprogramis identicalto r_e third

_,. one, exceptit computeshourlyaveragepollutantconcentrationsusing

f_ hourlyaveragemeteorologicaland emissiondata. The dispersioncatapu-
lt, rationroutineincorporatedby thismodel is the same usedin theAVAP

model.
! "J

_k TheAir QualityAssessmentModel for Air Force Operations

generatesbothshort-and long-termconcentrationlevels,whileAVAP

I , generatesonly hourly [shurt-term]concentrationlevels. The general

frameworkof the long-tel_,model resemblesthe originalAir Quality

Displaybbdel _AQI]q)by TRW Szstema.37 The mainmodificationsthat

have beenmade to improveAQI]Mare the:

J

i "

I .i
I
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i} Use of six stability categories to compute
verticle dispersion coefficients;

; 2} Change_ in the computation of the pleme rise;

--_ 3) Incorporation of downwashrules by Briggs;

.... 4) Additionofa windprofilelaw;

_-: S) Addition of a line-source model;

6) Modification of the mixing depth algorithn;

....i 7) Generalization of He climatological-dispersion
approach to allow for reentry as well as time-of-day

.. computations of air quality;

...... 8) Expansion to allow for up to nine pollutant species.

,_ Currently, the developers are in the process of testing and

validating the model.

C
'_' The G_b_rAirport Air Pollution b_del Was developed by GEob_r,

Inc., under the sponsorship of the U.S. Environmental ProtectinnAgency.

[i_ Basically, G-B_v_Tis a revision of the Northern Research and Engineering

Corporation (h_C) model, which will be discussed next. The model deals

i with all sources as points or a series of points. Some of _e principal

modifications to the original _C model are:

!

1) Improved printout display;

b 2) Per short-tenmeoncentrations, only single wind
directions are input rather _an a representation
of wind direction variability, thus resulting in

!_-' a higher concentration due to less dispersion;

3) Rather than asslmlingemission and meteorological
data to be randomly distributed (diurnally), a

, _ : large number of single, short-term values are
calculated to make up the long-term conc_tration.

i

-- Some of the other modifications include a revised airport classi-

....._ fication system, improved aircraft operational modes and pollutant emission
}'i

._ rates, increased and improved details of airport representation, improved

]:
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environ area source modeling and emission rates) improved representative

depiction of line sources, and the inclusion of n_ajor peripberal highways.

The GI'_qI_'l' model does contain a number of constraints that need

to be mentioned. First, tile steady-state Gaussian pltgnc diffusion model

that is used asst_os steady-state conditions during the period of calcu-

lation (1 hr for short term). This asst_ption is not expected to give

. I good results on a paired-comparison, hour-by-hour basis. On the other
hand) the model will reproduce means and distributions reasonably well,

. which is useful in comparing predicted levels to standards and studying

the impacts of various types of contributing sources. Next, the model

does not account for special considerations (e.g., nonmethane vs methane

.-- hydrocarbons) and reactions that occur in the atmosphere (e.g., all NOX

_. is not NO2; some is still in the form of NO). Finally, the model repre-
sents line and area sources as point sources, which presents inaccuracies

that increase with proximity to the sources.

_,_,, The model was validated through the use of data collected at the

_ Washington National Airport.38 For the median and mean values of CO and

I ! particulates, the model varied from a 16% underprediction to a 36% over-

prediction. The 98th percentile values were overpredicted by a factor

[:_ of two by the model. Both CO and NOX have a strong tendency to over-

predict in this case. Although to a smaller extent, nonmethane hydro-

"_ carbons (_JC) and particulates also tend to overpredict in this range.i I ,
h_

The final state-of-the-art computer model is the NT_C model

_ developed by Northern Research and Bagineering Corporation under the

sponsorship of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Basically,

*"'! tilemodel consists of an emission and dispersion routine, lJ]eemissionF

"-- model accepts emissions as inputs and distributes them in time and space

-! or accepts operational descriptions of aircraft and automotive activity

i and converts them into similarly distributed emissions. The dispersion

model then uses the _issions, together with appropriate meteorological

data, for the calculation of pollutant concentrations in or near the

airport. All of the emission sources are modeled by _REC as continuous
' !

point sources. The diffusion model for a_nospheric dispersion is an

' 9
J
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empirical/deuble-Gaussian plt_nesolution to the dispersion eqm_tion.

-- Finally, the concentration level at any receptor point is assumed equal

to the st_ of the contributions from all point sources.

_ The constraints of the Mrd':Cmodel consist of all those listed

for the fiE(_41_'model, plus one additional, b_EC is limited to thne

.... periods that are much larger than the characteristic times of individual

aircraft activity due to the umdeling assumption of continuous sources. [

h_C was validated through the use of data collected at the :

,4. Los Angeles International Airport. 39 _le model predicted CO emissions [

well, although the agreement between the modeled and observed emissions i

was poor for other pollutants. For particulates, NOx, NV_JC,and SO2

emissions, the model underpredioted by factors ranging from 2.4 to 6.7.

-_ Measured concentrations of CO exceeded the model's predicted value by

2.8, although this was thought to be due to the crude manner used to

!'_. model the environ emissions. The model also did poorly in predicting

'_' the various pollutant concentrations for data collected at Washington

_-_ 'NationalAirport.40
I ;

t_a-m

As pointed out at the onset of this section, a nember of hand

,_ computational models exist; they provide a quick estimation of air quality.F

" ,_, The _orkbook of A_nospheric Dispersion Estimates by Turner41 presents

,_._ methods for estimating concentrations of air pollutants. It also dis-

_.,:: cusses various special conditions and their impacts on the concentra-

tion estimates. "A Simple Method of Calculating Dispersion from Urban

; Area Sources" by [[anna42 presents a simple technique for estimating pollu-

tant concentrations due to area sources. The model assumes the surface

'.... concentration is directly proportional to the local area source strength

and inversely proportional to the wind speed. The model's results corn-

,.-! pared well with those of more complex models that require the use of

_* digital computers.

..... Probably the simplest and most accurate hand model is the box
1

--- model. The box model is the most appropriate h_u_dmodel for application

r to airports, since it can incorporate point, line, and area sources. One

i of the better box models that has been developed is used by both the

Central and _estern Regions of the Federal Aviation Administration. Basically,

the box model assumes that all the emission sources in a defined area are

dispersed into a given volume of air (i.e., a box).
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For point sources, the equation is

, where

C = concentration of pollutant (g/m3)
[

_.-_ X = some functionof stability

7 -q Q = u_missionfroma point source(g/sec)

V = windvelocity(m/sec)

W = width of box (m)

H = heightof box (m) /) /_

For line sources,the equationbecomes
: i

where

r I Q = emission from a line source (g/soc/m)rein

The actualmodel,alongwith a sampleillustration,may be found
in Appendix B.

r ;
4.1.4.2 Application

! The computermodelsdiscussedin Section4.1.4.1:L_valuation

•have been designedfor applicationto large,commercialairports. The

l_'I hand c_putationalmodelsaremore suitedto simpler,generalaviation

-_ airports. Becauseof the largerange of sizesof bothcommercialand

.....T generalaviationairports,specificdistinctionsas to tileapplicability
J

-- of a particularmodel cannothe made. In t]_ssection,the required

inputs and outputs of esc_ model, plus its primary applications and
' " [

restrictions,rill be explained.
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The Airport Vicinity Air Pollution (AVAP) model contains a

simplified input data structure t]mt is grouped into two categories:

time-independent and time-dependent variables. Within each category,

there is a classification for aircraft, airport non-aircraft, and

"-_ environ variables. Finally, each class of each category has data

grouped according to its geometry (viz, point, finite line, and area).

The user Callthen select computing one or any combination of pollutmtts

..... (CO, THC, NOx, and total suspended particulates), including a breakdown

of aircraft, airport non-aircraft, environ, and total contributions.

.... i The user can also select an hourly grid display for concentration levels

of up to 175 grid points.

.... ; The data requirements of AVAP include parameters related to the

layout of the airport) airport activities, and environ emissions. The

i._i data require_lentsare quite specific and require detailed information.

The Inodelitself generates most of the ailqoort-relatedpollutant e_lis-

' I siena.

,-- The model was developed primarily for application to large

, commercial airports. Before it can be applied to another large commer-

cial airport (its initial application was to Washington National Air-

i i port), the data requirements need to be generalized. This l_orkis

currently being c_,pleted at Argonne National Laboratory. The model

_-_ also may have a useful application to large, general aviation airports.

_" If this application is desired) additional information on training

r-'-i flights end detailed emission characteristics of general aviation air-
, i

craft would be required.

! ._ The Air Quality Assessment Modol for Air Force Operations has

_" basically generalized the input structure of AVAP for application to

,., military air bases. The primary objective of developing this model

_,_ was to provide air qualityprediction capabilities for military air

bases. The model has been designed for application to military air

i bases of all sizes. Since it generates both short- and long-term

concentration estimates, along with the generalized input struotur?,

' " the model is currently better suited than AVAP to large) commercial

airports.
1 )
k

I"
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The data requirements for GEfi_IE,T are greater than those for

AVAP, as the Airport Vicinity Air Pollution model performs a large

: number of internal ualctLlatiousthat are required as inputs by GEO_T.

As with AVAP, the data requirements for GEnT are slanted toward

Washington National Airport. GE(3Mh_Tcould be applied to large, general

aviation airports through additional information on training flights

i_ and greater emission detail regarded general aviation aircraft. Over-

, all, GECIMh'T'sprimary application is to large, commercial airports.

The data requirements for the N]_C model are similar to those

.for G'_:bILCT,although they are somew]mt less detailed. As with GE(]MEF,

-_ the Northern Research and Engineering Corporation model was designed

...... for Washington National Airport. Since the _.EC model was the first

--. in a line of developing models, it would not be a good choice for the

._ prediction of air quality for either commercial or general aviation

airports.

--/ Overall, AVAP and GE(]_T are good choices for application

to large, co,mlercialairports. A_ discussed above, both need to be

generalized to elhnimate their biases toward the design of Washington

National Airport. Also, these models need additional input relative

"_ to general aviation airports before t_my can be applied to this type ofi

airport. The Air Force model would also make a good choice in the near

future, since its input structure has already been generalized. If

this model is applied, a new set of emission characteristics must be

-'_ input for commercial aircraft to replace the existing ones for military

--- aircraft. '[hisinformation is readily available, and the changes

:-7 required to apply the Air Force model to co_nercial airports could be

___: made quickly.

Of the ]mnd models described in Section 4.1.4.1, the box model

_-_ explained in Appendix B is the best choice for the approximation of air

quality concentration levels for small, s2mple airports. A good rule

of thumb when deciding whether to use the box model or a computer model

would be to compute the concentration levels generated by the airport

with the box model. If the conservative estimate (as explained in

i
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Appendix B) comes close to the standard, a computer model should be

_ incorporated. Typically, an airport _uld have to be on the order of
a large_ conmercial airport before the generated concentrations _ould

approach the stmldards. The hand model does serve as a fast device for

use by EIS revi_qers to check the results of the computer models.

Normally, though, it should not be applied to an airport that generates

--_ a significantlylargoquantityof pollutants.
....±

4.1.5 Abate_antStrategies

"-J Abate_antstrategiescome into focusfirstat tbe construction

--_ phase and then onceagainduringthe operationalphase of an airport
......_ project, The Airportand AirwayDeveloDnentAct of 1970statesit to

be..."nationalpolicythatairportdevelopmentprojectsshallprovide

--_ for the protectionand enbancnmentof the naturalresourcesand the4.*.4

qualityof environmentof the nation.''43To moot this objective,FAA

i has publishedan advisorycirculardealingwith airportconstruction

controlsto preventair and waterpollution,44

I--_ The firstcontroldiscussedby theadvisorycircularto reduce

air pollutionduringconstructionaddressesopen burning. If the state

I_ or localarea where the projectis locateddoesnot dealdirectlywith

this, the followingrestrictionsshouldbe considered:

"" i] Do not permittires,oils, asphalt,paint,and p_ l_' [ _
coatedmetalsin combustiblewastepiles;

-_ 2) Do not permitburningwithin I000ft of a
residentialor built-uparea or within100 ft

_i_" of standingtimberor flar_nablegrowth; _" ,,
3)Donotpe it burningprevailingw=ds

....._ are toward a nearby to_m or built-up area;

4) Do not permit burning during local air inver-
sions or otherlocalclimaticconditionsthat

.....'. would result in a pall of smoke over a nearby . . _.
-_: to_n or built-up area; _ /-_-

' 5) Restrict the size and nt_nber of fires to avoid ._J':% ¢" '
the danger of brush or forest fires.

' i
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In some instances, one of the following alternatives may be

incorporated in lieu of open burning:

l) Spoil materials may be buried outside of airport
-R construction graded areas;

2) Wood may be salvaged for firewood or co_nercial
use, such as mulch;

.__i 3) Logs, brush, or other wooden materials may be
removed to an authorized disposal area or dis-

_-_ posed of to the general public at no charge.

--I In Section 4.1.3, the sources of air pollution during constmuc-

.-- tion are listed. For each of the sources, abatement strategies exist

for reducing or eliminating the problem. The following strategies should

.-- be considered and evaluated relative to the type of project at hand:

_-_. I) Drilling apparatus equipped with water or
_-_ chemical dust controlling systems;

r-- 2) Exposing a minimlm area of land;

3) Applying temporary mulch wifllor without

seeding;

4) Use of water sprinkler trucks;

5) Use of covered haul trucks;

_'_ 6) Use of stabilizing agents in solution;

i.J 7) Use of dust palliatives and penetration
asphalt on temporary roads;

i"3

I 8] Use of wood chips in traffic and work
areas ;

r_7 9) Use of vacuum-equipped sandblasting systems;

_- i0) Use of plastic sheet coverings;

ii) Restricting the application rates of herbicides;

.. 12) Equipping bit_ninous mixing plants with dust
collectors ;

'-_ 13) Delaying operationsuntil the climate or wind
conditions dissipate or inhibit the potential
pollutants.

r"
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The abatement strategies implemented during the construction phase are

-- fairly straightfem_tard and principally a matter of enforcement. The EIS

reviewer can list techniques that are to be used by the contractor to

minimize air pollution, but they are of little value unless impl_ented.

The operational phase of an airport projectj on the other hand,

requires a larger set of more complicated abate_ent strategies. Section

4.1.5 lists the seven major sources of air pollution at an airport. Each

of the sources has a n_nber of abatement strategies associated with it.

--- The primary source, aircraft engine exhaust emissions, has been given

...." close attention in the P2A report, Aircraft F_nissions:Impact on Air

Quality and Feasibility of Control."45 Much of the information contained

...... in the report is based upon research completed by Northern Research and |

_-_ Engineering Corporation in their report entitled "Assessment of Aircraft
,._. _misaion Control Technology.''46 Basically, the EPA report breaks down

aircraft into four categories, three for turbine engines and one for

i._ piston engines. For the three turbine categories, six modifications for

existing engines and %_o designs for future engines are evaluated. For _ ,

I'_' each modification or design, future pollutant levels, as percentages of b6_,J_

current levels, are estimated. Along with these estimates, development r _ _
I_ costs and time scales are predicted. For the one category of piston _'

17"i engines, eight modifications and one future engine design are evaluated. _ _ 2

This type of infornmtion is extremely helpful to the EIS reviewer when

I_ evaluating the time scale incorporated into an EIS for the implementa- b
tion of air pollution control devices and their effectiveness. _ _-

I•H Besides engine modifications and redesigns, emissions can also

be controlled through modification of ground operations. _he EPA report _.[_

'l_,J evaluates six such modifications, in terms of the reduction of carbon ur_6__'_wumonoxide and hydrocarbon emissions, implementation time, initial cost,
I v

_ and annual operating costs. Once all of the abatement strategies for

design and ground operation had been compiled, EPA evaluated thinsaccording

''_ {PBF),47: to a potential benefit factor The factor is a function of the

net emission reduction resulting from a particular control strategy

i

I '

U.
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averaged over the next 20 years, and divided by the cost. The PBF values

__ led to the following conclusions concerning abatement strategies:

1) For groand operations, the increase in idle speed

and the use of minimal engines for taxi is the most
cost-effective method of reducing hydrocarbon and
CO emissions from turbine engines;

--_P-- .,2 2) For enginedesign,the incorporationof emission
N %: controlmethodsintothe designof new enginesis

the most cost-effectivemethodof overallair-

craft e_imsioncontrol;
• 3) Controlof the fuel-airratiois filemost cost-

effectivemethodof reducinghydrocarbonand
...._ CO emissionsfrompistonengines;

4) Retrofitsof smallturbineengines(suchas
businessjets) is a more cost-effectivemethod

"_: of .NOX controlcomparedto retrofitof other
turbineengines.

The secondsourceof emissions,grotmdservicevehicles,can be

['_ _ controlledin m varietyof ways. First, thevehiclescouldbe modified

Ve to burnpropane gas) thereby reducingtheir emissions. On the other hand,

[_4_ pollutioncontroldevicessimilarto thoseused on automobilescould be
incorporated. Theseare not currentlyrequired)sincethis typeof

,--_ vehicle is consideredan "off-the-roadvehicle"and thereforenot con-

-- trolled. The emissionsgeneratedby accesstrafficare currentlybeing

reducedthroughfileinstallationof controldeviceson automobiles.

These emissionscouldbe reducedfurtherthrougha decreaseinConges-

tion and the provisionof alternativemodesof transportation.

.__ Engine testingand maintenancefacilitiesmay be controlled

--_ throughenginemodificationsas discussedabove. It naturallyfollows

..5 that as the enginesbecome"cleaner,"the maintenancefacilitieswill

generate lessair pollution. Thesefacilitiesmay alsobe modified

throughthe use of testcells equippedwith afterburnersand catalytic

converters. The pollutantsgeneratedby the heatingand air-condltioning

plantsare a resultof such thingsas fuel Drpe,buildingsize,and

-- thermalinsulation. Normally)thesedecisionsare economicallybased,
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thereforemaking environmentalconsiderationsdifficultto consider.

...., A fuel-handlingand -storagesystemgeneratesa significantquantityof tiC.

! Ibis leakagecan be most readilycontrolledthroughthe installationof

a vapor recoverysystem. Finally,the pollutantsgeneratedby tha

miscellaneoussources,althoughminor in comparisonwith the other

sources,can be controlledwith systemssimilarto thosein industrial

applications.

ST he EIS reviewershouldbe knowledgeableas to the sources
of

....; (ai_po}lutants_q_tedtoan_ortproject_,dthe,abatement_trato_s
_available to controlthose sources.__This informationis helpfulnot only

"7 / /)in checkingthatan EIS has considered abatementstrategiesfor all

_" I sources,but also for suggestionsmade by the revieweras to the avail-

!
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4.3 WATER AND WAST_VATERI_ACT

-- 4.3.1 Federal, Statep and Local Standards

The principal legislation regarding water quality control at the

-'2 federal level is the Federal ¿_ator Pollution Control Act, as amended. 48

The Act, _dlich is administered by the Enviromsental Protection Agency,

--- regulates point source discharges into nagivable waters, q]m water

..... quality standards and effluent limitation guidelines affect airport opera-

tion inasmuchas the airport is a point source of wastewater. If the

i airportchoosesto treat its own wastewater,it will be directlyaffected

by the federalstandardsand must obtainthe properpermits. If the

: .....i airport chooses to connect into a nearby municipal treatment system, rim
wastewater stream must be pretreated, if necessary, for compatibility

_'_ with the treatment works. In particular, industrial wastewater discharged

'_' by an aircraft maintenance and overhaul base must be pretreated before

being mixed withdomesticwastewater.
J

i.,_4
The Act mandates that the states pass their own water quality

i_ and wastewater management laws for intrastate waters. The states are

i_ to set water quality standards for all bodies of water in the state,

I_* subject to EPA approval. Until the state standards are approved by the
t_i U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the federal law is in force,

administered by the EPA. All states have now passed water quality

[_ control laws approved by EPA. The state laws must cover all the same
issues as the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. h]thou_l the specific

t_ values of the standards can vary from state to state, they must be at

least as strict as the Federal standards. The states may also take over

,._ the issuance of pemits as described in Title IV of the Act. If the AS

state chooses not to qualify for EPA certification to issue discharge tv_

! _ t/permits under the Act, then it is possible that two permits, one state

u__ _and one federal, would be required..It is necessary for the reviewer to

,,, Iknow whether the federal government, state government, or both_ issue

,.,!! _emits for discharge into navigable waters. The reviewer must be
_ware of the standards for the body of water into which tJae airport p I_

i ' --_0dischargewastewater,as well as the effluentqualitylimitations.
5_a_

_" Statesmay also have laws specifyingthe use of certainerosionand "

r ' sedimentationcontrolpracticesduringconstruction.
I

I '
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- 49
According to the Airport and Airway Developmen_ Act, the

governor of the state must certify in writing tJlatthe project in

question 'Will be located, designed D constructed, and operated so as

to comply with applicable air and water quality standards." This

" certification should be included in the airport project environmental

impact statement for projects involving airport location, a major run-

.... way extension, or runway location.

._i Although the major responsibility for enforcement of water

"C quality standards rests with the state once the state laws are approved

.....; by the i!PA,authority can be dalegated to municipalities and special

__ districts. As an example, in Cook County, Illinois, the Metropolitan

,._._ Sanitary District of Greater Chicago, the State of Illinois, and the

City of Chicago work together to enforce the water quality standards.

The State has passed its own water pollution control act and is ulti-

mately responsible for enforcement. The Metropolitan Sanitary District

"-_ monitors all discharges within its district and ensures maintenance of

_ the standards set by the State.50 The City of Chicago, the largest

-_ municipality in the District, also has laws regulating harbor water
_-_ quality and the quality of wnstewater sent through the City's sewer

r-_ system to the Metropolitan Sanitary District treatment plant. The

_..:_ City also monitors effluent quality throughout its own system to ensure

maintenance of effluent quality before the effluent reaches the treat-

_-. ment plant.Sl

It is also possible that the State will set up a series of

water quality regions, as in California.$2 These regions are composed

of adjacent watersh_s. Water quality control practices vary from
I,-4

! region to region to match the specific hydrologic system in each region.

In California, the entire state is divided into regions. Every state

'"_ must identify the problem areas for water pollution control as describedi .
k=. in Section 208 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of

!i 197z. /=-- Local laws affecting water use and pollution control will specify

, ' .Sfor use of and connection with the manicipai sewer system an--a/
I

-- _ewage treatment plant: if locallv np_r.qZe_.--_h_-m_%ir_igal--plant-spera-_/

tions are _ st_e--imcs di_d above. It i-s-also possible/

that the citl[_orco___..i_l-4mve laws rcgar4iag-_onatruction practices

that can cause accelerated erosion and sedimentation. /
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4.3.5 Identification of Sources

: During tileconstruction of an airport or any part of an airport,

_ _ there is a significant potential for loaferpollution and alteration of

• the local hydrologic cycles. Construction generally involves removal

of vegetationj alteration of topography {including land slope and water

-_L coursos_, and the introductionof _ipervious surfaces. The removal of
.....)

vegetation from an area results in an increase in the velocity of storm-

--" water runoff, whid_ decreases the amount of infiltration iratethe ground

and increases the amount of soil carried to the stream. The rapid arrival

--7 of the runoff water at the stream after a storm may also cause downstream
[

i "--' flooding. Alteration of the topography, including leveling land and

i _ flattening sIopes, can also increase the velocity of the runoff by remov-

..__ ing depression storage or increasing the grade. Impervious area intro-

duced to the site by construction [runways, taxiways, aprons, rooftops)

: i also increases the velocity of runoff water and lessens the amount of

infiltration of water into the soil. The long-term effects will be

, i discussed below under airport operations. During construction, however,

the staging of the various sub-projects can change the runoff patterns.

J ! The rapid removal of soil due to loss of vegetative cover and

alterations to the topography results in two phenomena: accelerated

_'*_ erosion and sedimentation. Accelerated erosion {in excess of the natural

l_.a rate] destroys stream hanks and removes topsoil. The soil removed, called

.... sediment, is then deposited downstream, where it can do harm to aquatic and

n., plant life. Certain construction activities are subject to high risk of

t_ erosion: clearing, earthwork, ditch construction, haul roads, culvert

installation, dlannel c]mngns, pier or abutment work in streams, tempo-

rary stream crossings, borrow pit operations, and hydraulic and mechanical

i-4
dredging. 5S

Prom the start of a construction.project, there are many sources

i of water pollution in addition to sedimentation. Following is a descrip-

tion of each activity likely to cause water pollution, in the order in
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which the activitiesoccur duringconstruction.54 Firstare clearing,

-_ grubbing, and pest control. The removal of vegetation can increase

erosion and resulting sediment loads on nearby streams. Pest control,

particularly the use of sprays, introduces long-lived toxic chemicals

into the water. 11m next process is rough grading, which includes the

use of heavy construction equipment for earthmoving, excavation, and

" "" fill operations, qlm equipment itself is a source of water pollution

..... with the potential of spilling or leaking diesel fuel, oil, and lubri-

cants. Since vehicles are very heavy, severe compaction of clay_

soils can occur. The compaction lowers the rates of water infiltration

and soil aeration, mad makes revegetation very difficult. The grading

.... of soil done by the construction equipment exposes subsoils, which are

more easily transported by water and air. If drainage patterns are

altered, flooding and erosion of stream banks can occur.

Constructionof the facilityis the next step. For airports,

the facilityconsistsof buildings,runways,and otherpaved surfaces.

All of the solidwastesgeneratedduringthisphaseare potentialwater

i pollutants.Concreteoperationscan pollutewaterthroughwashing

spillage,and thewaste of variousmaterialssuch as cement,bituminous

['_ materials,and curingcompounds. Strippingof surfacesoil, stream

_'_ diversions,soilstockpilingand cofferdamconstructionare potential

.-_ sourcesof waterpollution. The accessand haul roads,construction
' !

_-J workers'campsites,and the patternof trafficflowaroundthe site

..~: contributeto erosionand pollution. The final stageof site restera-

___ ties,includingcleanup,final grading,tillageof compactedsoils,and

establishmentof penmgaentvegetatimn_can also increasesedi,santloads

; if not doneproperly. The sanitarywastefrom on-siteemployeesis also

a potentialwaterpollutionproblemduringall phasesof construction.

.__ Duringthe operationof the airport,thereare two kindsof

impactson water:potablewater intakeand wastewatoroutput. Especially

for largeairports,the amountof water drawnfromgrrotmdwnter,streams,

or lakescan significantlyaffectwater tablesand localwater quality

if the intakewateris drawn at a rate greaterthanthe naturalreplenish-

mentof the supply. The amountof water that an airportwill drawdepends

I !
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on the functions housed at tlleairport. A brief survey of currently

operating airports shews a wide variance depending on filenumber of

-_ annual passengers (enplaned plus deplaned) and the extent of mainte-

nance and overhaul facilities. The figures presented in Table 6 for

.-_ average consumption per passenger are taken from specific airports and

are not to be construed as standards. They are included for discussion

purposes only. They represent order-of-magnitude estimates of average

water use; for example, peak daily flows, which occur in the month of

August, will be at least twice as hi_1 as the average daily flow in any month.

Thus, water distribution system design cannot be based on these average

_:: annual figures. Considerations of pipe diameter must be based on peak

--_ and not average flows. Supplemental systems for contingencies such as

fire fighting must also be accounted for in actual system design. .Foror.__

_._ impact assessment..purposes, however, these figures can provide order-of-//,_/_/_/_

i_! magnlt.,eestimatesofaveragea=alor, ily.soas f ctionof
airport size.

'_ TABLE 6, Water Consumption Rates 5_ _/'A_v,

_/_ at Four Commercial Airports (1973) _ @2

_ (NOTTO BEUSEDAS GUIDELINES)

Airport Size _u66

_ Water Million Maintenance ' '
ConmmTption Annual Base e

!_ [gallons/passenger) Passengers Included

14,3 11.8 No-terminals only

_,_ 32 17 .i Yes _LI_2_

,_, For planning purposes, current airport projects frequently report

_,,_I higher expected rates of use than those shown in Table 6 . The proposal

for the Dallas-Fort Worth Airport, for example, used 78.3 gallons/passengerI ,4

i i for 18 million passengers per year as a design figure.56Of course, extensive
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which the activities occur during construction.54 First are clearing,

grubbing, and pest control. The removal of vegetation can increase

erosion and resulting sediment loads on nearby streams. Pest control,

particularly the use of sprays, introduces long-lived toxic chemicals

into the water. The next process is rough grading, which includes the

use of heavy construction equil_nentfor earthmoving, excavation, and

- -" fill operations. The equilment itself is a source of _mter pollution

with the potential of spilling or leaking diesel fuel, oil, and lubri-

• cants. Since vehicles are very heavy, severe compaction of clay_

soils can occur. 7he compaction lowers the rates of water infiltration

-7 and soil aeration, and makes revegetation very difficult. The grading

of soil done by the construction equipment exposes subsoils, which are

more easily transported by water and air. If drainage patterns are

altered, flooding and erosion of stream banks can occur.

Construction of the facility is the next step. For airports,

__ the facility consists of buildings, runways, and other paved surfaces.

All of the solid wastes generated during this phase are potential water

pollutants. Concrete operations can pollute water through washing
_i

spillage, and the waste of various materials such as cement, bituminous

"'_ materials, and curing compounds. Stripping of surface soil, stream

'--_ diversions, soil stockpiling and cofferdam construction are potential

.-_ sources of water pollution. The access and haul roads, construction

.._J. workers' campsites, and the pattern of traffic flow around the site

contribute to erosion and pollution. '[hefinal stage of site restorn--]

.__ tion, including cleanup, final grading, tillage of compacted soils, and

establis_emt of pel1_ulentvegetation, can also increase sediment loads

if not done properly. The sanitary waste from on-site employees is also

a potential water pollution problem durin_ all phases of construction.
• I

During the operation of the airport, there are two kinds of

impacts on water: potable water intake and wastewator output. Especially

for large airports, the amount of wnter drawn from groundwater, stremns,

or lakes can significantly affect water tables and local water quality

if the intake water is drawn at a rnte greater than the natural replenish-

- ment of the supply. The amount of water that an airport will draw depends

._5
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on the ftmotions ]loused at the airport. A brief survey of currently

operating airports shows a wide variance depending on the mmber of

--_ annual passengers (enplaned plus deplaned) and the extent of mainte-
[

nance and overhaul facilities, qhe figures presented in Table 6 for

.-. average com_usption per passenger are taken from specific airports and

• are not to be construed as standards. _my are included for discussion

purposes only. qhey represent order-of-magnitude estimates of average

-_ water use; for example, peak daily flows, which occur in the month of

August, will be at least ta¢ice as high as the average daily flow in any month.

"-7, '[hus, water distribution system design cannot be based on these average

' _"_ annual figures. Considerations of pipe diameter must be based on peak

and not average flows. Supplemental systems for contingencies such as 1

fire fighting must also be accounted for in actual system design. .For£L._//
_.. impact assessment.pu..rposes, however, these figures can provide ordar-of-//_./iL4nL i
I_./' magnitude estimates of average m_lual or daily use as a function of // #_

;# t IUI%'"

airportsize.

TABLE 6. Water Const_ption Rates 55 ^ .r,_

_/_ at Pour Commercial Airports (1973) "

t_ (NOTTO BE USEDAS GUIDELINES)

Airport Size

I_ Water Million _aintenance '_S _J_'
Const_ption Annual Base o

i_ (gallons/passenger) Passengers Included,0 ,,
, 14,3 II.8 No-terminalsonly

Ill I.._/• f,;

,.., ,,., ,0 dM

For planning purposes, current airport projects frequently report
£1

higher expected rates of use than those shown in Table 6. The proposal

for the Dallas-Port Worth Airport, for example, used 78.3 gallons/passenger

] z for 18 million passengers per year as a design figure.560f course, extensivem_
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water use for irrigation and air conditioning :_s allowed for due to

the clinuate in Dallas. The figure is higher than the measured values

in Table 6 for that reason and also to make the water distribution

system more flexible to changing airport growth and passenger water

--: usage rates.

qllo wastewater output of an airport is generated from both

.... [ point and nonpoint sources. Sanitary wastewater and _ndustrial waste-
water are point source discharges, while impervious area runoff is _/

considered a nonpoint source discharge. Using the categorization 1-

'-_ suggested in the U.S.r.ph "Draft DevelopmantX}o_C,.nent for Proposed t _) m

: _ Effluent___ Limitatinn_.-. gtlidelin_n nnd New Source Perfo.l_mnce .qtnndn_/DCP',,57 it 1_lGtc_/. /
: ;_'-_ for the Air Transportation Segment of the Transportation Indust_ry , " mopl ,.

_.. a summary of flow volumes by source and pollutant control parameters ]"Jl /trv¢
/

_..., is presented in Table 7. All pollutants contained in the airport _ ¢_ I

wastewater stream are either pollutant control parameters or secondary d,.,4

pollutants. The level of the pollutant control parameters indicates /;qO_v,a_._--

,'= ::l:n2°eL:Tn rL2:$2:L7 :,72L:Lcan::u 2=e-,,-
P ' ry p • . --_-e._

i_ Per example, in the wastevrater stream discharged by Aircraft Rebuildingand Overhaul activities, detergents are not selected as a control parame-

t-'.J ter because the physical-chemical trea_nent needed to remove oil and

ln_ grease also removes detergents.

t._ Aircraft ramp service consists of operations necessary to pre-

t._-_ pare an aircraft for flight and is porfomed outdoors near loading and

unloading areas. The services include refueling, removal of sanitary

and oilier wastes, replenishing water and other supplies, _nspection and

servicing prier to flight, m*d some minor maintenance, ]lmse services will
I ,:l

I be provided at most commercial (serving. scheduled airlines) airports

Igastns that might pollute water come from spills and leaks. Some

!_', mailer cona_ercial airports and most general aviation airports do not

_" have facilities for removal of sanitary wastes from aircraft.

i ' Aircraftrebuildingand overhaulactivitiesare principal

sourcesof industrialwastewaterat airportshousingsuchoperations.

_ _ Generally,the con_nercialairlinesestablishone or two homebases forI
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TABLE 7. Characteristics of Was_ewater from Airport
Activities (excluding runoff)

Range of
. _ Daily Flow

Water Pollution (million gallons Pollutants
Source per day, mgd) (Control Parameters)

"--; i) Aircraft Ramp oil and grease
..... Service 0.2-0.5 mgd suspended solids

--_ 2) Aircraft Rebuilding
and Overhaul

:-_
i

a) Engine "_ pH,COD,BOD,suspended

Operations 0.15-0.45 mgd _ solids, oil and grease,
___ . phenols, cyanides, cad-

mium, chromium, copper,
i _-_ b) Airframe 0.1-0.3 mgd | lead, nickel, zinc.

___ Operations )

_'_ 3) Aircraft Maintenance

! a) Routine 0.001-0.002 mgd oil and grease, sus-t_

pended solids, pH

, b) Washing 3,000-12,000 gallons oil and grease, sus-
per aircraft; 2-20 pended solids, pH

_ aircraft per week

':"-_ 4) Ground Vehicle oil and grease, sus-
;_'_ Service _ Maintenance 0.001-0.002 mgd pended solids, plI

,_ 5) Fuel Storage Centers Minimal oil and grease, solids,
' _ etc., are emtted if
_'_ there is a fuel spill

i 6) Terminal and Auxiliary 7-20 gal/passenger (sanitary waste) BOD,
--_ Facilities [0.002-1.5 mgd] suspended solids,

total coliform

* I
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all major aircraft maintenance at an originating/terminating airport,

such as Miami International"Airport or San Francisco International

i Airport. An overhaul base might completely dismantle, repair, and

clean four aircraft a day. During engine operations, the ports are

cleaned in strong detergents and some metal plating may occur, gene-

rating largo amounts of industrial pollution in the wantcwater stream.

]_terior and interior airfrmne operations include rebuilding and repair-

...... ins airframe operating mechanisms and utility systems, reupholstering,

r-- painting, and general cleaning of the interior of the aircraft,

....; Aircraft maintenance is generally performed indoors in hangars.

_-- Routine maintenance includes changing hydraulic lines, wheels) or tires

.-_ spot painting, partial engine overhaul, and cleaning interiors, The

extent of maintenance done at any particular airport depends on the

i.! facilities provided by the airlines, Aircraft washing is performed at

most airports. Small aircraft used in general aviatiol_are washed

i_.__ primarily with _ter and some detergamt; strong solvents are likely to

be used on large aircraft, although water is the primary cleaning agent.

_" Detergents and whatever anctm_ulateson the exterior of the aircraft are

_" therefore the water pollutants. Additionally, in the winter in areas

_" where the temperature goes below freezing, aircraft are sprayed with de-

i_ icing compounds. Presently, little is known of the effects of th_ de-icing

t._ ch_icals other than the effect of salt on aquatic ecosystems. However)

it is proving economical to reclaim the de-icing solution from the waste-

water for re-use.

h.& Ground vehicle service and maintenance consists of all processes

related to ground vehicles such as luggage carts and refueling trucks.i-,

Servicing for these vehicles is usually handled at the airport. Within

the shop for servicing, solvents and oil and grease are likely water ,
i :i

: contaminants. The vehicles can spill or leak oil) grease, fuel, and

lubricants. Larger airports will _ave more of these vehicles; small

'"_ general aviation airports would have very few such vehicles.
m_

Fuel storage centers are remote from the other airport areas,

i ' but located on the airport property. The water pollution potential

I *

i

I '
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arises from the potential for leaks and spills. Underground tanks

--, using pipe storage have the least probability of accidental spills

and leaks. Trucks might also be used to transport the fuel and oil

to the ramp service areas, increasing the potential for spills. Sur-

: face tanks are usually diked to contain any large spills tJlatmight

Occur.

, _ The terminal and attxiliaryfacilities are sources of domestic

type wastewater. The amount generated depends on the nt_,berof passen-

--_. gers and visitors at the airport as well as on the other services pro-i
.... vided, such as restaurants, q]]istype of waste occurs at all airports.

! StonaWater runoff, a nonpoint source of wastewater, comes from

"_ all areas of an airport. With the runoff comes any oil spilled, loose

debris, leaked fuel, rubber tire deposits, and accidentally discharged

chemicals that are on the impervious surfaces. Airborne pollution will

_._ also find its way into the runoff, especially particulate matter. The

,,..I volume of runoff water generated from the airport as larger than the

amotultgenerated on the pro-airport land on account of the increase in

_ inpervious area. Tie velocity of the runoff water is also increased

due to the removal of vegeta£ive cover, These two factors comhhle and
e_r_
: increase the potential for erosion and the resulting sedimentation. 'lho

flooding potential is also increased, proportional to the amount of

,_" impervious area added. The long-term effects of the additional imper-J i
'_- vious area created by a single airport are probably small. As one more

_._ stop in paving over a significant portion of a _¢atershed,however, the

h._ impacts are significant.

! 4,3.4 State-of-the-Art Assessment Techniques

, _ 4.3.4.1 Evaluatinn

Although there are techniques for predicting erosion and sedimen-

....." ration losses58 during construction, no discussion of these will be

presented. The most effective means of minimizing the impact of con-

' " struction practices is source control. That is, rather than predictingh i

i l
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the soil loss due to various construction practices and than selecting

.... one method of after-the-fact treatment of the water, construction prac-

tices may he changed so that no pollutants are released and stream flow

is not altered. These techniques are discussed in Section 4.4.4: Abatement

Strategies.

__ Prediction of potable water use is based upon engineering esti-

mates, _dlichare based upon information similar to that presented in Table

6. The impacts on the local hydrology of drawing water from a particular

source are also determined by engineering analysis. With the aid of simu-

- lation models,59 the size of the supply to be tapped, its sources for

.... replenishment, and other drains on that supply are all taken into account

- in deciding whether to draw potable water from a particular supply. The

--, decision as to where to draw water is not normally made by the airport.

..... Generally, agreements must be negotiated with local municipalities, with

the approval of the state, regarding the best supplier for water. 'I1_us,

this aspect of the airport's impact will he analyzed by outside agencies

who supply potable water.
-_

' Point source discharges of wastewater are relatively easily con-

trolled for quality and rate of discharge to the hydrologic system eom-

r pared to non-point source discharges. In general, most relationships

between ecology and hydrology are understood to the point that is clear

that source control is the preferred method for maintaining high water

_'_ quality. Thus no models describing effects of pollutants on ecosystems

!-'_ are presented here.

The relevant modeling efforts are in the area of non-point

,-_ source discharge. Both the quantity and quality aspects are modeled,

_.d although modeling of quality is still in a developmental stage. Non-point

..... source discharge is basically stormwater runoff. In an undisturbed area,

... rainwater is detained in several ways before reaching natural drainage

channels such as lakes, rivers, and oceans. This includes evaporation,
V*"I

detention storage on leaves, grasses, and small depressions, and infiltra-

tion into the ground. The natural channels for drainage have a limited

[ [ capacity to transport water. Iqater flows in excess of that capacity cause

"- overflow (flooding) or erosion of the banks due to increased flow velocity.

, I
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Thus, the barriers that slav the runoff on its way to the channel are

essential in maintaining the hydrologic system. Disruption in che

hydrologic system has impact on the ecological systems it supports.

Flooding can drown species residing near the stream banks or destroy

"-_ their habitat. Erosion of @to stream banks yields an increase in the

..i sediment load. _len deposited downstream this sedinmnt cam affect

_-! fish and their breeding grounds, and cut off the light that would have

.._ reached growth at the bottom of the stream bed.

Undeveloped areas covered with grass or trees are considered

to be pervious; that is, a significant amount of rain (80-95%)* falling

on the ground passes through the soil and slowly reaches the natural

drainage channel underground. Pavement and buildings are impervious;

_" most of the water [70-95%_* striking the surface runs off and approachesr i

_" the drainage channel overland. In highly developed areas, most natural

_,_ drainage channels have been paved over and replaced with nmnmade pipe

_J drainage systems. The models currently available attempt to predict the

effect of changes from the Hndeveloped or present situntin on flow

l_a patterns. Typical input includes meteorological and topographical

information, especially the split between pervious and impervious areas

[z_ and channel The models have theircapacity. as purpose either planning,

design, or control, Planning models are less detailed and aim to

_a predict flow patterns due to the additional development. _Iodelsused in

_" the design of collection systems allow descriptors of manmade collection

i_4 systems to be entered as variables. Altel'nativesystems can be tested

i_.d for their ability to handle peak discharges and different patterns of

_, rainfall intensity. There are also several mathematical models used

_._ in control and operation of water collection systems. They cannot be used

in the planning stage since the collection system is considered fixed for

! this type of model. The model variables include decisions on where to

shunt the flow to maximize pipe storage and to minimize the amount of

i untreated runoff reaching natural streams and lakes.

, -_ *As per ASCE Recon_nended Runoff Coefficients.

i -

i
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_mre are at least 100 models, available as computer programs,

to simulate the effect of development on stormwater runoff quantity and

quality. 60'61 In addition to being categorized by purpose (planning or

design), they can also be classified by authorship: government-sponsored,

university research, or proprietary to a consulting organization. The

authorship is indicative of the general availability of a model. Govern-

" "' ment-sponsored models are easily available from the sponsoring agency,

usually the U.S. EPA or the Army Corps of Engineers. University research

- = models are available, but not easily adaptable to other computer systems

--- and often are experimental. 'lho lag time in setting one up for u project
__ would be significant and highly skilled progranmers would be needed to

make the transition from one system and data base to another. The pro-

._j prietary models are available, but at cost. As a rule, the proprietary

models are general enough to be easily adapted to a new project. The

i finn that supports the computer program most likely has access to

facilities on which to run their model, eliminating problems of trans-

'--_ fer to different computers,

.... _For historical perspective, it should be noted that all of the

'--] __uter_simulation models are recent efforts made _ossible b_ the c_n-
//purer. Previous hand models, now considered inadequate, could predict
/ e-

l "_nly peak flows, while the computer models produce complete flow records

_-_ (hydrographs) for various types of storms and combinations of storms.

The primary hand model is called the Rational Method. The essence of

_._ the model is the equation

f'C

' _ Q = c.i.A

, ' where

Q = Peak discharge in cubic feet per second
...._ c = Coefficientof runoff, I

__ i = Averagerainfallintensityin inches/hour

.-: [bO/_ a = Drainage area
f

- a ;I ' t 'q
I
i
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The only parumeter that is diff.lcultto determine is c, the runoff )
I

-_ coefficient. .tablesrelntine tho!,crcent of pnvnd nre_u,_gan_r.1_qJl //

t__es, an_d average slope to the runoff cqefficieot were developed over_ / _o /

t_ it has been and will /
continue

to be widely used, especially when only peak [lows are needed/

The computer simulation models available can be distinguished

by whether water quality analysis is included with the quantity analy-

sis. At this stage in the develelmmnt of runoff models, however,
..... J

quality modeling is experimental. Thus, the option will be noted in

"-- the description of available models, but it is not considered a signifi-

cant factor in the overall usefulness of the model. Quantity modeling

]ms several components, Imndled differently by each model:!

___ i) Size and number of catchments;
2) Single design storm or multi-event

[ simulation;

_., 3) Land use;
i

i '_ 4) Overland flow;

_.,_ 5) Depression storage;
I

_* 6) Infiltration;

_._ 7) Pipe network,

The size of catchment allowed varies from 5 acres up to 100 sq

miles, There is generally a limit on the nt_ber of subcatchments, which

corresponds with the maximtmlarea to be modeled. That is, if very large

_'* basins or catchments can be modeled, then the maximum nt_ber of sub-

catchments will be large. The Cincinnati Urban Runoff Model, for example,

,,_* expects uniformly pervious or impervious subcatc1_nents,so each one is
I

small and there are very many allowed.61

)-" A model's usefulness is determined by _daether it accepts design
,
"_ storm input data and produces one flow pattern, or accepts historical rain-

fall_runoff data to produce continuous results, It is more desirable for

_-. a planning model to produce continuous output, while design calls for a

t t

L

I
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worst case (or design storm) analysis. A design storm is character-

ized bY its intensity and duration, and identified by the frequency

- that such a storm is likely to occur. A I0 year storm, likely to

occur once in ten years, is the accepted design storm for design of

-4 regional stormwater collection syster_, q_e way in which land uses are

i recognized affects the ease in use of the model. TileCincinnati model

mentioned above specifies land use only as pervious or impervious. The

....j STORM model by the Corps of -Engineers,on the other hand, has five

categories of land use that can occur in each watershed. Eadl land use

._j is allowed a unique value of "% inpervious" and tileexistence of gutters

and the frequency of street sweeping is also sot for each use.62

! ;_] flrerlandflow is usually simulated by using Manning's equation.

I I_mpirinalexpressions relating outflow depth, detention storage, and

i "-q detention storage at equilibriml may be used in conjunction with Nanning's? , L

equation, as in the Cincinnati model. Depression storage can he handled

in several ways. It can be set up that a certain fraction of the area

*"; has no depression storage so that ir_nediatorunoff can occur; the remain-

_--_ ing areas provide runoff only as the depression storage is filled up.
: I !

,--_ _bre sophisticated models deplete depression storage by infiltration.

The infiltration process is generally modeled with Horton's equation.

i,_, In some cases only tilerainfall, without depression storage, is con-

sidereala source for infiltration. If a model can accept a pipe net-

_ work, then pipe storage and flow routing can also be accounted for.

This option is important for modeling urban areas whose primary drainage

':_-_ is through pipes.

I A problem with stor,Nater runoff models in general is that none

I'-* has been validated. Validation includes many tests of the model results

against observed conditions, using standard statistical measures of fit

'.... to judge the correctness and reliability of the model as a simulator ofI

"" observed events. Until thorough validations become available, the user call

I:-" obtain a rough measure of the reliability of a particular model for simu-
_.. lating flows in particular watershed by simulating an observed event or

series of events {storms)occurring in that watershed. If the results are

_.. reasonably similar and conservative when in error, the reviewer can be/
- /

fairly confident of the model's predictions. /
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4.3.4.2 Application

"-_ Only three models will be described in Ulis section. '[_le

' variations in existing models are man),and detailed, precluding the

"-_ selection of representative models. Instead, throe models that are

_ appropriate to planning purposes, easily available, likely to be used,

_._ and somewhat different from each other with respect to cost, authorship,

;.._ and data required have been selected. There is currently much discussion

in the literature regarding tileusefulness of the many models available.

i _ Articles such as the one by lleepsand Nein63 present quantitative com-

parisons of the most current models, although no statistical me,lsures

: of fit are provided. Brandstetter60 has reviewed 18 computerized rip,off

models, seven of which he ran on similar data sets for quantitative

I comparison of results. Linsloy has summarized several water runoff

models with criticism on both the theory upon which the model is

._, based and the ease of use.64 The Hydrologic /_gineering Center of

the Army Corps of Emginsers has prepared an excellent stmmary of the

[-_ state of the art in hydrology models and other areas also, including

I_ complete descriptions of a wide selection of models. 59

I,_l For the analysis of the impact of an airport project, it is
not always appropriate to use a large scale computer simulation model

I_l of runoff. A very smmll airport will often show no appreciable effect;_i therefore, general trends in land use change are better modeled at a

regional level, or perhaps at filecounty level. A proposal for a very

[_ large airport, such as Dallas-Fort lqorthAirport or the proposed

Palmdale Intercontinental Airoort near Los Angeles, must surely

I_ include an analysis of its impact on water flow using a large scale

computer model. The cutoff between "very small" and '_ery large," to

[_ determine a general rule for tile applicability of computer simulation
models, is difficult to establish. The cost of the project is one

I'! indicator; the benefit of using an expensive program to model the
•a, effect of one 4000 ft runway is probably negative, while tJlereis

X _ much to be gained from such an effort when planning a i0,000 acre_
multi-runway airport. The sensitivity of the area to additional !

development, including the urbanization _hat usually follows an air-

port, must also be considered in deciding the need for modeling.
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--- 'l]_ethreemodelsdescribedhere are the Urban StormWater

Ranoff Model (S'IDRM_by the Army Corps of Engineers; tileStorm Water

--- ManagementModel (S_) by the U.S.EnviremnontalProtectionAgency;

and the l_drologic Simulation Program (HSP), a proprietary model of

HydrocompInternationa,Inc. All threerequirecomputerfacilities.

SqDRM,by the llydrologic Engineering Center of the Corps of

Engineers, 62 is a relatively recent, generally available, plarming

model. It is generalin scope and does not considerroutingof flow but

does process continuous hourly precipitation data from several years.

Both qusl ity and quantity are modeled, The input to the program includes:t

-- 1) Hanrly precipitation data and meantemperatures
-.x for as manyyears as desired, available from

the National Weather Service or magnetic tape;
-7
-d 2) Normalannual precipitation for the watershed

and the precipitation station;

3) Surface depression storage for urban and non-urban portions of watershed;

_, 4) Runoff coefficients, urban/monurban;
I

S] Potential evapertation in inches per day for
_-_ each monthfor the urban and nonurban;

6) Land use: five categories for each waterhsed,

.._ including percent impervious for each land-
use category, density of street gutters, and

'_-J frequencyof street sweeping;

"- 7) Water quality data, if available.

The output of the program includes quantity analysis, quality analysis,

;._ and a detailedhourlyrecordfor selectedevents. Thismodel allows

analysisof storageand treatmentoptionsfor runoffwater for moderate-
r"-!
i . sizedwatersheds. The primaw weak point of the model is its use of a

modifiedrationalformulafor use inpredictingtileamountof runoff.

._ The StormMaterManagementModel (SN_4)by EPA65 is mo{e

detailedand costlyto run than STOPS1.The qmalityanalysisis extremely
" i

i detailed. It is not a continuousmodel;a designstormhyetograph(rain-

fall intensityvs time)is inputand the flowpatternresultingis out-

' _ put. The model is limited to fairlysmall, primarilyurban watersheds,

-- and the resultscan best be used in the designof pipe systen_to store

I and routestormwaterrunoff. The inputrequiredincludes:
i
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1) Watershed characteristics such as iufiLtr;Itio.
rates pt:rcent impervious uru_, slope, arel],

"--" detention storage, depth, amd Manning's co-
. i efficient for overland flow;

"-- 2} Rainfall hyetograph;
, . !

3) Land use data) population of subareas, and
averagemarketvalueof dwellings;

4) Characteristics of gutters, including slope
-- anddepth;I

S) Street cleaning frequency;

"_ 6) Treatment devices and capacities;
h_,.*

7) P_gineering News Record indices for cost;

i._ 8) Boundary conditions in the receiving waters;

_ 9) Storage vol_,e and location;

10) Inlet characteristics;

'_ ii) Characteristics of pipes, such as type,
_4 geometry and _i_nning's"n"

_ The output provided includes hydrograpbs (water flow vs time) at any point

and amounts and locations of local flooding, Quality data is also printed

in the fu_ of pollutographs of water quality vs time, Cost of capital,

_! land, and operation and maintenance of selected waste treatment systems

_ are provided in the output, According to Heaps and Main63 Sl_ is likely

{ to overpredict flows in some situations. The seriousness of this over-!
_ ,)_'_ prediction is not known, however, since validation is not completed,

The [_drologic Simulation Program (HSP) of Hydrocon_ International,

._ Inc,)66 is available only through Hydrocomp. It is _¢rittenin the PL/I

computer language) limiting it to largo II_icomputers, in contrast to the

two programs discussed above, which are Icrittenin the FORTRAN IV language.

The program is very general and has excellent data management capabilities,

'I It is most useful for large river basins, as the water quality modeling

section is very good, The model has been used in smaller areas) however,

• ! with good results.

' I
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The input required includes one to two years of hourly precipi-

tation data, evapotranspiration, and temperature data if snol_nelt is to

--: be considered. Output includes hourly and moan _dly discharge, reservoir

water levels, river stages, stream and lake temperature, monthly accretion

-'. to groandwater) end-o£4nonth soil moisture, snow depth ,and water equiva-

lent, and several water quality indicators.

In s_n_avy, most of the runoff models available can do ,an

adequate job of estimating the changes in runoff brought about by tile

-- addition of an airport. "llm Stanford Watershed Model, one of tim first to

--- simulate stormwater runoff, is the oasis for many of tilu current

-- models, such as the I_drologic Simulation Program. 21m state of the

--. art of modelim_ stormwator runoff is rapidly advancing, and it is not

_-: yet clear which of the _%ny models available will become the most useful

=__ and most used. Since validation has not been completed for any model as

of this writing, results of all models must be carefully scrutinized at

I _ each application. For rough estimates of _,npaet,the traditional Rational
Method can provide adequate results.

4.3.5 Abatement Strategies

,._ Strategies for the abatement of the impacts of construction on

water quality and hydrologic cycles are extremely effective, l'_surimg

"-]-- that these techniques are used is critical: "Water pollution resulting

from sediment and other pollutants (including stormwater) generated

_"-I from all types of construction activity can be minimized by the timely, F

application of structural and soil stabilization measures...]ndividual

....! or institutional planning initiatives that culminate in a plan for water

:-£ pollution abatmnent [must begin] before construction actually bogims."6?

__ Any techniques thnt the sponsoring agency knows will be needed during
__. the construction should be listed in the specifications so that con-

tractors' bids will reflect the use of necessary abatement strategies.

: The contract should detail specific strategies when possible, and dic-

tate the use of appropriate pollution control techniques for unexpected

' i situations. Inclusion of those provisions in the contract, plus monitor-

ing throughout the period of construction to verify that the terms of

, : the contract are being )not,can eliminate nearly all construction impacts

on wa ter quality and quant_ ty . _,_ _ I
, Mo
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A complete discussion of the full range of erosion control tech-

niques and the appropriate timing during the construction period can be

found in several EPA dog_nents.54,68,69 The FAA ]]aspublished an advisory

circular it_izing erosion and sediment centre] measures.70 An overview

of the techniques and strategies J_ presented here, drawing on these
.i

documents. 'l_lemajority of the strategies are aJJnedat erosion control.

During the early stages of ;he project, when grubbing, clearing, and pest

- ' control activities occur, the control options include minimizing the

-- amount of vegetation removed, removing vegetation as needed rather tJmn

L_ all at once, converting trees removed to wood chips for use as mulch to
' protect exposed soil, and lJJsitingthe use of general purpose pest con-

.__ trols by replacing them with specific pesticides while relying on natural

.-. predator-prey relationships as much as possible. During rouph grading,
specific limits to the amount of soil that can be exposed at any one time

should be adJ]eredto. An often suggested limit is 175,000 sq ft. In

"" some areas this figure may be too high; therefore engineering judgmentr

_ is required to distinguish _-pecialcases. The routes of the heavy equip-

--- ment should be determined so as to minimize pollution by prohibiting the

,_ fording of streams and building temporary bridges where frequent cross-

,..4 ings must be made. During facility construction, seeding and planting

I,_ on exposed areas should take place as soon as possible. Solid wastes

should be stored in closed containers and removed from the site. The

' problem of sanitary wastes can be solved through the use of portable

chemical toiiets, which can be discharged to the namicipal sewer system.

_.. Pater must be routed through the construction site throughout

the project. Diversion dikes and retention basins installed after rough

I i grading can lessen erosion and the amount of sediment carried downstream.

The retention basin must be maintained_ however, and the trapped sediment

• i'i removed when the basin is Imlf full. Many slope and soil stabilization

_-" devices are available, including fiber mats, woven plastic filter cloths,

.--_ gravel, organic fiber and wood chip mulches, quick-growing grasses,

.-_ sod, bityJminousspray, filter berms, chemi_'alsoil binders, and flexible

downdrains.

Final landscaping and revegetation must he designed to mitigate

, , long-term effects of the disruption te the naturol system brought about

by the construction of the airport. Turfed areas should be maintained

where possible.
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Daring the el)orationof the airport, there are amny strategies

for minizlizingthe impacts on water systems. _m potable water draw can
be made from the source most able to accommodate the airport, according

r to regional availability of water. Sanitary wastewator must be subjected
l

. to treatment in either an airport or municipally-operated trea_nent plant,
),_._

i operated according to standards as discussed in Section 4.5.1:

_ Federal, State, and I_cal Standards. Industrial wastewater streams arei

',.....' pretreated at the airport. Treatment methods for airport industrial

"q wastewater, including sample treatment plant layout, are presented in
.... an EPA doct_ent 71 and an FAA advisory circular on industrial waste

trea_emt. 72

i,_,i Stormwater runoff quality is not yet regulated, although govern-

meat officials are aware of its contribution to water pollution, as well
i_, as the difficulty of treating the runoff at a reasonable cost. Although

a stonmvater collection and trea_nent system is not currently required

l_i_ for airports, "It would seem prudent) however) in the planning of a_r-

port expansion or the construction of new airports, that airfield drain-

age systems have the capability, when required, of channeling certain

portions of all airport runoff to one location for waste treatment

_ processing.''73 An economical strategy for this is one in use at some
airports already. Runoff water is directed toward a retention pond

, _;_ before drainage off the airport, where oil products cam be removed for

salvage using skimmers or _ravity separators

1._
i

p
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: ; 4.4.1 Poderalt Stat% and Local Standards

; --_ Federal responsibilities for and involvement with solid waste

! impacts stem from the Solid Waste Disposal Act.74 This Act mandates

federal government action in the following areas:

4

i.._J

I) Encourage enac_nent of Jmproved state and

,_. local solid waste management laws;

2) Research and development of new technologies
and management techniques;

: L,_ Z) Provide technical assistance to state and

local goveiT_nents;r

: , i 4) Aid in planning efforts of state and local
goverr_nonts.

_ The Office of Solid Waste blanagementPrograms within the u.s. Environ-

I_ mental Protection Agency assumes these responsibilities.

_'_ State laws vary considerably in scope. A survey of state solid

_t waste laws7s shows them to be fragmented and uneven in coverage. They

_ range from requiring permits for landfills to setting up comprehensive,

i_ coordinated statewide solid waste disposal and trea_,ent programs.
Most responsibility for solid waste handling lies with the local

I'_ governments. The local laws vary even im3rethan the state laws, as
t,_ stmmarized in s U.S. EPA survey of selected local laws.76 These laws

tend to be very specific to local prohl_mlsin a nonsystematic way. The

;11._ topics .thatare likely to be covered include definitions, container types,

and collection frequency for certain types of land uses. Requirements

! _ for planning may sometimes be included. Permits are nearly always required

for collection of solid _rasteand for disposal or trealmlent.

_m. 4.4.2 EPA Review Policies and Procedural Guidelines

! ,

If'
L__
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4.4.3 Identification of Sources

The kinds of solid wastes generated during tile construction

amd operation phases of an airport vary. in amount, composition, and

. applicable abatement strategies. The amount of solid waste generated

during the construction of an airport, or any extension, varies, depend-

._i ing on the size of the airport and the local topography. The potential

sources during construction are earthmovin_ operations, denDlitionj

construction processes, and e_ployees. '[heamount of solid waste

.... resulting from earthmoving operations, including grading and excava-

--- tion, is highly dependent on the particular project. It will be

--: composed of topsoil, clay, rock, and any type of soil present locally,

plus any trees or shrubs cleared before construction. Demolition can

..__ produce a large amo_t of solid wastes, such as broken up rtmway pave-

ment, bricks, glass, concrete, electric wiring, metal fixtures, _ooden

supports, plastic, and textiles. The processes used in construction,

such as asphalting, mixing and laying concrete, applying sealers,

_ painting, bricklaying, and wiring, produce a variety of solid wastes.
_J

"Examplesof the kinds of wastes expected are plastic bags, paper bags,

_-_. wooden crates, plastic and wooden forms for concrete, metal cans,

_" waste mortar, concrete and asptmlt, construction wood scraps, metal

_ fasteners, and copper wire. The construction employees are the

_.. final saurce of solid waste, although the amount generated is much

less than for the above three sources. Paper and food wastes are the

principal types of solid waste to be expected.

,_ The voh_e of solid waste generated at an airport during its

operation varies with the kinds of facilities provided at the airport.

An aircraft maintenance and overhaul base will generate a significant

_ addition to the solid waste load, as will restaurants or ext_lsive air

cargo handling. This variation can be a factor of 3 or 4 for ai1_arts

i i of the same size with respect to daily passengers but having different

-- restaurant facilities.77

q •

p
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L

In general) the areas of an airport that produce solid waste
are: 78

L 1) Passengerterminals;

2) Aircraft service areas
_i - (includingflight kitcbens and bangers);

--_ S) Air cargo areas;

4) Aircraft maintenance base.

.... i Other airport land uses, such as restaurants and hotels, are not included

_._ here, since the solid wastes generated by them are not necessarily handled
__, with those of the rest of the airport. Ibwover, these two uses, if present

at an airport and included in the airport's transport and disposal system,

can increase the solid waste by as much as 25%.79 Industries locating on

the airport property are normally not included in the airport's solid

wastemanagement planning.

The amounts of solid waste generated by each source, according

_ to a study done at San Francisco International Airport in 1972, 78 are as

follows: (NOTTO BE USEDAS GUIDELINI".S)

I _ 1) Passenger terminals 0.53 lb/passenger

2) Mrcraft service centers 1.02 lb/passenger
I ,
_* S) Air cargo area 7.10 Ib/tan of cargo

!_ 4) Aircraft maintenance base : 2.19 lb/employee/day

t_ These figures are based on data from only one large airport, with approxi-

_,_ merely 15 million passengers per year (about 41,000 per day). Two other

studiesfound similarresultsfor differentsized airports. 77'70
! ,

"-_ Note that the units for each sourceare different. Each rate is

..... relatedto an activitythat is characteristicof the source. Alternatively,
! i

,d all solid_mste couldbe attributedto passengeractivity. The results

would not he as usefulsincenot all of tilefouractivitieslistedabove

t

k.
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are included at all airports. I£ all the above activities are included

at an airport, tile ratio of total solid waste to passengers would be'i

between 3 and 5 lb/passenger. |Vith only the first two activities,

this ratio would be 0.6-1.5 ]b/passenger. The rates of generation are

. i - applicable to all air carrier airports (airports having scheduled

r-- commercial airline flights). _ley are likely to be too high for

..__ general aviation airports (airports serving private and business

flights), since there is no airplane passenger food service and the

T terminal facilities are smaller.

The composition of the solid waste also varies with airport

..... size and the type of facilities. In general, the main components are

paper products, food wastes, and plastics, which account for about 80_

: by volt_e. The relative proportions of wood, glass and ceramics, dirt

and rocks, and metals vary with the amotmt of air freight tonnage and

'_" the mature of the maintenance base, They account for lS-lB_ of the
1_2

total. The remainder are miscellaneous wastes,including leather,

_--- rubber, and textiles. 0il wastes collected from runoff water, Imngars,
q

_,_ and maintenance bases must also be removed from the airport. These

,_, are collected separately from other solid wastes.

4.4.4 State-of-the-Art Assessment Techniques and Abatement Strategies
Ix
I_, All solid wastes generated at an airport are included in this

discussion, except for sewage sludge. This is considered to be part_,_
: of the wastewater system and is discussed under Section 4.3.t_,e

! 4.4.4.1 Trm_por ring

The transport phase of sol_d waste treatment includes both in-

!" house collection and transport to a fimal disposal site. There are four
t_

constraintson the methodologiesusedfor thisphaseof trea_ent:cost,

!'_ safety, health, and visual. Each of these contraints limits the methods

that can be used.

I'
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1) Cost: The method selected for collection and
transportmost be economicalto the tenants

--. oftheairport;
i

2) Safety: 3he method selected for transport must not
interfere with aircraft operations. If

-" vehicles are used, for exluuple, they must
• - be excludedfromrumcays,taxiways, and

aprons. Loose debris in the runway area
"-- may be ingested by jets, causing damage to
...._ the enginesduring takeoff;80

3) Health: lVastes that are potential health hazards
must be stored properly and removed often.

..... This category includes food wastes and any
toxic industrial wastes. Food wastes must

"- be removed at least once a day. Oilwastes, i

....... must be properly stored to minimize the
possibility of explosion or fire;

___ 49 Visual: 211ecollectioncontainersmustpreventwastes
from being tossed about by the wind. This is
of concernprimarilywithpaperwastes.

I

The techniquescurrentlyin use includecontainersplus truck

: transport;wet pipe transportplus trucktransport;and dry pipe trans-

port plus truck transport,if necessary. The firstmethodis most

i_ common. Varioussized containersareplacedaroundthe airport. The
trucksthen make regularpickupsfromthese containersand proceed

!"_ directly to the disposalsite. Variationsin thismethodincludethe
t_

use of small trucksthat pullwheeledcontainersto the disposalsite

_.. or an intermediatetransferpoint,and the use of containersthat fit
!

_-- onto lifterson the front of the truckand are thandtmoedintothe

truck for compactingand transportto the disposalsite. The solid

_. wastesmight alsobe processedbeforetransportto the disposalsite.

]11emethods used includestationarycompaction,incineration,shredding,

: and high compressionbaling. All are used to reducethe bulk of the

waste. Incinerationmust be carriedout carefully,so as net to contri-

i-" bute to air pollutionbecauseof incompletecombustion.Separatingout

noncombustibles,shreddingbulkywastes,using more than one combustion

, _ chamber,and electrostaticprecipitatorsare techniquesfisthelp to

minimizeair pollutantsfromthe incinerator.

! '

i
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Net pipe transport requires large sized garbage dispos_ll units

at the collection points. The slurry is piped to a central point water

is removed. The sludge remaining is chon trucked to a final disposal

site. This method is suitable for sources that are clustered together,

such as the terminal buildings.

Dry pipe transport makes use of vacuum pressure to move the

, ..j unprocessed solid wastes to a central point, for either transfer to
trucks or final disposal. This is a relatively new methodology. The

-'_ additional expense of laying large pipes underneath existing pavement

.....: limits the use of this system to new airports. It is capable of moving

--_ up to 30 tons per day of solid waste_ which is adequate for most airports

...... at present waste-generation levels.

_'- Naste materials that are recyclable must be collected and

•--- transported separately from other solid wastes.

,,_ 4.4.4.2 Disposing

,-- Solid wastes generated at an ailport during its construction are
!

,.-_ dealt with in several ways. Earthmoving operations can be kept to a

minimem. Topsoil is stockpiled for use during the final stages of can-

' ¢ structian, such as landscaping. The proper handling of excavated soil

is crucial in minimizing water pollution, since piles of dirt left t_l-

i ! protected soon become stream pollution in the form of sediment. (Methods

for water pollution control are discussed in Section 4.3.4: Igaterand

'_" Wastewater Impact_) Demolition materials must be stockpiled, protected,!

"_ and then removed from the site if not usable as fill on the site. Solid

,-_ wastes from other sources must he contained and then removed and disposed!

_-_ of according to local law. Specific conservation practices, such as using

...., cleared trees as a wood chip mulch for erosion control or stockpiling top-

! soil, must be written into the construction contract. In general, the

strategy for minimizing solid waste impacts during construction is to write

_. specific requirements for control techniques into the contract.

The most corn,onmethod of disposal of solid waste is the land-

__ fill. A properly run landfill poses no health hazards. The airport
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operator must d_p the solid wastes into a properly operated lanMill,

according to local law, or contract it out to a licensed scavenger. The

_ airporthas anotherinvolvementwith solidwaste disposal,however. Ai
sanitarylandfillis likely,under certainconditions,to attractbirds.

'-_ If the airport operates a sanitary landfill on its property, or one is

operated adjacent to the airport, there can be a hazard from bird strikes.

-_ This hazard can be eliminated through appropriate placement of the land-

.....! fillwith respectto both aircraftflightpathsand habitatsof birds,

--- Much work is currentlybeing donein the fieldo£ solidwaste

--. management. The Officeof SolidWaste ManagementProgramsof the U,S.

EnvironmentalProtectionAgencypublishesa bibliographyof solidimste

i _-_ informationmaterials, which citesrecentjournalarticlesand project

reports.S1This informationwill be helpfulto the HIS reviewerin

' _ [ remainingabreastof state-of-the-arttechniquesin solidwaste marmge-

ment.

'I
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4.5 LAND USE I_PACT

I

i 4.5.1 Federalt State_and LocalStandards

: _ The AirportandAirwayDevelopmentAct of 1970requiresthat

actionbe takento restrictlanduse near an airportto compatible

activities.82 The guidelinesset forth by the Councilon "Environmental

_ Qualityfor envirommantalimpactstatementsalsorequiresthatthe

projectbe consistentwithplans and goals adoptedby the coemunity

"-" affectedby the airportproject.83

Althoughfederalregulationsspecificallyspellout the fact

_-_ that landuse planningmustbe consideredthroughoutan airportproject,

..... the factremainsthatlanduse planning,to date,is scattered,dis-

organized,and in many cases,powerless. On the federallevel,no
F

_" formallanduse planningexistsalthoughbills have beenbroughtbefore

_._ Congressin recentyears to begin federallanduse planning. State land

_.:, use plans,for tilemost part, remainin the same tentativeconditionas

their federalcounterparts.Althoughmust citiesand localgovernments

f_4 have landuse plans,theireffectivenessis questionable.

Therefore,ratherthan the EIS reviewersearchingfor standards,

._ certainactionshouldbe taken. If the area in which the airportproject

is locatedhas any landuse plans,attemptsshouldbe made to incorporate

t_-, the airport and adjacent land uses into the plans in a compatible manner.
Basically, this consists of satisfying the goals of the co_nmities

_"_ surroundingthe airportprojects. If there are no landuse plans, thef

area surroundingthe airportprojectshouldbe developedin such a

,_., manneras to haveuses compatiblewith the airport. This may be satisfied
I i

by incorporatingstrategiesdiscussedin thischapterfor changingcur-

,,_, rent landuse or developingvacantland to be compatiblewiththe air-

. port project. The EIS reviewershouldalso be awareof the Fmviron-

mentalProtectionAgencypolicystatementwhen consideringthe land use

impactsof an airportproject.84

i I '
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4.5.3 Effectof AirportPro_ecton Ad_acantLand Use

' _-_ _le problemsof compatibilitybetweenthe airportand its

i .... surroundinglanduses are a resultof the absolutesizeof the airport,

; _ the nt_nber and variety of political districts adjacent to and affected

_ . by the airport, and the noise generated by the aircraft. Expansion of

the airport syst_ is extr_ely difficult today due to the central loca-

l tion of the older airports and the lack of available, acceptable land

for new airport locations, yet the demand exists for additional airport

i capacity. A study of 21 of the largest metropolitan areas in the United
'--' States statistically shows the positive relationship between urban growth

_-r and the provision of air transportation services. 85 Igith the urban popu-

,_, lation still on the rise, this demand is expected to continue into the future.

An airportprojectnormallygeneratesfar-reachingeconomic

effects on the surrounding c_r_nmities, 86 The direct effects include

the jobs and associated payroll created by the airport on the site and

,_4 also at airport-associated offices at other locations. The ir_Sirect
economic effects include:

p_

' i i

i) Purchaseof local servicesand goodsby

I_ air transport and related services;

2) Passenger activities including taxis,
_ travel arrangements, and business gene-
I ! rated by conventions;

3) Multipliereffects, includingbusiness
, k generated by the spending of wagesI ,

-._ resulting from the above activities.

, i Finally, other external economic effects that are difficult to quantify

include:

i i

i) _larket access;

...._ 2) Network benefits ;

3] Regional growth benefits.

i

i

r 1
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The induced development generated by an airport affects nearly

__ every type of land use known. This includes private commercial enter-

prises, industrial uses, and urban development, including residential

commercial, recreational, and institutional uses. q_is development in

turn puts a demmd on the water supply, generates solid wastes and air

and noise pollution, and creates traffic along with congestion. 'N1o

-- demand on natural resources and the generation of pollutants are

J secondary effects of the airport development.

--: One of the primary factors considered when detemining whether

a particular type of land use is colr¢patibleor incompatible adjacent to

-- an airport is the noise exposure. In the report "Airports and Their

"_ Enviromment," a table lists land uses that may be anticipated at an

--_ airport.8_ The list also includes an appropriatenoise exposure value

-_ (in NEF) relative to each type of land use. Another report prepared

for the Federal Aviation Administration considers compatible land uses

i at and adjacent to airports,g8 Rather than basing the compatibility on

noise levels alone, this report includes safety in terms of hazards

L involved in the operation of aircraft near the airport.

,_ Basically, the report for FAA concludes that with the excep-

I I tion of open air assemblies, residential, and certain types of insti-

tutional land uses, most land uses are compatible with the noise levels

! i generated and the safety considerations required by an airport. The

report _tatos that housing may be made acceptable in most noise-

_ affected areas through so_dproofing. In residential areas, even

_" soundproofing would not lessen the effects of noise on outdoor activi-

!-! ties. Considering the safety aspects, highway locations should not

be inmediately adjacent to airports due to the distractions created

;,_ by the aircraft. Also, electric plants, power lines, gas and oil

! facilities, smoke-producing trash dumps and industries, and certain

natural and agricultural uses that may attract birds should be avoided
, ,_|

i/ due to the hazards to aircraft operations.

b J
: . J

I'

i J
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In the report, ratings are givan to a variety of land uses

--_ accordingto their locationrelativeto the airport.89 Detailedland

i useswithineach of the followingcategoriesare evaluated:

; I) Natural;, .d

2) Agricultural ;

3) Highway and Railroad;

4) Recreational;

-- 5) MunicipalUtilities;

..... 6) Commercial;

7) Industrial;

..... 8) Resi6[ential.

' _ Eachof the landuseswithineachcategorylistedabove is rated

accordingto its compatibilityat the followinglocationsat the

_ airport:

!'_ i) In airportbuildingareas;

29 On other airport property;

r_ 3) Under approach and climbout extensions
(out to three miles);

!_ 4) All other land adjacent to airport
L_ between mmway extensions.

i__.._ The _IS reviewershouldfind thisratingsystemextremelyvaluablefor

evaluating,the compatibilityof the proposedlanduses adjacentto air-

' l_ port projects.

4.5.4 St ate-of-.the-Art Prediction Nodels

As stated in the previous section, an airport project has tr_nen-

dous, Ear -reaching on adjacent uses. relationshipseffects the land The

between tale airport and adjacent area are extremely complex, making it

I

i '

L.
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difficult to predict the final development pattern adjacent to the air-

-., port years after the project has been completed. Although a large

; number of land use models exist) few have the capacity for applica-

tion to an airport project.

E. L. Cripps and D. A. S. Foot applied the I,olny bbdel to

the Third London Airport in 1970. 90 In the study, the application

of the Lowry Model is described in a comparative study of the
.... J

urbanization effects on the outer metropolitan subregion of locating

the Third London Airport at two proposed sites. The article focused
I

...... on the description of the impact on spacial structures in the sub-

--_ region)in termsof activitychangeand inter-urbanjourneys. The

.... model was used in a single application (non-iterative) for the pre-

diction of growth in the subregionwithout the airport,and then with
_,,.; the inclusion of the airport at two alternate locations. Growth with-

out the airportwas measuredby basicand serviceemploymentchanges,

l,,! population changes, and inter-urban flow changes in the prediction
year C19969. The same changes were noted for the two alternative

'_ locations of the airport through the application of the Lowry Model,

Another land use model was developed by CONSADResearch Corpo-

l_*_ ration for the FAAto assist in planning the land use adjacent to air-

'_" ports or proposedairportsites.91 The objectiveof the model is to

I'_a enhance the identificationof alternative,feasible,and compatible
_=' land use configurationsin areasaroundairports. The modelconsiders

!_ the followingdimensions:
t_

I) Physicalcharacteristicsof area;

k_.. 2) Dumographiccharacteristicsof population
in area;

i!
_._ 3) Environmentalcharacteristics(pri_mrily

noise);

i ! 4) Existingenplanumentpatternand levelof
supportservices(transportation)utilities,

___ etc.) in vicinityof airport,

.--3

[
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The model's development and operation is keyed to the geo-

_-_ graphicdistributionof NF_ levels. Land use activitiesidentified :
for eachparcelare evaluatedby the directbenefitand costsof two

alternatives.'Filefirst is in insulationof the activityagainst
--q

noise generatedby the airportoperation. The secondis the reloca-

tionof the incompatiblelanduse. The model thenidentifiessuit-

"_ ablesites for activitiesthatrequirerelocation. From this,the

'"i model estimatesthe socioecon_nicimpactas a sum of alternatives

adopted.!

.... _le areain the vicinityof the airportis thenscreened

-" to find land use/aircraftgeneratednoise incompatibilities.The

_-'-, areais examinedto determinecompatiblelanduses as follows:

_.... i) Landuse activitiesmust be compatible
withother activitiesin the area;

2) Landuse activitiesmust be compatible
with transportationand utility-support
structureexistingin the area;

I_4 3) Landuse activitiesmust be compatible
with existingand predictednoiselevels

I_ in area.

l_ With this completed, the model enumerates incompatibilities by acres

_ of land. These are then analyzed by alternative remedial action pro-

grams to determine the total costs of incompatible uses.

The model yields the level of incompatibilities, the costs of

remedial actions to resolve the incompatibilities, and the identification

of feasible activities in the area. The model is set up to operate on an

area 24 miles on a side. The exact input and outputs may be found in the

text. 92

The model has been assessed according to its implementation

_, feasibility at 14 airports. 91 The large, commercial airports have mixed

opinions of the model. For the most part, these airports do not possess

( the necessary data requirements. Also, they lack peysonnel and com-
mmm

puter capabilities, thereby requiring outside assistance. The medit_n-

_ sizedairports,on the otherhand, appearto providethe bestopportunityfor

i '
[
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the application of the model. Both _le airport operation officials and

the regionalplanningofficialsperceivea need for this t)q_eof plan-

i ning instrument.Finally,the prospectfor applicationof the model to

%mall,generalaviationairportsappearssmall and they normallyhave

minimalnoise prob]mns, i
' I

-'i 4.5.5 Ahate_,entStrategies

To minimizethe land use impactsgeneratedby an airportproject,

a n_her of strategiesmay be incorporatedto createcompatibleland uses

"--" adjacentto the airport. One method thathas fotmdapplicationin many

-q instancesis landuse planningin the airportenviron. Basically,the

:-J process includes the following steps:

!
,-_ 1) Delineate noise and hazard zones [and any

other zones that are used in defining the
_-_ compatibility of land uses) ;

2) Catalogue existing land uses and socio-
economic characteristics;

_._ 3) Project future land uses and socioeconomic
characteristics;

_ 4) Determineeconomicimpactand induceddevelop-
ment;

5) Identif3,noise- and hazard- (and any other
categoriesdefinedin 1) compatibledevelop-
ment;

6) Identifyincompatibleland uses;

!'_ 7) Developalternativelanduse plans;
J

8) Identifytentativelandcontroltechniques;

i 9) Evaluateplans and strategies.

?'_ Withinthe land use planningprocess,a numberof techniques

existfor controllingland use. The first techniqueis propertyacquisi-

.....T tion. Thisconsistsof fee title,eminentdomain,and easements. Fee

-:
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, title is the outright purchase of land in noise- and hazard-sensitive

areas. A home on this land may be sold back at a later date with some

"-" type of an "aviation" easement. The main problem with fee title is not
J

only the expense in purchasing but also the loss of future taxes due to

"-_ the removal of the land from the tax.rolls. If an airport is to be

expanded in the future, fee title may be used to buy adjacent, noise-

"-_ sensitive land that can be leased in the interim .
i
i.i

Eminent domain, or condemnation, is the right of a sovereign

; government to take private land without the owner's permission for public

use, along with the provision of "just io "'_.... compensat n to the owner. This

,-- is useful for the conversion of incompatible uses to compatible land

i,-; uses, It has been used in the past to acquire airport property and

_., adjacent property for the pmTose of putting height and obstruction

,,,, easements on the property. Avigation easements grant the right to the

airport operator to fly over designated land, including the effects

I_ generated by operation (noise, pollution, etc,).
the aircraft air This

strategy is useful in providing additional land at the end of runway
L_a

extensions.
' iN

Another technique for controning land use is property re&._la-

I_ tioma. _Vithin this group, the police power gives local jurisdictions
L..I

the authority to issue zoning regulations. Building and housing cedes

_'_ offer a solution for the structural con_patibilitiesfor new and exist-

ing housing (including soundproofing). Tax reductions may be used to

I"- attract noise compatible land uses to the areas adjacent to airports. They

/-_ can also be used to compensate the currant owners of noncompatible land

US es.

"-/ The final technique available is property conversion. This may

i_ be in the form of government-funded conversion, such as urban renew_l,

.., or it may be privately funded. This particular technique was tested in

a Department of Transportation study.93 The study included Los Angeles
i !

International Airport, Miami Internation Airport, Long Island _cAvthur

Airport, axLdDallas-Fort Worth Regional Airport. The redevelopment of
I r

i
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incompatible land use was found to he an effective solution to airport

noise, but also e)q)ensiveand potentially disruptive. It appears to be

unacceptable to large areas, but it may be useful in small, heavily

i,_oactedareas where other abatement procedures are ineffective. In

most cases, rids technique required large subsidies to be effective,

q_nestudy also tested the e{feotiveness of pre-e_ption of

"-_ vacant land and the use of zoning and land use codes, Pre-emption was
J

retoldto he useful in preventin_ future incompatible land use problems.

"-_ The use of pre-(_,ptionfor buffer areas _orked well for new airports

-_ and smaller airports in less densely populated areas. It can be

--_ achieved by pure]roseand resale with restrictive covenants. Zoning

" _ and land use codes were found to be largely ineffective. Stronger

, ,_q, zoning and building codes that are strictly enforced over the entire

' i_j airport impacted area are needed to have lasting effects for conver-

sion and pro=eruptionprograms. Present zonin_ fails to be effective

for the following reasons:94

:'_ i) Not retroactive;

2) Municipalities often ineffective;

' 3) Mixed jurisdictions, resulting in confusedt_

authoritDG

_.._ 4) Poorzoning.

17 Overall, the abatement strategies give the developers of the

airport project techniques to minimize land use impacts through file

i_'_ development of compatible land uses. The EIS reviewers will find the

_.i evaluation of these techniques useful in determining the effectiveness

,_._ of a particular abatement strategy for a given airport project.
i ;

i

i

! I
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4.6 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS DPACT

. 4.6.1 Federalr Statet and Local Standards

Part 103 of the Fedaral Aviation Regulations identifies allowable

_i hazardous materials for both passenger-carrying and cargo-only aircraft.95

These materials are described in great detail relative to packaging, mark-

ing, and labeling requirements in Title 49 of the Department of Transpor-

tation's Code of Federal Regulatious.96
,...,

: '/he'_nvironmantalProtection Agency has published standards for
'_" 97 . . .

national emissions of hazardous air pollutants. Up to thls polnt m

time, these standards have only addressed berylliLml,mercury, and asbes-

tos.

, The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodonticido Act, as

amended (86 Star. 995), which makes it *mlawful for any person to use

a pesticide that is not registered with the Administrator of the Environ-

'_" mental Protection Agency or to use a registered pesticide in a manner in-

,-_ consistent with its labeling, applies to all federal and state agencies.

h.. ll_us,the use of pesticides in any proposed federal program must

be in accord with all applicable provisions of the Act.

_J The above statement should be included in the EPA response to

i_, those impact statements that are of a general nature and that state only

appropriate insecticides, herbicides, otc,, will be usc_. It should not

be necessary in those statement in which specific pesticide formulations,

_,_ identified by I_PAregistration numbers or descriptive chemical names are

used.

, I

4.6.2 F2A Review Policies and Procedural Guidelines

I

( 0
k
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4.6.3 Identificationof Sources and Groups of People Exposed

._ The total nt_ber of hazardous materials as defined by the

i Department of 2Ymasportation is on the order of 1200. A complete list

of hazardous materials ,my be found in Title 49 of the Code of Federal

! . RegUlations.96 Part 103 of the Transportation of Dangerous Articles

and Magnetized Materials of the Federal Aviation Regulations specifies

[ which types of hazardous materials are allowed to be carried on passenger-

carrying and cargo-only aircraft.95 Part 103 also specifies the packaging,

marking, and labeling requirements, plus the maxim_n allc_able quantities,

...... for each type of hazardous material.

_-_ As specified by the Hazardous _IaterialsControl Act of 1970,

.... the Secretary of Transportation shall prepare and submit to the president

_-_ for transmittal to the Congress on or before May I of each year a eompre-

_-_ hemaive report on the transportation of hazardous materials during the

_.. preceding calendar year. The report contains information on technology,

_._ research, and other efforts, accidents and casualty reports, regulation

development, stmmmry of reasons for waivers, evaluation of degree of

compliance, and a stmmary of outstanding problems. The outstanding

problem in 1973 for the transport of hazardous materials by air _¢asthe

I"_ low level of knowledge of federal regulations on the part of both shippers

_'_ and carriers.98 To improve this situation, FAA required aircraft operators

,--, to train their personnel in the air carriage of hazardous materials by

December 6, 1973. Also, FAA, in conjunction with the Office of Hazardous

,_-] Materials, has conducted 13 seminars throughout the country to educate

the shippers.

,-_ In 1974, an investigation was conducted to evaluate the FAA

hazardous materials program.99 Two major conclusions were drawn from

the report:

_-_ 19 At least 90% of the hazardous materials
shipments examined by the evaluation teem

: and found to be in noncompliance with FAR!
__ 103 were also in noncompliance with ship-

ping regl/latiomaapplicable to other modes
of transportation (truck, rail, etc.), which
brought these shipments to the air carrier
or freight forwarder dock.

L-
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2) The majority of problems in hazardous
4 materials stem from noncompliance by

--_ shippers in packaging, marking, labeling,
. and doct_nenting hazardous materials ship-

ments. Regulations governing these sub-
_ jects are adequate.

It appears from this study that the problems relate to the enforcc_nent

of hazardous materials regulations.

One hazardous material that has received special attention is

,__: radioactive material. A report entitlcd "RadiationDose to Population
(Crewand Passengers)Resultingfrom theTransportationof Radioactive

_'- Materialby PassengerAircraftin theUnitedStates"was publishedby

_-A the Atomic.EnergyCcmnissionin 1974.100Radioactiveexposuresto

passengersand crew membersin aircraftcarryingpackagesof radio-

_ activematerialare controlledby regulationsthat limit the radiation

_-. dose outsideeachpackageand the numberand positioningof suchpackages

,_ as loadedon a given typeof aircraft. Of the threegroupsof people

_-- exposedto radioactivematerialson aircraft,pilots,stewardesses,and

__j passengers,the stewardessesreceivethehighestexposure and the pilots

the smallest. For all groups,the exposureof radiationfroma radio-

I _ activepackagewas much smallerthanboth the cosmicradiationreceived

duringa flightand the naturalbackgroundradiationreceivedon earth.

"_ As a resultof thisstudy,theAtomic_nergyCorsnissionhas submittedJ

'_ recommendationsto the FAA for revisingthe regulationsgoverningthe

,_ transportationof radioactivematerialsin passengeraircraft.I01 The

_-- new recommendationswould cut the averageradiationexposureto all

i"! trompsby 25%.

_-" For completeness,the list of hazardous materialsmustalso

,.... includedisinfectantsusedon aircrafto_idpesticidesused on the air°

port grounds. A numberof studieshavebeen completedon a metJlodof

disinfectionfor aircraftusingDI]VPas the insecticidalagent.102'I05
i.,!

The resultsindicatethat themaximumexposurea crewmember could

receivewill not resu2tin any physiologicalfunctionchanges, lbwever,

i
+
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a doublingof both the intensityand frequencyof exposurewill result

in a decreaseof the plasmacholinesteraselevel. On the other hand,

this was the onlyphysiologicalclmngereported.

Pesticidesused on the airportpropertycan be harmfulto the

I people using _o facility,those livingadjacentto it, and also those

maintainingit.104 It _as foundthat nonchemicalpesticidespraysare

i_.! less harmfulthanchemicalones. Also,nonshemicalsprayswill only
kill the pest insectand thereforeallowits naturalenemiesto help

"-7 check its resurgence.With chemicalsprays,boththe pests and their
[

_'_ enemiesare killed. Sinceit is believedthat the pest insectsinmany

"-" cases immigratefasterthan theirnaturalenemies,they can reinfestan

,_i area after it has been .sprayedand multiplyunchecked. Therefore,the

_._ costs of using chemicalspraysare morethanwith nonchemicalsprays
!

_ since applicationsmust be providedmore often.

Overall,the EIS reviewershouldbe aware of the typesof dis-

_, infectantsand pesticidesthatare plannedfor use at a particularair-

,_ port. Althoughthe transportof hazardousmaterialsis controlled

i I completelyby regulations,the reviewershouldknowwhat improv_entsU_

allow additionalmov_ents of hazardousmaterials,and that the regula-

i_ tionsmust be upheldwhenmeetingthe new demand,

i.°_

i

i
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4,7 ECOLOGICAL 1?4PACT

4.7.1 Federal)State)and Local Standards

All of the previously discussed impacts (Sections 4.1 through

• ; 4.6) either directly or indirectly affect the local ecology. ']_ose

impacts were described with respect to hu_ ecology. In this section,

effects on plant and animal life cycles will be discussed. All federal,

state, and local laws covered previously also apply here. For example,

'--" the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments105 bear directly on

.... plant and animal ecology in virtually the stone_y as on human ecology.

-_ Plant and ani_l system,sdepend on water quality, which is protected

.... by the Act.

_-_ In addition, certain laws exclusively protect plant and animal

..... habitats or the aninmls the_rselves. The Federal Endangered Species Act 106

--_ protects species that are threatened or endangered because of any of the

_ following factors:

' : I) The present or threatened destruction, modification,
or curtailment of its habitat or range;

2) Overutilization for commercial, sporting, scientific,
or educational purposes;

_'_ 3) Disease or predation;

4) The inadequacy of existing regulator)' mechanis_; or
f.--_

' _ 5) Other natural or manmade factors affecting its con-
tinued existence.

_" The Depar1_nentof the Interior Bureau of Sport Fisheries and

).-, Wildlife maintains a list of threatened and endangered species and

-.- publishes additions or deletions in the Federal Register. The list

includes mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, and plants. 2_neEIS mmst

.../ present a list of any threatened or endangered species whose habitat

or range includes the airport. _m probable impact of the airport

project on these species should also be presented in the EIS.

i -*
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; 4.7.2 _2A Review Po]icies and Procedural Guidelines

The Environmental Protection Agency has a stated policy to protect

' _ tilenation's wetlands.107 Wetlands, including swamps, marshes, bogs, and other

_._ low-lying areas, which are covered by non-flood waters during some part of
, . the year, support unique ecosystems of major importance. They serve not

only as a lmbitat for a large variety of aqu_aticspecies and fur-bearing

_.' species, but also as a source of harvestable timber and as unique recrea-

tional areas. As part of the hydrologic system, wetlands moderate extremes

: in water flow, aid in the natural purification of water, and maintain and

' "' recharge groundwater.

In light of the importance of wetlands, the EPA has stated its

policy

_, "to give particular cognizance and consideration
to any proposal that has the potential to damage

I'_ wetlands, to recognize the irreplaceable value
!:}_ and man's dependence on them, to maintain an

environment acceptable to society, and to pre-
serve and protect thc,n from damaging mis_os.

: I_ "It shall be the Agency's (EPA) policy to mini-
mize alterations in the quantity or quality of

F_ the natural flow of water that nourishes wet-

[..._ lands and to protect wetlands from adverse
dredging or filling practices, solid waste

_,.,_, management practices, siltation, or the addition

_, of pesticides, salts, or toxic materials arising
from nonpoint source wastes and through con-
struction activities, and to prevent violation

i _ of applicable water quality standards from such
,m. environmental insults.''107

L_._ 4.7.3 Typical Ecological Impacts Generated bZ Airport Pro_ects

,__, All of the impant areas discussed previously directly or
p

indirectly affect the ecology. Prior discussion has centered around

the human ecology, e.g., noise guidelines for human activities, aire,_.,

__/ quality standards for htmma health and welfare, maintenance of water

quality and quantity for human constmrption. This section deals with

impacts of those changes on plant and animal ecological systems. Air

concentrations and noise emissions are assumed to have similar or less
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severe effects on plants and animals than on people in most cases,

thus standards set for people should siLfficefor plants and an_,nals.

Exceptions to this include breeding grounds, _@lerenoise may have a

great impact.

! The primary impact of airport projects on the plant and animal

ecosyst_ns is the destruction of imbitat. Very few instances of loss of

habitat due to noise or air pollution have been observed, although.altera-

tion of the hydrologic system or of water quality may destroy habitats.

-_ Animals are not mormally killed outright by any airport-related activity,

: except in the case of bird strikes. Plant life in an area may be oblite-

rated if it creates a safety hazard, such as trees in a clear zone.

Aside from the special cases discussed below, the impacts of

comstruction presented in Section 4.3: Water and Wastewater Impact
completely cover the full range of problems and abatement strategies

-_ related to plant and animal ecosystems during the construction phase.

.--_ Once the airport is built and operating, it naturally preempts the

habitat of wildlife where the runway and buildings are located.

I Beyond the buildings but within the airport property, minimal inter-

ference with wildlife habitat can be expected, with a few exceptions.

: = b First, animals are actively discouraged for their own survival from

approaching or crossing runways. Also) tall trees are r_oved if they

"_. constitute a safety hazard. Finally, if the quality of runoff water is

*"J not high, species dependent on the pro-airport water quality will be

,-- forced to leave tilearea or die.
) i

If an airport is to be constructed on or extended into a body

I"_ of water, such as a lake, estuary or wetland) special cautions must be

_-_ made. The dredging and filling alone required to build the ai#port

q-, may have serious enough enviromnental consequences that the site should
i ,

_-. be abandoned. Such construction has long-term irreversible effects on

the aquatic species and also affects land animals dependent on the body

I of water or the aquatic species for their survival. An excellent dis-

cussien of the potential effects of an airport o11bodies of water and

p -)
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the ecosystemsdependenton them con be fot_din Airportsand theirrmviron- z
-- ment.I08 'JheBig C_pressSwampJetportl_vironmental]_eportI09 presentsa simi-

lar discussionfor the specificcaseof the SouthFloridaecosystem.

The othermajorpotentialimpactof an airportprojecton the

• ecologyis the impacton bird life. Migratingand residentbird Popula-

tionscan interferewithairportoperations,and viceversa. Airport

_ i locationand the majorflightpaths shouldbe set with knowledgeof b_rd

habitats,especiallyfeedinggrounds. Effortsshouldbe made not to have

' flight paths of aircraft crossing major bird flyways between nesting and

feeding grotmds, or along migratory routes. The placement of sanitary

--- landfillon or nearairportpropertyis significantas landfillsare

'--_ potentialfeedinggroundsif no other satisfactoryarea isavailableto

--_ the birds (Furtherdiscussionin Section4.4). An airportlocatednear
I

.--_ a wildliferefugeor bird sanctuarymay haveseriousimpactson the

animalpopulation[e.g.,condorsanctuary)or on the htmmnpopulation

_._ wishingto see thesenaturalenvironments.

_-_ The principalstrategyforminimizingecologicalimpactsis to

___ inventoryplant and animalspeciesin the airportenvirons,along with

,--_ any specialinterdopendenmiesamongspecies,and geographicfeatures

: necessaryto sustainthesespecies. Ass_ningthat waterquality

standardsare met and the local hydrologyis not severelyaltered,

,_ methodsto minimizethe impactson the plantand animalecosystems

includeconsiderationof the habitsof speciesinvolvedduringthe

'-_ locationof airportbuildings,runways,accessroads,and major flight

paths.

i i

2 :

I !

p *
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5.0 ASSES_4ENr OF OVERALL IMPACT O11AIRPORT PROJECT

5,I EPA REVIEW POLICIES AND PROCEDI_OiLGUIDELINES

_-7 The statement of EPA policy regarding the assessment of the over-

; " all impact of a project, as well as the adequacy of the information pre-

__, sented in the environmental impact statement, is contained in EPA Manual

1640.1.110

The i,npoctsof the project proposed by the sponsoring federal

._! agency must be evaluated against standards set by federal, state, and

local governments, in light of the alternatives to the proposed project.

J Even a clear violation of standards must be weighed against the alterna-

tives before a rating can be made. Factors to be considered in rating

_'_ the project for its environmental impact include the in@act in each of: !

the seven areas discussed in Section 4.0, and the impact of the project

_. in conjunction with related actions by the same agency (e.g., effect of

"_" airport construction on adjacent highways) and with related actions by

,_ other agencies (e.g., effect of airport construction on Corps of Engineers

i_,_ _iood control progn'ams_. In the dimension of environmental impact, the

project can be rated LO (lack of objectionS, I_ (environmental reservations),

IX or (emviroementallyunsatimfaoto
The second dimension of the review involves the adequacy of the

_. informal'ion presented in the environmental impact statement. The complete-

ness of the analysis presented is judged here. In addition, the reviewer

i _ must assess whether all potentially significant impacts have been investi-

gated and presehted for review in the statement. If a project is one of

i a series, for example, the interactive and cumulative effects of the series

m. of projects on the environment must be discussed, preferrably in one state-

I"_ ment treating all the projects. The possible ratings in the dimension of

adequacy of information are 1 (Adequate_, 2 (Insufficient Information),

and 3 (Inadequate).
I /

_" Given that there is sufficient information presented in the

_ environmental impact statement for an airport project, the impact of the

_-- project can be rated. General criteria for the impact dimension ratings

are presented here, specific to airport projects.j i

i ;
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An airport project EIS will receive a LO rating i£ the EPA has

•--. no objections to the proposed action as described in the draft EIS or

! suggests only minor changes in the proposed action. Rather than deliniate

__ the requirement for the lack of objection (LO) rating, the requirements

; . for the two unsatisfactory ratings (ER and EU) are presented, following

the format of EPA Manual 1640.1.ii0 The method for determining whether the

"_ LO rating should be given is to ascertain that the project EIS deserves

neither an ER nor an EU rating.

An airport project EIS will receive an ER rating if:

{I) Ambient noise levels or ambient air quality is
significantly de&n'aded by the increase in air-

..... craft operations allowed by the project, yet
no standards are violated;

_, (2) The increased amount of impervious surface will
cause serious flooding problems aowastream, m*d

_-_ .no mitigating actions (e.g., storm water reten-
," tion ponds with skimming devices) are taken;

_- (3) Parenaturalresourcesare directlyor indirectly

destroyed by the project, during operation or i
.--_ construction, where the natural resources are not

protected by federal or state regulations;

I , (4) The project described in the statement is part of
a series of proposed projects (e.g., the Airport

,_ _hster Plan), and the c_nulativo effect of the r
i , series will have detrimental effects while the

project itself will not. The separability of
projects not included in the impact statement,

i : but included in the Airport Master P]an, should
_-_ be noted. The building of a runway, for example,

can be completely independent from the building
,'_ of any other runways, where it cannot be sepa-i 4

rated from necessary improv_ents in the storm
water drainage system or navigational aids. In

...._ cases where no statement has been submitted for
: _ the Master Plan, but statements for projects
"-" mandated by this plan are submitted for review,

the reviewer must carefully note the inter-
, dependence of projects, using forecast demand

patterns and the staging of new runway and
terminal facilities as input to the decision

• i regarding cumulative effects of the projects;

' I

u.J
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(5) The long-tom effects of the proposed project
are serious and }lavenot been taken into account.

l:orexample, tilefirst phases of an Airport
Master Plan might be environmentnlly acceptable,
while the second- and third-phase expansion would

--" tax the hydrologic system or exceed noise guide-
.......+ . lines even with improved (quieter) aircraft.

--- An airport project EIS will receive an EU rating if:
J

...._ (1) Violation of standards occurs and there is an
acceptable alternative open to the agency.

"_ The existence of acceptablealternatives is
.... crucial in this decision; judgment _st be

balanced by the impacts of the alternative
projects ;

:,++

(2) Vinlation of standards is likely to occur during

,.. later stages of operation or in related develop-
; _ ment which hinges on the proposed project. For
'.... example, a runway might be added to relieve

existing congestion. If the additional aircraft

I_ operations, beyond present day levels, allowedby this runway would contribute to violation of
air pollution standards in the long term, then
the project should be considered for an unsatis-

L_, factory rating;

i._. (39 The federal agency violates its own substantiveenvironmental requirements that relate to the
"_ duties and responsibilities of EPA, such as the

Airport and Airway Development Act;III

i,./ • (4) There is a violation of an EPA policy declaration.

i... The above criteria for the k_ and EU ratings are intended to

he used as guidelines rather than strict rules. The decision regard-

ing the impact of each airport project must incorporate all the miti-
gating factors for that particular project. The sensitivity of the

I."'! airport's environment to the changes imposed by the airport, as well
t i

as the effectiveness of mitigating measures, must be taken into account.

....: Trade-o£fs between lower noise levels at the expense of greater air

--J pollutant concentrations, or between the loss of agricultural land and

the gain of airport capacity _st be made for each project relative to
t

each area,
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The reviewer must also detelmlineand rate the adequacy of the

--_ information presented in the environmental impact statement. Following

the format of EPA Manual 1640.i, detailed requirements will be presented

-- only for Category 3 (Inadequate). I%e other two categories are briefly

• ! . described. An airport project EIS will receive a Category'l or 2 rating

if it clearly does not deserve a Category 3, as described in detail below.

_i The further split between Category i and Category 2 must be made based on

the brief descriptions of the categories.

._, An airport project EIS will receive a Category 1 rating if it

sets forth the environmental _Ipacts of the proposed action) as well as

alternatives reasonably available to the project or action.

An airport project EIS will receive a Category 2 rating if

i the F2A believes that the draft EIS does not contain sufficient informa-

tion to assess fully the environmental impact of the proposed action.

Based on the information submitted, however, the EPA is able to nmke a
L..J

preliminary determin_tian of the impact on the envEronment [i.e., rate

"I" the EIS in the impact dimension: LO, 1_, or I_). El)gthen requests

"_ that the originator of the impact statement provide the information

,._ that was not included in the draft EIS.
i i

'" An airport project EIS will receive a Category 3 rating if:

i--i (i) The impact statement contains insufficient
-- information to permit even a partial review

of project features, including failure to
,_'_ provide informatian permitting evaluationi . i
_._ of primary effects or significant secondary

effects, which are covered by the agency's
...... standards, regulations, or policies.
, Significant secondary effects _iclude land
"- use changes resulting from an airport

project. Fxamples of insufficient infonma-
'-_ tion include the use of modeling techniques

inappropriate to the scope of the proposed
project, such that the reviewer cannot

..... determine the significance of the impacts;

(2) The statement fails to adequately consider
important project features that EPA believes
have a significant impact on the environment.
For instance, if an airport extending its
runway to accormnodatejots for the first

: time does not include information regarding
_- the frequency and type of jet aircraft and

the expected noise impact and air quality
:, impact, the reviewer might consider a
_._ Category 3 rating for the EIS.
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In general, no rating of the project's impact is done when a

-_ Category 3 rating is given. However, if the reviewer has a basis for

review of the impacts, such as independent doct_nents or on-site surveys,

.__ a rating may be established at the discretion of the principal reviewer
after consultation with the Office of Federal Activities within EPA.

r 5.2 ALT_NATIVES qD AIRPORTPROJECTS

"-- 5.2.1 Levels of Consideration of Alternatives
,_..J

Alternative projects that are intended to serve the sane goal

as the proposed airport project can originate from any of several levels

-- of planning and may be beyond the scope of the agency proposing the

"_ project. In fact, the agency is required to consider alternative projects
__2 achieving the sane ends but beyond the agency's authority to implement. 112

The scope of alternatives reasonably considered ranges from national
' I

,--_ policy to specific rearrangements of the physical configuration proposed

in the project, and includes the option of doing nothing.

.... At the highest level of planning, the trade-ells between trans-

,._ portation and con_mnieation expenditures are made. _lithin transporta-

,_ tion, decisions regarding which mode (e.g., highway, transit, air travel)

will serve the demand for travel are made at this level.
r

.--I The next level is the National Airport System Plan. Alternatives

,-_. - considered here are mode-specific projects to meet national air travel
_ demand;thatis, onlysolutionsinvolvingairportsand aircraftare pro-

posed at thislevel.

In the stateor regionalAirportSystemPlan,alternativeways

to meet the region'sair travelneeds,as partof a nationalsystan,are
'--7

: .__ proposed. The need for airportsis determined,althoughfinal locations
are not chosenat thislevel. Dimensionsof alternativesincludethe

anountof emphasisto be given to generalaviationin the regionor

state,the timingof additionsto regionalcapacity,and the patternof

= airportsize Clewlargeairports,many smallones, or one large,several

-- median-sized,and manysmall airports).

:
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The Airport _ster Plan represents a description of potential

ultimate development for a particular airport. The staging of develop-

: ment projects is suggested in this plan. The airport uses this plan as

a guide to needed projects, assuming the forecasted demand materializes.

_. I - The b_ster Plan will have determined the possible runway configurations,

as limited by meteorological and topographical considerations. Alterna-

I tires considered at this level reflect technological options and the

expected air travel demand in the long term, The alternatives will con-

- sist of various arrangements for project staging and the use of different

'"_ aircraft to meet demand. Alternative airport sites are also considered ::

--" at this level of planning.

At the Project Development Plan, a myriad of physical confi&,/-

=" ration alternatives and operational alternatives are available. It is

_-_ at this level that most environmental impact statements for airport

,,_ projects are _n'itten. Since no impact statement has as yet been written

_._ for the National Airport System Plan or even for most Airport _aster

..-_ Plans, alternatives most logically considered at those levels are not

presented for consideration. Thus, system level alternatives are con-

sidered in development project r-IS,since these alternatives are rele-

_ rant and have not been discussed at higher levels.

Should environmental impact statements be written for national,

I state, and airport plans, then the scope of alternatives considered for

a development project will narrow considerably.

, !

"-- 5.2.2 Evaluation of Alternatives

I"_ In nearly all instances, airport projects described in environ-

mental impact statements are intended to increase the amotmt of air

'" traffic in given areas by increasing, or introducing for _Jm first time,

_" airport capacity. The only exceptions to this are projects that propose

.-, the installation of the latest type of navigational aids to increase the

:_ probability of safe landings and takeoffs in any weather. Such projects

are likely to redistribute but not increase air traffic. Since an in-. ?

crease of air traffic is the usual outcome, however, the alternatives

!

I
[
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must, in general, propose other ways to handle an increase in air traffic

either at the natio*ml, regional, or intrastate level. Additionally, the--
. alternative coarse of action of making i,ochange in the existing airport

configuration - "do nothing" - must be considered. If the environmental

consequences of.the proposed action are severe and the do-nothing alterna-

tive promises no better conditions, the alternative of discouraging air

"_, traffic might .be considered. Of coarse, economic considerations must be
L.';

balanced agai]st such an alternative.

_-_ A stm_ary of the types of alternative actions appropriate to
,. J

projects proposed at each of the five levels of planning and decision-

making is contained in Table 8. The text below contains a more complete

..... discussion of alternatives that are appropriate to specific projects

.-_ originating at each level of planning. Note, however, that alternative

_-_ project types, which are listed in Table 8 as being appropriate to

national or regional decision-making, are legitimately considered in the

airport development project EIS if these alternatives have not been

considered elsewhere. For example, if a second large regional airport

I [ is proposed for an area, high speed intercity rail transport must be

considered as an alternative if the expected demand for the airport is

'-i principally short haul and not international or cross-county. This is

a reasolmble alternative to consider in the Airport Master Plan EIS, if

_-_ the environmental impacts of the rail option have not been specifically

:_ discussed in the National Transportation Needs Plan or in any regional

transportation plan.I13

-_ At the highest level of national planning, two options can be

considered to satisfy demands for bringing people together: transportation

--- and conmunication systems. Improved telephone service or mail delivery

,_.. arep to a certain degree, substitutable for the transportation of people.

._j A national policy decision to emphasize co_nunication syst_ns over trans-

portation systems would result in significantly different environmental

costs.

w
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TABLE 8. Alternatives to All Levels of Airport Planning

! Level of Consideration Alternative Projects

! I. National Policy i. Conm_nication syst_ns

i _ " 2. Othermodesof transportation
I (rail, highway, pipeline)
! --!

! _ 2. National Airport i. Expand capacity in a different
SystemPlan region

2. Improve aircraft to lessen
--_ _acts

3. State or Regional i. Develop alternative airport}

--_ Airport System Plan locations to meet forecast
d_and

E

;-._ 2. Scatter capacity at several i
smaller regional airports

___ 3. Shift emphasis from general !
aviation to scheduled air-

!_, lines
_-_ 4. Postpone addition of regional

capacity to a later date

[ _" 4. Airport Master Plan i. Reschedule proposed projects
i

i _ 2. Consider adding capacity for
, different kinds of aircraft

"-" (e.g., STOL craft)

'_q+ S. Airport Project I. Operational c]magem to in-
_-- Development Plan crease capacity

I_ 2. Economic incentives to shift

time distribution of demand

...... 3. Different runway confiin/ra-
, tion

l"'l 4. Eliminate cargo handling

--- At all levels Do nothing
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Alternative modes of transportation may be used to satisfy demand

--, in any particular transportation corridor (e.g.,Chicago-New York,

Miami-Los Angeles, Boston-Bangor, _aine). Aircraft serve intercity and

international corridors; thus the pertinent alternative forms of trans-

portation arc rail, highway Cauto, ])us,and truck) and pipeline for

goods transport. 711ecompetitiveness of each alternative varies, depending

on the particular corridor and reason for travel. These kinds of alterna-i

tires are best dealt with at the national level, within the Department of

,"- Transportation, since the large scale, long-term conmitment to the develop-

ment of one mode necessal-/to make an efficient national system cames

--- generally at the expense of one or more other modes.

Alternatives considered from the National Airport System Plml

,_" level on down are all airport and aircraft specific. Once a need fori

t._.. air travel for either persons or goods is established, various ways are

_, open to the Federal Aviation Administration or the Civil Aeronautics

_, Board to meet or discourage that dcs_and. The FAA, in writing the

National Airport System Plan, can choose, in some cases, to emphasize

I one region over another for capacity improvements. Certain types of

airports can be supported at the exclusion of others. For example,

to eliminate some of the congestion at large regional airports, FAA

could make funds available for small center-of-the-city V/STOL ports

i"_ {vertical/short takeoff and landing aircraft) to service high density,

_-" short haul corridors. Alternatively, large regional airports designed

,--- to handle over Z0 million annual passengers (enplaned plus deplaned)

_- could be funded. These airports would be located far from the popula-

_-' tion center of the metropolitan area to minimize impacts and would

_. depend on high speed ground transportation for access to the city center.

Each region would need only one such airport.

The FAA also specifies engine types to be used in aircraft. By

specifying the use of the cleanest, quietest engines available and pro-

._. motimg research and development activities to extend the current limits

of aircraft body and engine technology, the impacts of air travel and

i airports on the enviromlent cam be significantly altered. Although the
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impacts of engine noise and emission characteristics and aircraft operating

characteristics are felt locally, the impetus for change must come at the

national level.

The Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) can altar aviation's impact

on the environment through the selection of routes authorized and the

n_ber of commercial air carriers authorized along a given route. These

"-" CAB decisions affect the number of aircraft flying into any particular

...i airport and, therefore, the extent of the environmental in,pacts. The

other dimension of CAB's authority, fares and rates, also affects the

.... impact of aviation on the environment, since the number of passengers

carried and the amount of cargo hauled on aircraft depends on price to

..i an extent. If fares were set too low, for example, increased usage of

particular routes would be induced and the environmental impacts on the

:--i areas surrounding airports are likely to increase. Indirect effects can

also occur because of air cargo rates: Recyclable materials shipped by

air could become too expensive to recycle and therefore be disposed of

_' instead of reused. CAB also has authority to allocate fuel among air-

_": lines, should the need arise. These actions have i,_nediatoimpacts

"_ with respect to the distribution of local airport and aircraft environ-

,_.. mental impacts.
i ,

" A state or regional Airport System Plan proposes alternatives

to meet the region's air travel needs. The needs are translated into
! '

--_ a regional pattern for airports, including the amount of emphasis placed

on general aviation and the typical airport size. The Airport Systmm

_-. Plan should be coordinatedwith local land use plans, reflecting local

growth priorities. A pattern of dispersed airport locations, each one

rather small, could be selected. In that case, general aviation and

V/STOL craft would be a significant component of regional air traffic.

_"'! At the other extreme, one or two large regional airports, serving all

"_ regional air traffic, could be proposed. Alternatively, a series of

....! airports could be located throughout the region, one fairly large and

the rest decreasing in size. Scheduled air carrier services would he

concentrated at the largest airports and general aviation at the smaller
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airports. The appropriateness of each alternative arrangement depends

--_ on the characteristics of both regional demand for air travel and the

sensitivity of the area surrounding potential or existing airport loca-

tions. Once the need for airports in tileregion is established,

potential locations are identified in the regional plan. Final site

selection occurs at the Airport _aster Plan.

_ The selection of the regional airport configuration reflects

economic, environmental and safety constraints. An environmental

impact statement _ritten at this level in the planning process would

examine the distributional effects of the altenmtive schemes for the

regional airport system on the human and natural subsystems. Note

•-; that it is at this level that the decision concerning which airport in

_ the region is to expand at a particular time is most logically made.

'--, Although the alternative "to expand service at another airport" is

_-_ invariably considered at the Airport Development Project Plan level,

_ the impacts of alternative regional expansion schemes are best

analyzed at the Regional Airport Systam Plan level.

_-_ Another variable that is controlled at the regional planning

level is the timing of expansion. Expansion can be put off in the

-n expectation that i_proved technology in the future will either lessen

the impacts or carry more passengers without further construction, or

[-_ both. Included in this aspect is the do-nothing alternative. Regional

planning could call for no change in the existing airport system, except

-- for operational changes such as improved instrument flight control

_-_ devices and alternative holding patterns. Airports causing severe

.... negative impacts on the surrounding areas might consider discouraging

air traffic, if the economic disbenefits of lower levels of air trans-

._! portation service do not outweigh the benefits to the airport's neighbors.
! :

The Airport Master Plan deals with one particular airport. As

.--! part of a master plan study, the best location for the airport will be

___ selected and the ultimate mmway configuration will be prepared. The

initial development projects are outlined and scheduled. Long-term
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growth is planned also, with suggestions as to timing of large scale

-_ construction and land acquisition. Dimensions of alternatives to be

considered at this level include site selection, timing of projects,

and the type of aircraft to build for. Each potential site must be

analyzed with respect to environmental _pact in addition to an economic

analysis. The timing of the additions to the airport's capacity can

affect the impact of the airport on the environment. If additions are

made early, and the demand never materializes, the environmental costs,

-- including disruption to the local hydrology, will never be balanced by

any economic benefit. Runway extensions could be done before new run-

-- ways are built to gradually increase capacity.

...... At this level of planning, the airport must specify the types

_, of aircraft it will be prepared to receive and at what stages of air-

--i port development the aircraft are expected. For example, if cargo

.__ flights are desired in the tenth ),earof operation, air cargo facilities

will be scheduled for completion before that time. If the airport

expects to handle business Jets or scheduled airlines at a certain time

[-_ in the future, projects must be staged to meet the extra needs (rtmway

length, navigational aids, noise buffer zones) imposed by these air-

i'_ craft. Helicopters and other STOL craft (short takeoff and landing)

must be planned for separately, both on tileland and in the air.

_-_ Deciding which kinds of aircraft to build for depends on forecasts of
i d

regional growth and air traffic, and on the region's goals. For

_._ example, if a region places a high priority on noise-free environments,

yet needs air travel to maintain the strength of the economic base,

there may be strong pressure to acco_nodate STOL craft and to require

i"'_' operational controls on the landing and takeoff of conventional air-

craft. The kind of airport designed to fulfill this aviation demand is

....' very different from what would be needed for an area needing air freight

to serve its industries, plus some business jet travel. Thus, fore-

"-! casts for air travel demand must be carefully studied to determine

reasonable alternative layouts for an airport; the different charac-

,_ teristics of each potential airport user (air carrier, freight hauler,

i
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r

business jet, and general aviation) require unique airport design and

-. project staging,

The Airport Project Development Plan describes a specific

-: project to be undertaken in the short tern (0-5 years). Most airport

: • project EIS are written at this level. Although only specific opera-

_- tional and design alternatives to the mediate project should be con-

__j sidered at this level, higher level alternatives are inevitably dis-

cussed at this level, both by the FAA (originator of tile airport project

EIS) in the EIS and by the community. This is because money will be

spent soon to build additional capacity for larger and louder aircraft,

-- exposing more of the surrounding cor_mity to the negative effects of

--_ air travel. With such a specific, clnse-to-home action proposed, those

_-_ opposing the project look for alternatives that might alleviate the

_-_ problems expected from the proposed project. These alternatives are

"-7 very likely to be beyond the authority of the agency proposing to

.J expand the local airport or build a new airport. Ibwever, these higher

level alternatives must be considered somewhere; if not treated at the--7
_ higher levels of planning, the issues get raised where the specific

actions occur. All the alternatives discussed for the previous four

b levels of planning (refer to Table 8) apply at this level. Once HIS

are written for higher level plans, the scope of alternatives considered

"_ in a Development Project EIS will narrow considerably. Table 9 expands

'-- the listof alternatives at the develor_ent project level.

Since most airport projects are aimed at increasing airport

capacity, the genera], nature of the alternatives is that they suggest

i _-_ another way to increase capacity but at less environmental cost. The
k_

: monetary cost must be reasonable : e. _,., a one dBAreduction in the
: ,._. average soend level is not normally worth £en times the cost of the
' i

next best (one d_ louder) alternative.

.-, If an airport is seeking to increase capacity by adding onei

--- or more new runwaysor significantlyextendingexistingrunways (e.g.,

8000 ft to 12000ft),the demandpatternmust be examined. If the
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TABLII9, Alternstives to Airport
Dovelo_nantProject Plan

Airport Developmont
ProjectPlan PossibleAlternatives*

i. New or extendedrunways i. Improveduse of existingrunways
' through

-- a, pricing schemes to discourage
....: use of peak hour capacityby

flightscarryingfew passengers

-- b. improvement of air traffic
controldevices

c. separationof noncompatible
--_ aircraft [very large and very
_ small]during peak periods

2. Extend a differentrunway

3. Constructa shorternow rtmway or
change its orientation

_-_ 4. Consolidateflightschedules

'-J 5. Acquiremore land to lessenimpacts
to adjacentareasby increased

"q flights

t 2. Terminaland other related I. Differentterminal designusing

i.II_'_ airportbuildings less land
,.-- 2. More adaptableterminaldesign,

allowingeasy expansionin the
_ future

_ 3. Eliminatefunctionfromairport
" (e.g., cargo,generalaviation,

_ scheduledairlines)

"-- 4. Make better use of existing build-
,--, ingsby reorganizinguses
b I

3. Groundtransportationand i. Providemass transitaccessinstead
related parking of private auto access

2. Improve within-airport travel soI !

_- thatparkingway be centralizedor
few mass transitterminalswill be

"'_ needed
I

4. Landacquisition i. Acquirea less desirablepiece of
,.,! land, with respect to agricult-ural

[ uses

*In all cases, the do-nothing alternative is to be considered.! 1
i :

. 4
i
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prinmry reason for expansion is to relieve peak period congestion, which

._ is significantly worse than the rest of the day, then the peak period

: users should be identified. If, for example, an increase in general

aviation operations at an airport serving both general aviation and air

.. ; carriers is expected to account for most of the congestion and, there-

fore, the need for the extension, then an analysis of the cost of delay

....j shouldbe done. Such an analysismightshow thatpeak hour capacityof
the airportis anderpricedwith respectto delaycosts imposedon other

i users. A studylike thisdone at John F. KennedyInternationalAirport
'--' in 1970foundthatoperationalchanges(an udjusmlentin peak hour

_-- landingfoesfor generalaviationplus consolidationof scheduledair-

.... line flights)wouldeffectivelyincreaseairportcapacitymore thana

now runwaywould.114

Otheralternativesto constructionor extensionof a runway

_-, includethe selectionof which runwayto extendor where to place a
i' ,!

,.-- new runway. For example,a generalaviationairportwith two 3500 ft

runways,wishingto accoemedatebusinessjets, couldeitheradd a new

: _ 5000ft runwayor extendone of the two existingrunways. The amount

of currentgeneralaviationflightsthatshift frompistonengineto

I_ jet aircraft,as well as additionaljet flightsanticipatedat the
expandedairport,must be consideredin decidingwhichof the two

_", altenmtives is better. Anotherway to expandtheairportby adding
i_

runwaycapacity,yet lessenthe enviro_imentalimpact,is to acquire

._ more land. Then the airportcan controlthe impactinducedby
J I

_.- increasedair traffic. This is particularlyimportantwhere noise is

..... a problem. To a certainextent,air qualityand ecologicalimpacts
F

mightalso be lessened,dependingon the conditionin which the acquired

land is kept.

: _i Finally,the do-nothingoption_zst alsobe considered.

Ordinarilyit is the base conditionagainstwhichall other alterna-

.-z tivnsare compared. In predictingfutureimpactsof the existingair-

portwith no furtherdevelopment,the assumeddemandmust be examined.

Generally,aviationdesmndis forecastwithoutregardto limitations
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of supply. In some instances, the forecast demand could not possibly

be served if the airport were net expanded. Impact assessment, which

asst_nes that the high level of demand will be met, ,my he misleading

in that the _mpacts of "do-nothing" will appear to be more severe than

i - they might he on account of capacity limitations, Demand would eiTJ_er

have to shift to another destination or never materialize because of

' the lack of supply,

Other airport development projects and specific alternatives

• are listed in Table 9, The most significant option for these projects

and ethers listed in Table 3, items 7-12) is the do-nothing option

when each project is done singly. An exception to this is where the: [

..... addition of navigational aids, usually done on airport property,

"-_ requires dredging and filling in an adjacent body of water. Airports

-,.J located close to an ocean oomasiormlly propose such projects,I15 A case

llke that requires special analysis; all mitigating effects of _Jnproved

air traffic control must be weighed against potential environmental

c)mmage to the body of water.

_ In considering the appropriateness of an altenmtive, the

* reviewer must judge it on two counts: whether it is feasible and whether

_, it is prudent, A feasible alternative is one _]latcan he done within

the limits of current technology. A prudent alternative ,is one that

meets the criteria of safety and economic efficiency constrained by

! social and environmental cost.ll6Thus, all the alternatives presented4

" "'_' here are not applicable in all cases, Local circumstsnces will make

some generally available alternatives infeasible; extrnme economic or

,--, environmental costs will make others imprudent. An excellent example

of this local variability is the difference in impacts of a runway

,_. extension into Jamaica Bay, New York, and one built on land near

._i Detroit, Michigan. The range of feasible and prudent alternatives to

runway expansion is extr_ely different in each case, due in some part

to the characteristics of the air traffic at each airport and in partL

to the area exposed to the runway (estuary vs level land).
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The structureused to presentalternativesin thishandbookis
i

--_ builton the existingairportplanninghierarchy. Sinceenvironmental i

; impactstatementsare not culTentlywrittenat all levelswithinthe

hierarchy,alternativesmost easilyconsideredat the higherlevels

mustbe discussedand assessedat the lower16vols, The typicallist

of alternativesto a runwayextensionprojectwould includeI) expand

serviceat anotherairport; 2) build highspeedintercityrail links;
._ ]

3) extendanotherrunway;and 4) do nothing. Thesealternativescut

acrossall the levelsof planningand someare beyondthe agency's

range of authority, BriNing up the latter in a development project

"-_ EIS meets the requirements of the CEQguidelines, 112 but perhaps not the

__5 spiritof the NationalPavironmantalPolicyAct,i17 llowever,until FJS

are writtenfor nationaland regionalplans,a completediscussionof

_] alternativesrequiresthe presentationof all feasibleand prudent

alternativesregardlessof the level of planningfromwhich they

originate.
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STATE 19_VIRONMENTALI_ACr STAT_JqT REQUIR_A_TS I18

Environmental Impact Statement
State Requirement and/or Proposals Contact

Alabama None Edwin G. Hudspeth
Policy Studies Division
Alabama Development Office
State Office Building
Nontgomery, AL 36104

Alaska None. H_vever, Deparment of Environmental Jerry Reinwand
Conservation reviews projects which have Special Assistant to Cormnissioner
"potential for environmental impact" and Department of Environmental
submits comments to appropriate agencies. Conservation

Pouch 0

, Juneau, AK 99801

Arizona No general requirement. Game and Fish Robert D. Curtis, C_lief
Co_mlissionon July 2, 1971 adopted a Wildlife Planning and Development _
policy requiring Game and Fish Depart- Division

ment to prepare inrpactstatements on Arizona Game and Fish Department
proposed water-oriented development 2222 W. Greenway Road
projects. Conservationists have pro- Phoenix, AZ 85023
posed a State policy act similar to
California's.

Arkansas None Harold E. Alexander

Special Advisor, Env'l Affairs
Arkansas Department of Planr_ing
Game and Fish Building
Little Rock, AR 72201



STATE ENVIRO_.24TAL IMPACT STATSXIENTPd_QUIRENENTS

Environmental In_oactStar.Bent
State Requirement and/or Proposals Contact

California California Environmental Quality Act of Norman E. Hill, Special Assistant
1970 (Cal. Pub. Res. Code Sees. 21000- to the Secretary for Resources
21174). The Resources Agency

1416 Ninth Street

Sacramento, CA 95815

Colorado No current requirement. A proposed David F. Morrissey
Colorado Environmental Policy Act Assistant Director
(Senate Bill 43, 1973 Sass.) would Colorado Legislative Council
require an EIS on public and private 46 State Capitol
actions approved by any unit of State Denver, CO 80205
or local government.

Connecticut Executive Order No. 16, October 4, George Russell, Director
1972 is currently in force. The Education Programs
Connecticut Environmental Policy Act Department of F.nviro_nental
(Pub. Act No. 75-5629, approved in Protection
1973, will not take effect until State Office Building
February i, 1975. Hartford, CI' 06115

Delaware No general requirement and none pro- John Sherman, Chief
posed. Under the Delaware Coastal Coastal Zone Management
Zone Act (Del. Code Ann. tit. 7, Sees. Delaware State Planning Office
7001 et seq.), applicants for coastal 530 S. duPont Highway
zone permits must submit an EIS on Dover, DE 19901
proposed manufacturing projects.



STATE ENVIFd3N_NTAL IMPACT STATI_,_Nr REQLrlP,13qENTS

Environmental Impact Statement
State Requirement and/or Proposals Contact

District of No current requirements. A proposal to _lcolm C. Hope, Director
Col_r_ia require an EIS for '_ajor construction Office of Environmental Planning

projects" is under consideration. Department of Environmental
Services

41S 12th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20004

Florida No requirement. A hill similar to N_PA James K. Lewis, Director of Staff
was introduced in the 1972 session of the Committee on Environmental

Legislature, hut failed to pass. Pollution Control
Florida House of Representatives
217 Holland Building
Tallahassee, FL 32304

Georgia No general requirement. Impact state- James T. HcIntyre, Director _
ments are required _ however, for projects Office of Planning and Budget
proposed to be undertaken by the 5eorgia Executive Department
Tollways Authority. The Office of 270 Washington Street, S.W.
Planning and Research, Depar_ent of Atlanta, GA 30334
Natural Resources, is considering drafting
legislation to require an EIS for certain
state and local sctions.

Hawaii Executive Order, August 23, 1971. Nine Richard E. Haryland
bills to give the requirement a statu- Interim Director
tory basis were introduced in the 1973 Office of Environmental Quality
Legislature, but only one was reported Control, Office of the Governor
from conmlittee(House Bill 1522). The 550 Nalekau_ila Street, Rm 301
Temporary Commission for Statewide En- Honolulu, HI 96813
vironmental Policy Act, including an EIS
requirement applicable to private projects
and local actions.



STATE ENVIROh_2_AL I_ACr STATSNLNr REQUIREmeNTS

Environmental Impact Statement
State Requirement and/or Proposals Contact

Idaho None Glenn W. Nichols, Director
State Planning and Congruity

Affairs Agency
State House
Boise, ID 83707

Illinois No requ/rement. Governor Richard B. Michael Sdmeiderman, Director
Ogilvie proposed legislation similar Institute for Environmental
to NEPA in 1972, but it failed to pass. QLmlity

309 W. Washington Street
Chicago, IL 60606

Indiana Public law 98, 1972 (Ind. Code iS-l-lO). Ralph C. Pickard, Technical Sec'y
Not yet implemented. Environmental Management Board

i_30 W. Michigan Street
Indianapolis, IN 46206 _=

Iowa No requirement. There has been "con- Peter R. Hamlin
siderablo discussion" among State Environmental Coordinator
officials of an EIS requirement, but Office for Planning and Programming
it appears unlikely that the Legisla- 523 E. 12dl Street
ture will take any action in the near Des Moines, IA 50319
future.

Kansas None JohnP.Halligan,Director
Planning Division
Department of Economic Development
State Office Building
Topeka, KS 66612

Kentucky None Bernard T. Carter
Executive Assistant

Department of Natural Resources
Frankfort, KY 40601



STATE EqVIRO_rrAL IMPACT STA_ REQUIRemENTS

-EnvironmentalImpact Statement
State Requirement and/or Proposals Contact

Louisiana No requirement. Legislation to establish Eddie L. Schwertz, Jr.
a general EIS program [House Bill 1150) Assistant Director
was defeated in the 1972 Session of the Office of State Planning

Legislature. P.O. Box 44425
Baton Rouge, LA 70804

_line None. There was some interest among Nilliam R. Adams, Jr.
conservationists in introducing a bill Comnissioner
in the 1973 Session of the Legislature, Department of Environmental
but this legislation did mot materialize, lh'otection

Augusta, ME 04330

Maryland Maryland Environmental Policy Act (_/. Vladimir lqahbe
Ann. Code art. 41, Seus. 447-453), Secretary of State Planning
approved in 1973. 301 IV.Preston Street

Baltimore, _ 21201 o

Massachusetts b_ss. Gen. La_s Ann. ch. 30, Socs. 61-62. P_rley P. Laing, legal Counsel
Executive Office of Environmental

Affairs
18 Tremont Street

Boston, _[A 02408

Michigan Executive Order 1973-9. Terry L. Yonker, Executive Sec'y
-EnvironmentalReview Board
Depar_ent of blamagement and Budget
Lansing, blI 48913

Minnesota (_ap. 412, Lm_s 1975. Joseph E. Sizer, Director
Enviroamental Planning
State Planning Agency
802 Capitol Square _lilding
St. Paul, _ 55101
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STATE I_NII_NM_TAL IMPACT STATI_cNT REQUIRI_FnNTS

Environmental Impact Statement
State Requirement and/or Proposals Contact

Mississippi None. A proposal to create a coastal Edward A. May, Jr., Assistant to
zone management program, including EIS the Coordinator
requirements, died in the 1973 Session Federal-State Programs
of the Legislature. Office of the Governor

510 Lamar Life Building
Jackson, _S 39201

Missouri No requirement. Two bills similar to R. Brinkworth

NEPA were introduced in the 1972 Session Chief Planning Specialist
of the General Assembly; both died in Comprehensive Health Planning
conmtittee. 1]_eState administration has Department of Cock,unity.Affairs
created an Environmental Impact Statement 505 _[issouriBlvd.
Task Force to evaluate other State policy Jefferson City, _D 65101
acts and make reconmendations.

Montana Montana Environmental Policy Act [Mont. Fletcher E. Newby
ROv. Codes Ann. Secs. 69-6501 et seq.)) Executive Director
1971. Environmental Quality Council

Capitol Station
Helena, _ff 59601

Nebraska No general requirement and none proposed. Robert D. Kuzelka
Depar_ent of Roads prepares impact state- Comprehensive Planning Coordinator
meritson State-funded highway projects. Office of Planning and Prograrming

Box 94601, State Capitol
Lincoln, NB 68509

New Hampshire No requirement. Requiring impact state- Raymond P. Gerbi, Jr.
ments on major land developments, whether Assistant to the Director of
private or public, is one of the priorities Comprehensive Planning
of a legislative coalition formed by the Office of the Governor
State's major environmental groups (con- Concord, _ 03501
tact: Miriam Jackson, Counsel) SPACE,
P. O. Box 757, Concord, _ 03501).
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STATE H'JVIRO_ -IS_TAL IMPACF STAT_qT Id_qUI_RF.N£gPS

Environmental Impact Statement
State Requirement and/or Proposals Contact

New Jersey No general requirement. Legislation is Alfred T. Guido
being prepared in both houses of the Leg- Special Assistant to the
islaturo. A special BIS procedure applies Cor_nissiener
to a 3S-mile extension of t/leNow Jersey Dept. of Environmental Protection
Turnpike. The Department of Environmental Trenton, NJ 08625
Protection has prepared guidelines for an
environmental impact procedure and dis-
tributed copies to l_al agencies for
their guidance. In addition, the Depart-
ment is "suggesting" that such assessments
be made on major industrial construction
projects prior to issuance of air or
water pollution permits. Several local
jurisdictions require an.EIS as part of the
zoning and subdivision process.

New Mexico Environmental Quality Control Act CN.M. David IV.King
Star. Ann. Sons. 12-20-i et seq.). The State Planning Officer
BIS requirement in the law has been sus- State Planning Office
panded. Santa Fe, I_! 87501

New York No general requirement. An administrative Terence P. Curran
regulation (Budget Request _laanal, Item 7S) Director of Environmental Analysis
requires environmental revi_ and clearance Department of Environmental
for State-funded capital construction pro- Conservation
jects. A bill for a State environmental Albany, NY 12201
policy act, which included an HIS require-
ment, passed both houses of the Legislature
in 1972 (Assend_lyBill 0248-A), but was
vetoed by Governor Rockefeller iqho said that
it would duplicate existing requirements,
confuse responsibility among State agencies,
and increase expenditures "at a time of
protracted fiscal difficulty."



STATE ENVIRO_9[rAL IMPACT STATI_dENTREQUIREb_24rs

Environmental Impact Statement
State Reqtzirementand/or Proposals Contact

North Carolina North Carolina Environmental Policy Act Arthur W. Cooper, Assistant Sec'y
(N.C. Gan. Stat. Secs. II3A et seq.), for Resource bianagement
1971. Department of Natural and Economic

Resources
P. O. Box 27687

Raleigh, NC 27611

North Dakota No general requirement and none pending. Norman L. Reterson, Director
A special EIS procedure applies to cer- Div. of Water Supply and Pollution
tain waste water treatment facilities. Control

Department of Health
State Capitol
Bismarck, ND 58501

Ohio No requirement. Governor John J. Alan L. Farkas N
Gilligan has requested his executive Deputy Director for
department to institute an HiS program. Policy Development
Bills have been drafted for a State en- Ohio Environmental Protection

vironmental,policy act, but no action is Agency
expected in the near future. 450 E. Town Street

Col_nbus, OH 43216

Oklahoma None Den N. Strain, Director
State Grant-in-Aid Clearinghouse
Office of Community Affairs and

Planning
4001 Lincoln Blvd.

Oklahoma City, OK 73105

Oregon No requirement. Bills for a State environ- Kessler R. Cannon
mental protection act, including broad EIS Assistant to the Governor,
requirements, were introduced in 1971 Natural Resources
(Senate Bill 49) and 1973 _ouge Bill 2921), State Capitol
but not enacted. The potential cost in- Sal_n, OR 97310
volved was reportedly a significant factor
in their defeat. Govel'norTam McCall sup-

ports the concept.



STATE ENVIRO_F.2_TALI_ACr STATI_qT REQUIRI_IENrS

,Environmental Impact Statement
State Require.tentand/or Proposals Contact

Pennsylvania None Thomas Dolan, Chairman
Citizens' Advisory Council
Dept. of Environmental Resources
c/o EPIC
513 S. 16th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19102

,H

Puerto Rico Public Environmental Policy Act (P.R. Santos Rohena Betancourt
Laws Ann. title 12, Secs. 1121 et seq.), Acting Executive Director
1970. .EnvironmentalQuality Board

1550 Ponce de Leon Ave., 4th Pl.
Santurce, PR 00910

,, , ,,

Rhode Island No requirement. A bill to create a Daniel W. Varin, Chief
general EIS program was introduced Statewide Planning
in the 1972 Session of the Legisla- Department of Administration
ture [l_5179), but was not reported 265 _irose Street

from conmittee. Providence, RI 02907
im

South Carolina No requirement. A bill to require EIS' Gene Boles, Principal Planner,
review for major private and public pro- Environmental Policy
jects has been introduced in the 1973 Office of Planning
Session of the Legislature. Division of Administration

Cohmlbia, SC 29211

South Dakota None D.R. Hood, Program Administrator
Land Use Planning
State Planning Agency
Officer of the Governor

Pierre, SD 57501



STATE I_NIRO_tENTAL I_PACF STATECrafT I_UIRI_IKN'I'S

"EnvironmentalImpact Statement
State Requirement and/or proposals Contact

Tennessee No requirement. Governor Winfield Dunn's Shelley Stiles
administration has been considering pro- Policy Planning Staff
posing an act similar to NEPA; no deci- Office of the Governor
sion has been taken. 1025 Andrew Jackson Bldg.

Nashville, TN 37219

Texas "Policy for the Environ_*ent" _EdGrisham, Director
Division of Planning Coordination
Box 12428, Capitol Station
Austin, TX 78711

Utah No requirement. A bill to require an Grover Thompson
SIS on State agency projects failed to Office of the State Planning
reach the floor of the Legislature in Coordinator
1973. _le state planning office is pre- 118 State Capitol
paring an executive order which is ex- Salt Lake City, UT 84114
pected to be implemented before the end
of this year.

Vermont None. IVhileunder Act 250 Cvt. Stat. Schuyler Jackson
Ann. titl I0, d_. ISl) proposals for Assistant Secretary
projects involving significant changes Agency of Enviroi_nentalCenser-
in land use require scrutiny as to en- ration
vironmental impact, no fonnal written Montpelier, VT 05602
document similar to an hiS is necessary.

Virginia Virginia Environmental Policy Act Robert H. Kirby, Director
(Chap. 384, Acts 1973). Division of State Planning and

Community Affairs
1010 James Madison Building
Richmond_ VA 25219
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STATE ENVIRO_TAL IMPACT STATEmeNT REQUIR_ -_qTS

Environmental Impact Statement
State Requirement and/or Proposals Contact

Washington Impact statements are required under the Dennis L. Lundblad
State Environmental Policy Act 0_ash. Rev. Office of Planning and
Code Ann. ch. 43.21C), and the Highway Con- Program Development
struction Environmental Review Law (Wash. Department of Ecology
Rev. Cede Ann. Secs. 47.04.110-47.04.130), Olympia, WA 08504
both enacted in 1071. While it does not

require an EIS, _le Shoreline Management
Act of 1071 (_aap. 286) Laws 1071) is ad-
ministered to "frequently require" impact
statements to accompany the review of
shoreline permits sanctioned by local
officials.

}_est None Ira S. Latimer, Director
Virginia Department of Natural Resources

O_arloston) WV 25305

Wisconsin Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act 0_is. L.P. Voig£) Secretary
Stat. Sec. Ii.i; Chap. 274) Laws 1971)j Department of Natural Resources
and Wis. Star. Sees. 25.11{5), 30.10{4)) P.O. Box 450
and 31.06(5]; C_ap. 273, Laws 1071. _|edison,WI 53701

_Vynming None Vincent J. Horn, Jr.
Admin. Assistant to the Governor

Capitol Building
(_eyenne) I_' 82001
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The Western Region of the FAA has developed a box model for use

--_ in dispersing pollutants to predict air quality.I19 The following calcula-

tion parameters are used in the model:

i "_ I) Landing-takeoff cycles (LqD) are calculated
: :.,_ for "peak-hour" operation;

--_ 2) It is assumed t]mt there is no wind dispersal)
settling) or mixing of pollutants beyond the

..... boundaries of the closed box;

_-" 3) An LT0 cycle is considered to include all!

_,._ normal operational modes performed by an air-
craft between the time it descends through an

--_ altitude of II00 meters on its approach and
the time it subsequently reaches the 1100-
meter altitude after takeoff. It must be

remembered that the term "operation" as used
r_ by FAA to describe either a takeoff or land-
_'_' ing is not the same as an LTO cycle, An LTO

cycle incorporates the ground operations of

i-q idle) taxi, landing run) takeoff role, and
,.._ flight operations of departure from ground

to 1100 meters and approach from 1100 meters

r_ . to touchdown,

To determine concentrations, the number of peak=hour LTO cycles

)'_ by aircraft t_e listed in Table B-I are predicted. Remember that 1 LTO

_'_ cycle includes 2 aircraft operations. Therefore, i00 peak-hour operations

!-- equals 50 LTO cycles, Once the LTO cycles are available, Table B=I is

_-- used to calculate the total concentration of a given pollutant for all

C_ types of aircraft.

-' The information compiled in Table B-I is based on two sources.

_i First, the emission factors are found in the U.S. EPA document AP-42,120
' .._ The volume of the box is defined by the |easternRegion report, with

the dimensions defined in Table B-2, Given the emission factors and the
i"7

._j volume of the box, the concentrations per LTO cycle by aircraft are calcu-

lated (and may be foumd in Table B-l),

__ The depth used in Table B-2 (1100meters) is not representative

of the "worst-case" condition.121 Typically) 100 meters would be used.

i '
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I

TABLEB-I.Concentrations/Peak_ur

AircraftLTOCycle

S_fur Carbon Hydro- Nitrogen_. of Partic_ates Oxides Monoxide carbons Oxides
Aircraft Engines _g/In3 ug/m3 m_/m3 _g/m3 _g/m3

: , J_bo 4 0.058 0.082 0.0021 O.541 1.397
'_ Jet 3 0.044 0.061 0.0016 0.406 1.048

_ng-range 4 0.054 0.069 0.0021 1.839 0.384
Jet 3 0.041 0.052 0.0015 1.379 0.266

M_ium-r_ge 4 O.019 0.045 0.0007 0.216 0.453
Jet 3 0.014 0.034 0.0006 0.162 0.339

[_q 2 0.009 0.023 0.0004 0.108 0.226

B_iness 4 0.015 0.049 0.002 0.463 0,212Jet 2 0.008 0.025 0,001 0.231 0.106

I_ Air Carrier 4 0.049 0.018 0.0003 0.132 0.112
Turboprop 2 0,024 0.009 0.0002 0.066 0.056

J;

,.m G,A.Tur_prop 2 0.005 0.004 0.0001 0.025 0.027

Air Carrier 4 0.019 0.010 0.010 1.369 0,013
Piston 2 0.009 0.00S 0.005 0.688 0.007

fien.Aviation 2 0,0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.007 0.0009
Piston 1 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.004 0,0005

I- I
i *
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I

_.__ TABLEB-2, Dimensions of Closed Box Model !
J

_,_ Type Neters • Volt.e_ i
•_ Aircraft Length IVidth Depth bleters _

J _ Jumbo: Jet 23,100 1,600 I,I00 40,656x 106

i

i _ Long-range
i Jet 23,100 1,600 1,100 40,656x 106

F
•"_ Medit_-range

Jet 23,100 1,600 I,i00 40,656X I06
'_

_siness

Jet 7,800 1,600 1,100 13_728x i06

,__ Air carrier
_ ' Turboprop 22,500 1,600 I,i00 39,600x 106

' _,' G.A.Turboprop i2,500 1,600 i,i00 39,600x I06

_, !._ Air Carrier
_] Piston 30,700 1,500 i,I00 54,032x 106

[_ Gen.Aviation
Piston 27,600 1,600 1,100 48,600x 106

ii

, T
!

[
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Unfortanately_the emissionfactorsincludean LTO cycle thatbeginsand

r-_. ends at an elevationof 1100meters. Therefore,if the depth of the box

: is loweredto 100 meters,the emissionlevelsare too highdue to the

:-- inclusionof emission_between100 and 1100meters.

i

One optionfor modifyingthe modelfor a depth of 100 metersis

-¢i. to determinethe amountof pollutantsemittedbetween100 and 1100 meters

: ' and subtractthat from the emissionrates. A new box volLmLocan be deter-

r-- mined by substitutingI00 for the llO0-meterdepth in 'fableB-2. Withthe

,, new voltmle,a new set of concentrationsmay be calculatedby dividingit

into the new emissionvalues.
r--

_.2 Unfortunately,it is difficultto determinewhatpercentof the

takeoffand approach_issions are generatedbetweenI00 and 1100meters.

,_. Therefore,a conservativeestimatemay be calculatedby simplyasstmdng

that the same{mdssionsare generatedintothe smallerbox. This value

"-_ may be determinedby simplymultiplyingthe finalconcentrationfor each

pollutantby I0.

,!_.j As an example,the peak-hourCO concentrationwi]l be calculated
assumingthe followingpeak-hour L'ID's:

27 3 " JumboJets (4 engine)
3 Long-rangeJets (4 engine)
5 Neditml-rangeJets (2 engine)

r-- 5 BusinessJets (2 engine)
_-] 4 GeneralAviationTurboprops(2 engine)

15 GeneralAviationPiston [i engine)
--_ 6 GeneralAviationPiston (2 engine)

By multiplyingthe concentrationsfound in Tableg-i by the above

....; LTO cycles,the followingCO concentrationsare found:

&:,b6 Jets (4engine)- 0.0063 mg/m2
....; Long-rangeJets (4 engine)- 0.0063
._5 Medium-rangeJets (2 engine)- .0020

BusinessJets (2engine)- .0050
.... GeneralAviationTurboprops(2 engine)- .0004

: GeneralAviationPiston (Iengine)- .0015
-- GeneralAviationPiston (2engine)- .0012

Total Peak-hour
C0 Concentration 0.0227 mg/m2

q
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To calculate the conservative estimate, multiply this figure

,-n by 10; this results in a concentration of 0.227 mg/m3. When comparing

, : wJtb the NationfllAmbient Air Quality Standard (Table 5, Section 4.4) of

_-- 40 mg/m3 for the l-hr CO concentration, one concludes that the missions

_ generated by the aircraft activity are well within the standards. To be

complete, the concentration for each pollutant generated by the total

LTO cycles must be added to the ambient level before being compared to the

standards.

• i Although Table B-I is constructed for use with peak-hour LTO's,
not all of the air standards are l-hr standards. &runeof the standards

are written for 8-hr periods and others for 24 hrs. Nevertheless, Table B-I

.... can be used for determining the concentration for amy pollutants, regard-

,_ less of the time period. If the standard is an 8-hr one, simply estimate

_--_ the LTO's for the g-hr period and multiply this ntmber by the contents of

._, Table B-I. The some philosophy applies to the remaining standards.

--'[

I

r_t
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